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PREFACE
This project study is written in an green context. Green, be
cause of our study at the Agricultural University in Wageningen,
where we have worked for one year on this project study.
Three scientific disciplines were involved: tropical agricul
ture, economics of rural development and sociology of rural devel
opment, in working on this study about food dependency of Zambia.
Taking the limitations of an educational situation into account
this paper is a reproduction of a study limited by time and man
power. During a workperiod of one year we have tried to stick to
our problem definition (see chapter 2) as close as possible.
This has not been an easy task. Many discussions have taken place.
Discussions in which became clear that the theoretical orientation
of the groupmembers differed from each other. Because it was not
our primary task to do a theoretical exercise on analysis of de
velopment and underdevelopment, we did not explicitly give atten
tion to these different analyses in the text.
Except for discussions within the projectgroup we had many dis
cussions with persons closely related to the group: members of the
'Aktiegroep Zambia, the Anti Apartheid Movement Netherlands, the
Royal Tropical Institute, the ANC-Supportgroup, the Themagroep
Onderontwikkeling' and our responsible lectures of the University.
We want to thank all the persons who we have contacted or worked
together with.
Special thanks we want to adhere to Mr. Masiphula Mbongwe, mem
ber of the ANC, who supported us with offering incisive critisism
of our writings. We would also like to acknowledge the enthousiasm
and never ending endurance of Johan van Resteren, who gave much
needed encouragement at times when interest and energies were
flagging. Our final acknowledgement goes to the 'Themagroep Onder
ontwikkeling' which has supported us in struggling against unwill
ing structures within the educational organisation of our Univer
sity. We wish them much inspiration and energy to continue their
work.
Anita Blijdorp, Henny Gerner
Rob Groenhuyzen, Rick Hoevers
Johan van Resteren
Wageningen, Januari 1984
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CHAPTER I
1.1

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

Background

Part of the student movement of the 1960's and early 1970's
was a growing concern with the concrete problems of people outside
the universities. Scientists should come out of their splendid
ivory towers and participate in the struggles of the downtrodden
people all over the earth, be it the working classes in the indus
trialized world or the exploited people in the so called Third
— World, fighting for their liberation. The resistance of the heroic
peoples of Indo-China and Southern Africa and querrilla fighters
like Che Guevara, and Camillo Torees were a scource of inspiration
and awakening. Third World groups for Vietnam, Southern Africa,
Palestine, Cuba and other Latin American countries mushroomed in
the Netherlands.
Though most of the members of these groups were university stu
dents or members of staff, there was, with a few exceptions, no
organized relationship between their political activities and the
education and research programmes of their respective universities.
To the scientific establishments any influence which solidarity
could have on one 's work would be a mortal sin against the valued
objectivity. It took several years of student action to change
this situation.
At the Agricultural University in Wageningen the spring of 1980
was the great divide. Student action groups had occupied the Ad
ministration Centre of the University and demanded, among others,
the introduction of project education as an alternative to, and
alongside, existing forms of education.
Project education aimed to allow students from different disci
plines to work together and resembles the real life situation in
which most of them will find future jobs. These project groups
should study socially and politically important problems. After
some weeks the Board of Governors gave in to the demands of the
students. Project education was acknowledged and the first groups
started.
In 1982 the Subject Group Underdevelopment (Themagroep onderont
wikkeling or TEGON) was initiated by a group of students special
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izing in tropical disciplines. TEGON focuses on problems of under
development, but wants to be more than just another students' re
search group. Through cooperation with Third World organizations
and solidarity groups in the Netherlands and contacts with Dutch
fieldworkers and students doing practical experience work, TEGON
tries to build up a network of contacts with target groups in the
Third World. These contacts with Third World target groups, or the
Dutch solidarity groups acting as intermediaries, are essential to
TEGON. They must use the reports, and take care that they do not
disappear in deskdrawers or cupboards. TEGON tries to link re
search and (political) action.
One of the Third World groups active in Wageningen is the ANC
Support Group, whose members have participated in the Spring of
1980 action.
The occupation of the Administrative Center of the Agricultural
University coincided with the visit of Zola Skweyiya, a member of
the ANC Scientific Bureau in Lusaka. At that time he toured sever
al Dutch universities as part of a campaign to stop Dutch scien
tific collaboration with Apartheid South Africa. The ANC and the
Dutch Anti Apartheid Movement (AABN) sought to enlist students
and staff members for research at the request of the ANC, the in
ternationally acknowledged representative mouthpiece of the op
pressed people of South Africa. Zola Skweyiya started the first
discussions on this enlistment literally on the barricades!
Albert Dlomo, the ANC expert on agriculture, visited Wageningen
in May 1981 and was received by the Board of Governors of the Uni
versity, as well as by the mayor of Wageningen. At that time a
project group in the interest of the South African people and the
ANC was approved as part of a student's study programme. Contacts
between ANC representatives, the AABN and the ANC Support Group
resulted in two proposals for research. One focusses on the depen
dence of the so called "Frontline States" on South Africa. The
other concentrated on the technical, ecomonic and social structure
of white capitalist agriculture in South Africa itself.
In autumn 1982 the ANC Support Group gathered a number of students
and under the aegis of TEGON started its project group. The par
ticipating students favoured researching the dependence of the
Frontline States.
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Dependence of the Frontline States on South Africa however, is
a problem far too broad to be handled by four students with a lim
ited amount of time. Therefore it was necessary to confine the
subject to one country and one sector of the economy. The group
decided to focus on food dependency. South Africa uses food as a
primary weapon against its neighbours. For years South Africa was
the only country in the region with food surplusses. It could,
and actually did, use this surplus to blackmail its neighbours
not to support the liberation movements of South Africa and Nami
bia, the ANC and the SWAPO, respectively. This decision to concen
trate on food dependency was well chosen. The Agricultural Univer
sity in Wageningen has large tropical departments and one could
expect to find an abundance of information on the food and agri
cultural policies of the Frontline States.
Zambia was selected as the country of investigation. It is the
oldest independent state in the region, led by president Kenneth
Kaunda, who has negotiated several times with the leaders of the
white-ruled countries in the Southern Africa region (South Africa,
and up to 1980, Zimbabwe). On the other hand, Zambia was host to
the liberation movements of these two countries. As a landlocked
country with an economy almost entirely dependent on the export
of copper, Zambia is extremely dependent on good routes of trans
port to the coastal harbours in neighbouring states. As it hap
pens, most of these transport routes and in the harbours of South
Africa.
1.2

Objectives

The study of the project group was based on the assumption that
a considerable dependence on South Africa for food would make
Zambia's foreign policy in general, and its attitude towards the
liberation movements i.e. the ANC specifically, vulnerable to
blackmail. Of course this hypothesis can't be proved or disproved
from behind a library table in Wageningen. What one can do from
here is to estimate the degree in which Zambia is dependent on
South Africa for food. One can study the various ways in which
Zambia tries to decrease this dependence, investigate the sources
of foreign aid to Zambia, and evaluate the results of the differ
ent strategies to improve food production.
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-

-

This study has two main objectives:
to furnish the ANC with information that might be useful for
it to decide on its attitude towards the policies of the gov
ernment of Zambia and its allies.
to support critique of present Dutch development aid, in what
ever small manner. As it happens, agricultural experts have
presented a Food Strategy Study for Zambia.
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CHAPTER 2

PROBLEM DEFINITION

As will be made clear in Chapter six, Zambia has to import
large quantities of food. Recent official data on the trade be
tween South Africa and Zambia are not available, as both parties
see it as in their national and/or commercial interest not to dis
close them. Nevertheless, it is widely accepted that South Africa
is a major source of Zambian foodstuffs. To determine the degree
to which Zambia is dependent on South Africa for food, it is first
necessary to look at domestic food production and consumption in
Zambia itself. How much food does Zambia's population need? What
does it consume? Is there hunger or undernourishment or nutrition
al shortages, and in which region, class, sex or age group are
these concentrated? Chapter four deals with these problems of do
mestic consumption.
Chapter five looks at the problems of domestic production. What
does Zambia produce. What could it produce and what are the physi
cal restrictions on an increase of food production?
Food shortages can be caused not only by insufficient produc
tion but also by a failing system of distribution and marketing.
Chapter six pays attention to the functioning (or disfunctioning)
of the official marketing organizations, and deals with the import
of foodcrops and agricultural inputs.
Zambia faces persistent food shortages, and one has to search
for structural reasons for this deplorable situation. In chapter
seven Zambian agriculture is placed against the background of the
political economy of the country. How was Zambia integrated into
the British colonial empire? How did capitalism develop in this
African country with an economy dominated by copper-mining? What
was the effect of mining on local farmers and what was the role
of the white large scale farmers in the economy? As African men,
and to a lesser extent women had to work for the 'white' economy,
what happened to their land and cattle? In what way did Zambian
society change after independence?
What was the economic structure of Zambian society and what kind
of political structure evolved since independence? Which are the
dominant classes in post-independent Zambia and what is their at
titude towards agriculture in general, and towards food security
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for the general population specifically? This same chapter ques
tions the economic and social differentiation in the rural sector
itself.
Chapter eight concentrates on the agricultural and food supply
policy. What were the effects of the colonial and postcolonial
agricultural policies on the different sections of the rural po
pulation, and how did this effect food production? What is the
present policy and future strategy of the Zambian government? Does
the present policy focus on specific population and is it to
change? How is marketing organized? Are changes envisaged and will
there be more room for small private traders in agricultural pro
duce? Will the country still rely on imports to satisfy the demand
for agricultural inputs, possibly in cooperation with neighbour
ing states? How does the state financially and technically support
the agricultural sector, and who benefit most from this?
Chapter nine deals with the influence of, and the dependence
on, foreign countries and international organizations. First, the
continuing economic influence of South Africa will be dealt with.
What is known about the trade between the two countries, not only
as far as food is concerned? How dependent is Zambia on South
African railways and harbours? Who supplies Zambia with its pe
troleum needs? What are the interests of South African companies
in mining or other sectors of the economy? What is the role of
white South African nationals or of whites of South African origin
in the Zambian economy. Secondly, the study will take a look at
the plans of the Southern African Development Coordination Con
ference (SADCC) to decrease the dependence on South Africa for
food, transport, energy, industrial goods, etc. A very important
factor for the success of the SADCC plans is the financing of the
projects. Who will take responsibility for this? International
support will be needed to disengage Zambia and the other Front
line States from South Africa. A third section of chapter nine
examines the positions of such international organizations as the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the International Bank of Re
construction and Development (IBRD) and the Food and Agricultural
Organization (FAO) and other United Nations agencies with respect
to the agricultural development plans of the Zambian government.
What sort of projects are favoured by these organizations and do
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these projects help decrease Zambia's dependence on South Africa?
The last section of chapter nine enquires whether development
programmes of the western countries such as Norway, the Nether
lands, Sweden, Danmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, or the
United Kingdom fit into this strategy?
Chapter ten is reserved for final Conclusions. These will con
centrate on Zambia's dependence on South Africa for food and on
the pros and cons of the different strategies to lessen this de
pendence, taking the economic conditions into account.
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CHAPTER 3
3.1

DESCRIPTIVE OVERVIEW OF ZAMBIA

Physical and geographical facts and figures

Zambia is situated in the southern part of Central Africa be
tween 8° and 18° Southern Latitude and 22° and 34° Eastern Longi
tude. Zambia has no direct connections with any ocean. The total
area measures 753,000 km2, making Zambia one of the medium seized
countries in Africa, with a total area of 21 times the area of
the Netherlands. The present boundaries are the result of the Eu
ropean 'scramble for Africa' at the end of the 19th century. The
borders are mainly formed by natural boundary lines such as the
Zambezi river. However straight lines have also been drawn, divid
ing the area of one tribe into different parts. The peculiar form
of the deep cut of Zaïre in the northern part of the country is
the result of the activities of the Belgians. The British arrived
just too late to claim the Katanga copper area, which became a
part of the Belgian Colonial Administration.
The central position of Zambia is also illustrated by the num
ber of neighbouring countries: Angola, Botswana, Malawi, Mozambi
que, Namibië, Tanzania, Zaïre, Zimbabwe. The distance from the
central part of Zambia to the nearest seaport is more than 1500
km. These seaports are connected with Zambia by railway and are
situated in Angola (Lobito), Mozambique (Beira), Tanzania (Dar-esSalaam) and South Africa (Durban a.o.). Foreign trade is mainly
organized via South Africa. Due to the political situation resul
ting from South Africa's efforts to destabilize the economies of
neighouring countries, the trade routes via Angola, Mozambique
and Tanzania have been eliminated. Zambia's infrastructure mainly
depends on the consequences of the South African Apartheid policy.
Landscape
The greater part of Zambia consists of gently rolling to flat
plateaus, in height ranging from 900 to 1500 m. The plateaus merge
smoothly into one another or are seperated from each other by
strongly crumbled fractures. Ranges of hills, river valleys, wa
terfalls, swamps and isolated hills give variety to the landscape.
The lower parts of the country are formed by the Luangwa and the
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MAP 1: SOUTHERN AFRICA

Mid-Zambezi valleys. The altitude increased as one moves towards
the north: Lake Mweru, Tanganyika, and Bangweulu. Surrounding
these lakes and in the middle of Zambia, these are vast swamps in
which the waterlevel rises and falls with the dry and the wet
seasons.
Another phenomenon are the so called dambos, lower area with
little or no drainage, which are situated in the smooth rolling
plateaulandscape. Dambos influence the settling patterns because
they may provide water in the dry seasons.
The climate is moderately tropical with mean annual temperature
between 17,5 and 22,5°C. The mean temperatures are correlated with
the altitude, which ranges between 900 and 1500 m above sea level.
Lower temperatures are recorded at the few and restricted areas
with higher elevations, e.g. Nyika highland which reaches 2150 m.
Temperatures above 22,5 are found almost exclusively in the wide
rift valleys, which include the Gwembe Luangwa Valleys and the
Lower Luapula Mweru Wantipa Valleys and Lake Tanganyika Rift Val
ley.
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MAP 2: MAJOR NATURAL REGIONS
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Source: Schults, J.

These hot valleys, with an altitude ranging from 325 to 820 m,
are found in the northern and southern parts of the country. The
effect of topography on the mean annual temperatures is remarkable.
The minimum temperature occurs at the northern solstice or follows
it by not more than a month, i.e. June or July. In the cool season
the coolness is related only to the night temperatures. The mean
temperature at night drops to 5 to 10°C in the western and central
parts and to 10 to 13 °C in the eastern and northern parts of the
country. Some nightfrost occurs in the southern, western and cen
tral parts of Zambia, but only just a few nights per year.
The maximum is reached only 3 to 4 months later, usually in
October, less frequently in November, just before the rains begin
to fall.
As the rainy season starts the mean temperature falls, an<J then
remains rather constant until the rains taper off, beginning in
southwestern Zambia in March or April. There may be a second
slight maximum just after the rains, before the temperature falls
again to the midwinterminimum (June, July).
The duration of the rainy seasons varies from 4 months in the
southern parts of Zambia to a good 6 months in the northern parts.
The mean annual rainfall corresponds with the lenght of the rainy
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season, varying from 600 to 1000 nun in the southern parts to 1000
to 1500 mm in the northern parts. The rainfall variability is
greater in areas of lowest rainfall and smallest in areas of high
est rainfall. Dry spells tend to be more frequent in the dry
southern part of the country.
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MAP 5: DURATION OF RAINY SEASON (DAYS)

2)
Source: Schultz, J. '
3.2

Some socio-qeoqraphical and political-economical figures

The Zambia economy can be characterized as a dualistic economy.
The modern sector, organized along principles of the capitalist
production is concentrated along the line of Rail (LOR), coming
from Zimbabwe to the Copperbelt mining area. The TANZAM-rail line,
situated in the northern part of Zambia and connecting Zambia with
Tanzania, is a separate line, not belonging to the LOR-area. The
areas outside the LOR are characterised by subsistence oriented
agriculture; production is not yet organized along capitalist
principles.
MAP 6: COMMERCIAL CULTIVATION AREA

Source: World Atlas of Agriculture"*'
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The Gross National Product (GNP) per capita in 1980 was $ 560.
This is less than in Zimbabwe ($ 630) and South Africa ($ 2300),
but more than Mozambique ($ 230), Angola ($ 470) and Tanzania ($
280). other standards used to measure a country's wealth prove
that Zambia is less developed than the GNP/capita figure would in
dicate. Life expectancy in 1980 was 49 years; the adult literacy
counted 44%; child mortality (deaths per 1000 in years 1 to 4 age
group was in 1979: 1974); daily per capita calorie supply was 90%
of the recommended requirement5' (see Appendix 1 for exchange rate
Zambian Kwacha/US$).
The miningsector dominates the economy. Mining supplies 90% of
the incomes out of export. The mining sector accounts for 17% of
the formal labour activities and it consumes approximately 70% of
all energy used6'. The international recession also affected the
mining sector of Zambia. The income out of the copper production
decreased enormous during the seventies resulting in a negative
saldo. The price development on the London Metal Exchange (LME)
determines the budget of the Zambian Government to a large ex
tent. Surplus from the mining sector is mainly profit for the in
ternational companies operating the mines.
Zambia has more than once applied for a loan with the IMF. To
day Zambia is among the most heavily indebted nations in the Third
7)
World, with a foreign debt pushing $ 4,500 million . The annual
inflation rate is over 20% and the international buying power has
decreased. The situation for the Zambian population, especially
in the rural areas, is very harsh. The rural-urban barter terms
of trade have been decreasing since independence in 1964. The ru
ral sector accounts for 13% of the Gross National Product (GNP)
(see Appendix 10). This figure has hardly changed since indepen
dence and, compared with other African nations, is very low. There
is a growing import of food; 25% of the food trade is imported
food (wheat, maize, rice, vegetable, oil, milkpowder, etc.). Most
of the commercial farmers live in the LOR-provinces where the fer
tile lands support arable production and cattle herds.
These farmers take advantage of the better input-supply, exten
sion, marketing of this region. They grow cash crops such as maize,
tabacco, cotton, sunflower and breed their cattle to sell the meat.

Source: Landendocumentatie Zambia1'
The subsistence oriented farmers in the remote, less developed
areas (such as Luapula, Northern, Northwestern and Western Prov
inces) mainly produce foodcrops such as maize, cassave, sorghum,
millet, groundnuts. 80% of the farmers grow maize. Cattle are
O\
mainly held in the Southern and Western Provinces '.
Zambia is a One Party Democracy. The United National Indepen
dence Party (UNIP) has been led by President Kenneth Kaunda since
1964, the year of Independence. Dr. K. Kaunda developed an ideol
ogy for the nation, Zambian Humanism, in which appreciation of
man and respect for human dignity are central themes. In the Zam
bian society party membership has shown to be of great importance,
e.g. UNIP-members are favoured above non-members in reaching a
comfortable lifestyle. Zambia has always been dependent on foreign
aid, multinational companies and the international financial agen-
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cies. The UNIP, as leading party, cooperates in forming a capital
ist state economy, realizing there is no opportunity to increase
the national capital by other means.
3.3

Some demographic facts and figures

Zambia contains anno 1983 more than 6 million inhabitants; in
1982 the total population counted for 6,2 million people and pop
ulation growth was estimated on 3.1% per year. The majority of
the people live in rural areas. Since 1964 the number decreased
from 80% to less than 60% in 1980. On the African continent Zam
bia has the third highest urban/rural ratio, 43%; Algeria (54%)
and South Africa (48%) being the only two countries with a higher
ratio. The urban population, according to the Central Statistical
Office (CSO ), encompasses all people living in large urban areas
and the total population of all townships. The division between
rural and urban population may roughly be taken as the division
between the population engaged in agricultural production (in
cluding fishery, forestry, cattle keeping etc.) and the popula9)
tion engaged m non-agricultural activities '.
The geographical variation in the growth of the population is
clearly shown in the table on the following page. The period 19691980 shows a 40% growth of the total Zambian population. The aver
age growth per year is 3.1%. In the near future the growth of the
population will be even faster, taking the present composition of
the age groups into account and a fall in mortality rate. The 1981
ILO mission to Zambia estimates a population growth of 3.65% per
year. Population growth was most significant in the old line of
rail provinces (Copperbelt and Central Provinces); other provinces
showed hardly any growth. For example, in the period 1963-1980
the average growth rate in Luapula Province was only 0.8% whereas
the total national average growth rate was 2.9%. In the period
1963-1969 Northern and Luapula Provinces even showed a decrease
in population. During the seventies population growth was rela
tively lowest in the Western Province. The poor conditions of the
soils and the few alternative economic activities other than agri
culture are important factors in explaining this lag^"^.
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TABLE 1: POPULATION GROWTH 1963-1980

pop.rate
x 1000
T963
trovmees:
Central
Copperbelt
Eastern
Luapula
Lusaka
Northern
North Western
Southern
We stern
Total Zambia

309
543
480
357
196
564
211
466
362
3 490

Large uiban areas:
Chililabombwe

average
growth/year
'63-'69

pop.rate
x 1000
1969 .

2,5
7,0
1,0
-1 ,0

359
816

10,4
-0,6
1,6
T,0
2,1

354
545
232

2,5

510
336

496
410
4.058

average
pop.rate
growth/vear x 1000
'69-'80
Î980
3,3
3,9
2,3
1 ,9
6,3
2,0

541
1,249
656

3,0
1 ,6

413
694
678
302
686
488

3,1

5.680

2,4

4,6
9,6
8,9

44,9
103,3
66,0

7.2
8,4

32.3
199,8

33,0
75,3
123,1
80,6

5,4,
4,2
13,4
5,0

45,2
96,3
262,4
107,8

4,3
2,9
6,8

92,7
715,0

9,5
8,9

T59.8
1 .192,1

5,3
6,7

538,5
T49.8
282,4
2,440,4

total rural areas 2.774,5

0,5

2.864,9

1', 1

3.239,4

Chingola
Kabwe
Kalulushi
Kitwe
Livingstone
Luanshya
Lusaka
fclufulira
Sldola
Total urban areas

urban)

34,2
59,5
39,5 .
21',3
123,0

(20,5)

-

(29,4)

Source: "1980 Census of Population and Housing"
Preliminary Report, CSO.

3,0
3,2
7,3
5,7
4,2

3,0

-

6T ,9
145,9
T4?,6
59,2
314,8
72,C
231 ,2

(43,0
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The following table illustrate the distribution by age and sex of
the rural population, in 1980, in percentages.
TABLE 2:

RURAL POPULATION DISTRIBUTION BY AGE AND SEX, IN %, 1980

Province
0 - 9

1 0 - 1 4

Age group
1 5 - 5 4

55+

Total

Copperbelt
Male
Female

16
17

6
5

23
26

5
2

50
50

17
17

6
6

23
24

4
3

50
50

17
16

6
5

19
27

5
5

47
53

Male
Female

17
18

7
6

19
25

5
3

48
52

Northern
Male

18

7

18

4

47

Female

19

6

25

3

53

Male
Female

16
15

5
4

21
29

6
4

48
52

Southern
Male
Female

18
18

6
6

21
24

4
3

49
51

Western
Male
Female

14
15

5
5

20
30

6
5

45
55

Zambia
Male
Female

17
17

6
5

20
26

5
4

48
52

Central/Lusaka
Male
Female
Eastern
Male
Female
Luapula

North-Western

Sources: Census 1969 and 1980, Bureau of Statistics, Lusaka
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When examining the table, the most remarkable feature is the
unequal ratio of men and women in the age of 15 - 54; the differ
ence being especially pronounced in the Eastern, Luapula, North
ern, North-Western and Western Provinces. The emigration of men
to the urban areas accounts for this excess of women in the cru
cial age group 15 - 54. The group of children from 0-9 years
forms a large part of the rural population. Because of malnutri
tion, bad hygiene and the resulting increased susceptibility to
infecions and child diseased, child mortality is relatively high
in Zambia11'.
3.4

1
Mam tribes and their distinguishing elements12'

The African people consist of 90% of the rural population. The
1% non African are Europeans (mostly Englismen) or Asians (mostly
Indians). The African people are descendants from Bantu groups
which settled in Zambia after 1500. Differentiation between tribes
is reflected in the languages of these groups. Seven local lan
guages, Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, Lozi, Kaonde, Lunda and Luvale are
officially recognized. English is the officially used language
being mandatory in schools, parliament and administration.
The following map shows the regional appearance of the differ
ent tribes.
The TONGA population lives in the Southern Province and is the
eldest tribe in Zambia. The Tonga consist of many tribe groups.
The IIa and Lenje belong to the Plateau Tonga and the Valley Tonga
can also be divided into subtribes. The kinship system of the
Tonga is matrilineal (which means that the inheritance is arranged
along female lines) and the pattern of localization is virilocal
(which means that a new couple lives at the home of the husbands
family). Their organisational structure was originally very weak,
e.g. without chieftainship. Only in the beginning of this century
the post of chiefs was installed by the Colonial Administration.
The Tonga are mainly cattle holders, although maize growing
has also been a longstanding tradition and has brought relatively
high wealth. At the start of the 20th century many European farm
ers settled along the Line of Rail. This areas became densly po
pulated and the African population was excluded from large parts
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MAP 8:

MAIN TRIBES

of the fertile agricultural land. The modern techniques of the
European settlers were spread over the Tonga, e.g. using oxenploughs. Cattle keeping is still done by the Tonga in a tradi
tional way.
The BEMBA are descendants of the Luba in Zair; they arrived in
the 17th century in the northeastern part of Zambia. The Bemba
are characterized by a strongly organised political system with a
king, the Chitimukulu, as head of the tribe. In the 19th century
the Bemba's terrified the area with their robberies. Other tribes
had to pay them taxes, accept control, and even allow their peo
ple to be sold as slaves to Arab traders. The Bemba do not keep
cattle, partly because their area was infested by tsetse-fly.
They were active in agriculture and hunting. Their kinshipsystem
is matrilineal, like the Tonga, but their pattern of localisation
is uxorilocal, which means that a new couple lives at the home of
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the woman's family. The social structure of the Bemba society is
heavily influenced by labour migration of the Copperbelt Province.
Permanent settlement of the mining areas followed the first flow
of short-term and long-term migration. As the Bemba formed the
main population of the crucial mining sector of Zambia's economy
their political influence, e.g. in the trade unions, has been of
much importance. The economy of the original Bemba area has hardly
been developed in this period.
The LOZI are since the 17th century the most influential tribe
in the Western Province (except for a period of 50 years, when
they were suborganited by and adopted the language of the Lololo,
coming from the south).
The Lozi have a strong political organisation, having a king, the
Letunga, and an aristocracy, which is still important nowadays.
During the sixties there was a strong movement which advocated
independence of "Barotseland" of Zambia. The kinshipsystem of the
Lozi is bilinear (which means that the inheritance is organised
either along female or male lines). The seasonal flooding of the
Zambezi river plains, starting in the north at LUkuly and moving
downwards to the south at Senanga determines the organisation and
structure of their society and is of crucial importance to their
survival. The main part of the year they live in villages built
on terps in the flooding area. As the river floods, they move with
their cattle to higher parts of the landscape, near the plains.
The Lozi are an economically differentiated population; a small
group of families has large herds, occupies the most fertile lands
and has received good education. Horticulture is well developed,
using irrigation systems adapted to the flooding of the river.
Of the other tribal groups, the most important to mention are:
-

-

the east LUNDA, living in Luapula Province and speaking Bemba;
The LUVALE, KAONDE and south LUNDA, living in the Northern
Province and for a long time dominated by the Lozi;
the LUNGU, living in the northeastern part of Zambia, and who
have been influenced by the Arabs;
the SENGA, TUMBUKA, NSENGA, CHEWA and NGONI in Eastern Prov
ince. Nyanja is the official language in this Province, al
though there is no tribe of this name. This language is closely
related to the language spoken in Malawi.
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The Zambian people can be characterised as religious people.
Most of them have an animistic religion with different accents in
each tribe. Thirty percent of the Zambian people are members of
one of the Christian churches. These churches have been of much
importance to the development of Zambia.
The propagators of the christian religion have had an important
influence in the dispersion of capitalism. Education and health
care were organised by missionaries. Before independence nearly
all hospitals and secondary schools were controlled by mission
aries and church missionaries created for production for the
market, beginning early 19th century. Various church denominations
opened schools and clinics throughout the country, which invaria
bly relied upon the local people to provide food for both pupils
and patients. In the remote Balovale District in 1920, for exam
ple, it was said that the Kabompo Mission stores were "a great
help to the Balovale Natives, as they purchase all local produce,
paying principally in cash, thereby assisting the people to meet
13)
their tax obligations"
The Zambian'i Christians are for 60% Catholics. The Protestant
Group are united in the United National Church of Zambia. Other
Protestant groups are the African reformed church and the Jehovah
Witnesses14^.
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CHAPTER 4 DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION
4.1

Food pattern

EES§®2£_E§££®E2!i_2£_f22ä_£22§ijmgtion^
A typical zambian meal consists of nshima and relish. Nshima
is a pasta, for which several kinds of flour may be used, such as
maize, millet, sorghum and cassava flour. Cassava flour is usually
mixed with one of the others. In urban areas maize flour is the
most common source for nshima.
Vegetables, groundnuts, beans, fish and mushrooms may be used
for the relish, to make the nshima more tasty. Cattle keepers such
as the Tonga, Lozi, and Inamwanga use sour milk. Sweet potatoes,
fresh cassava, fresh maize, pumpkins, edible gourds and fruits
usually are consumed as a snack. During times of flour shortages
for nshima making, snacks are used as a meal. Children, and some
times grown-ups, are often given a few handfuls of groundnuts in
stead of a meal.
Vegetables are consumed most in the rural areas of the country.
Many leaf vegetables are acquired by gathering. The meat consump
tion is low. The most common meat is beaf, poutry and pork. The
urban meat consumption is minimal; the rural population
extra meat by hunting. Milk is only consumed by cattle
and the milk consumption is relatively high only in the
Province. Eggs are only eaten by the urban high income

can get
keepers
Western
groups,

and fish is eaten much in Luapula.
2)
Changes_in_the_food_gattern_^
Notable large changes in the eating habits have affected the
staple food crop production. The wheat consumption showed a large
rise, as there is an increasing demand for bread. This applied in
particular for the large urban centers. Cassava consumption seemed
to be constant and there was a small increase in rice consumption.
Only the maize showed a small decline, although maize was the most
common staple food crop. The consumption of cassava, sorghum and
millets might be considered exclusive to the rural areas of Zambia
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The following facts concerning the patterns of consumption of the
relish foods could be noted:
TABLE 3:

ANNUAL CONSUMPTION OF STAPLE FOODS PER CAPITA IN KG
URBAN
large urban
centres

staple food
maize flour
wheat flour
sorghum/millet

1967

1975

120
24

97
39

rice
1.2
1.7
total cereals (145) (138)
cassava flour
0.7
0.7
Source: 3)

RURAL
townships

wage earners

1967 1975
134
17

130
19

0.5
1.0
(151) (150)
0.7
0.7

1970

subsistence
people
1970

131
11
11

94
3
27

1.2
(154)
6

0.7
(125)
25

*

1. The consumption of vegetables, fruits, and pulses increased in
the urban areas, but was, by far, the highest in the rural
areas.
2. Relatively many groundnuts were consumed by the rural subsis
tence oriented people, and a small increase could be noted in
the consumption in the townships. The large urban centers, how
ever, showed a decline in the groundnut consumption.
3. The decrease in the meat consumption in the large urban centers
was remarkable. The fish consumption changed from dried to
fresh fish, a result of the improved means available for
transporting fresh fish to the towns, rather than of an im
proved fish industry.
4. The consumption of milk and sugar/sweets rose throughout the
country.
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TABLE 4: ANNUAL CONSUMPTION IN KG OF RELISH FOODS PER CAPITA
URBAN
large urban
centres

Type of food

RURAL
townships

wage earners

subsis
tence
people

1967

1975

1967

1975

1970

1970

Vegetables
22.6
Fish-fresh
5.7
-dried
8.1
Meat-fresh beefl5.7

28.4
10.6
2.6
8.1
7.4
2.7
0.4
3.7
1.6
8.8

18.7
5.2
7.7
11.3
2.7

20.1
8.0
5.8
9.9
4.0
3.6

26.4
8.6
8.4

1.2
1.0
4.9

4.4

1.4
2.2
1.7

42.2
9.3
6.0
2.7
7.7
20.9
5.5
3.5
4.5
0.4

15.0

9.5

14.2

5.5

4.8

16.8

5.7

9.5

1.7

3.1

-others
4.7
Fruits
2.1
Groundnuts
0.7
Pulses
1.3
Sweet potatoes 1.6
Fat
6.3
Sugar and
sweets
13.9
Milk (fresh)
4.2

8.5

1.1
0.6

1.1
2.6
1.5

4.6
10.7
5.3
0.6

Food intake4^

Nutritional reguirements5'
The average caloric needed for adults is about 2030 kcal, per
capita per day. The average protein requirements is 35 g per ca
pita per day (see appendix 2). During growth, pregnancy and lac
tation the ratios will be higher. An extreme form of caloric mal
nutrition, frequently seen among infants, is called marasmus. In
fants and toddlers, not receiving a sufficient protein diet, will
develop kwashiokor, a disease with a high fatality ratio.
Nutritional_distribution
The National Food & Nutrition Commission estimated that the
proportion of the Zambian children that was malnourished rose to
38% in 1978, with kwashiokor being much less common than marasmus.
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High-risk ecological zones not only showed numerous direct conse
quences of malnutrition but also showed higher rates of infection
from malaria and hookworm6'.
The low income groups were more susceptible to these health
hazards. The average total daily energy intake by the rural, sub7)
sistence oriented population was 1357 kcal , only 67% of the re
quired level. The table below shows that the calorie intake of
the subsistence oriented population is 1903 kcal. The odds are
that this last figure is overvalued and therefore not representa
tive. The low income urban groups, with up to K 50 income per
8)
month, had an energy intake of 1693 kcal '.
TABLE 5:

CALORIE AND PROTEÏN INTAKE PER CAPITA

group
Non Africans
Urban Africans (weighted
average for all incomes)
Wage earners in small
townships
Wage earners in agriculture
Rural population related
to the subsistence oriented sector
Minimum estimated requirements

kcalories

protein(g)

2380

74,3

2047

58,8

1955
1854

56,2
59,2

1903

55,4
35,0

2030

Source: 9)
While the urban poor have a calorie deficient diet, it seems
that they were better off than most rural people. The table above
also shows that the per capita daily protein intake of the Zambian
population was sufficient, but that the energy intake was often
highly insufficient.
An UNICEF study6', however, shows that protein deficiency is
found as well, particularly in infants, toddlers, and pregnant and
lactating women. Kwashiorkor is not as common as marasmus. Finally
it should be noted that the shortage of calories in the poorest
rural areas was not stable the year round. It fluctuated in accor
dance with the agricultural cycle, the greatest hunger being expe
rienced during the early months of the rainy season, in October
to December*0'.
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TABLE 6:

THE ENERGY AND PROTEIN INTAKE OF URBAN INCOME GROUPS PER
CAPITA DAY, 1974-1975

Income group in
kwachas per month

0-50

percentage of
urban population
26
energy (kcal)
1,693
total protein (g)
44
animal protein (g)
15
staple calories (%) 65
protein calories (%) 10
fat calories (%)
17
*

50-80

80-150

150-300

27
2,023
56
20
69

28
2,057
53
20
60
10
21

11
2,129
69
36
57
13
24

11
19

300
8
2,351
65
42
32
11
26

all
groups*
100
2,008
55
22
61
11
20

mean income K 125 per month.

îîyîrïï £i°25i _ §i}2££52ë®
The documented highly insufficient energy intake was composed
to the food crop production rates in Zambia.
In 1980 the total production of staple crops was: (in 1000 tons):
maize
1028,8

sorghum/millets
181,9

cassava
249,0

wheat
8,0

rice
8,1

Energy content of those crops was11^: (in kcal/100 g)
356

342

322

334

357

From these figures it could be calculated that the kcal produc
tion in Zambia from the staple crops was enough to provide 2429
kcal per person daily, based on an estimated 5,8 million inhabit12 )
ants
. This is much more than the minimum requirement. This cal
culation, however, does not take into account the great losses
occurring during storage and transport, the part of the production
to be used as seed for the next season, the large part of the pro
duction to be used to make beer, and that used to feed the cattle.
The percentage of the above mentioned staple crops to be used as
food is^':
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maize
78%

sorghum/millets
75%

cassava
± 100%

wheat
95%

rice
?

Assuming no losses with rice, the per capita daily energy produc
tion was only 1974 kcal, which is far to low.
4.3

Conclusions

We have shown that a severe calorie intake deficiency exists,
particularly in the rural areas. Thus, it might be concluded that,
to meet the needed energy requirement, more cereals and cassava
should be grown.
The domestic production of these crops was highly insufficient,
and a more efficient use of the given circumstances and improve
ment in the storage facilities must be recommended. This result
in more cassava, sorghum and millets, the traditional crops, being
grown, as will be mentioned in the following chapters. Also a more
equal distribution of the staple crops would lighten the burden
of many people in the lower income and the subsistence oriented
groups.
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CHAPTER 5

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

Chapter 4 showed that food shortages appeared quite regulary
in Zambia. Those food shortages were a result of an insufficient
food production, storage and transport. Several reasons for the
shortcoming in production could be pointed out: climate, soils,
crop productivity, farming systems, pricing systems, etc.
In this chapter the technical factors will be discussed. Chapter 7
goes into the historical and political caused of the problem.
5.1

Physical geography of Zambia

The World Bank (IBRD) made a classification of Zambia in agroecological zones. To develop this classification the IBRD took
into account the climates of Zambia (described in chapter 3), and
the various farming systems.
The following description of Agro-ecological zones is developed
by Schultz'''3^.
A. The Northern High Rainfall Zone
This area, which comprises the major parts of Northern, Luapula, Copperbelt and North Western Provinces is characterized by
higher than the rest of Zambia (1000-1500 mm on average all fall
ing between November and April) and generally poor leached sandveldt soils. The 145 to 190 day mean lenght of the rainy season
favors annual crops with a long growing season, but with high
rainfall, low sunshine hours, and cloud reducing temperatures to
an average of 21°C, the zone is less favorable for the optimum
growth of crops grown elsewhere in Zambia such as maize, and lim
its the possibility of cotton, Virginia or burley production. The
zone is, however, generally frost free, which gives it an advan
tage over southern Zambia for horticultural production in the cool
season; however, high humidity in the wet season causes a danger
of rust and fungal diseases, and thus makes crop selection for
diseases resistance particularly important.
The majority of the area is a gently undulating plateau vary
ing between 1200 and 1700 meters with a relatively dence cover of
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Brachystegia-Isoberlinia 'miombo' woodland dissected by grass and
sedge swamp along the drainage lines. Most of the plateau soils
are free draining with a poor physical and chemical structure,
heavily leached and of low fertility. The total area of soils of
good physical and chemical status is extremely small, and are es
timated to cover only 1% of the area. Various forms of shifting
cultivation (chitemene) have evolved. These are practised through
out the region, to the soil characteristics of which they are well
suited. There are probably over 100.000 sq kms of the region under
each block of chitemene, and large circle chitemene and some
30.000 sq kms under small-circle chitemene, the simplest of the
systems, in the NE of Central Province. Population pressure has
led to the rest fallows for the chitemene system becoming shorter
and inadequate, but when adopting a new more intensive settled
agricultural system most soils require careful management to main
tain their fertility. Generally speaking the areas appears to be
more favorable for the production of timber and perennial tree
crops than the types of annual crop grown elsewhere in Zambia.
This was the major conclusion of a reconnaissance assessment of
the Land Resources of the Northern and Luapula Provinces of Zam
bia, in 1968-1972.
In addition to shifting cultivation, on the plateau there are
large areas of river valley and lake basin agriculture, particu
larly in Luapula Province bordering the Luapula River, and Lakes
Bangweulu, Mweru-Wantipa and Mweru. In the absence of tree cover
on the partially water logges soils, a semi-permanent hoe system
of agriculture is practised based on cassava cultivation, and in
restricted locations rice is of minor importance. Streams are gen
erally perennial, and in many localities the construction of grav
ity fed furrows for small irrigation enterprises is possible.
Tsetse fly, which occur over the majority of the Luapula and
North Western as well as much of North Provinces, limits cattle
production. However, cattle are important in an ecologically dif
ferent tsetse free area bordering Tanzania and Malawi, stretching
from Mbala to the Nyika Plateau. In this area, with a more rugged
topography and marginally better soils, a settled system of hoe
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and ox plough cultivation exists, and a much denser population is
supported: 15 per sq km compared to 3.5 sq km for the region as a
whole.
B.

The Western Semi-Arid PLains.

This area includes the majority of Western Province and Zambezi
District of N.W. Province. It is the driest area of Zambia with
average rainfall varying from 600-1000 mm that decreases south
wards, and with a great diurnal range of temperature, and a danger
of frost in the cool season. The chief climatic limitations to
plant growth are the extreme of heat, frost and aridity in the
southern and western margins of the area. The rainfall gradually
deminishes from Kasempa (100 mm) in the north through Mongu (950
mm) and Senanga (800 mm) to Sesheka (680 mm) and Katombora (600
mm) as you move southwest. The character of the soils rather than
rainfall constitutes the boundaries between this region and the
Northern High Rainfall Area.
In general, this region consists of an extensive sand-covered
Pliocene plain, which is cut from North to Southeast by the wide
flood plain of the Zambezi drainage system. The presence of a deep
mantle of Kalahari Sands, which extend westwards through Angola
and southward through Botswana, with their own characteristic flo
ra makes this region totally distinct from the rest of Zambia,
and results in a quite different land use potential. There is no
marked relief, and the long straight shallow valleys of the tri
butaries of the Zambezi converge on the,^hallow depression of the
s Central Barotse Plain, which is the most important feature of the
region. The central and western plains are mainly grass covered
and seasonally waterlogged, the upland sands to the east support
a Brachystegia-Julbernardia woodland merging into different wood
lands on varying sands southwards in the drier Sesheke District.
The majority of the region is thus covered with infertile sands
only suitable for grazing, and some more fertile sands, which can
support permanent agricultural and are confined to the edges of
plains and valleys, or fertile peats in the river valleys and pans
which can be cultivated when drained.
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The majority of the region is tsetse free, and a predominantly
cattle economy has evolved, with varying systems of semi-permanent
hoe cultivation intimately connected with flood plain geomorphology, and with seasonal movements of the water table.
C.

The Central, Southern, and Eastern Plateaus.

The plateau areas of Southern, Central and Eastern Province
form this region, and generally contain the most fertile soils in
Zambia, particularly the Upper Valley soils which occur bordering
the Kafue flats in Mazabuka, Mumbwa and Lusaka Districts and also
in Petauke, and to a lesser extent Katete and Chipata in Eastern
Province.
They generally are characterized by combretum or acacia wood
land. The other major group are the Southern and Eastern Plateau
Soils, which differ from their Northern counterparts by being less
leached and having a higher percentage of more fertile red earths
or loams especially in Eastern Province. Generally, they support
open savannah Brachystegia-Isoberlinia woodland. The sandvelts
around Mkushi, Kabwe, Chôma, Kalomo, Katete and Chipata are best
suited to a tobacco, maize, beef economy while the red loams of
Eastern Province in Petauke and Katete like the upper valleys
soils of Mumba, Mazabuka and Lusaka are more suited to cotton and
maize. Some of the traditional agricultural systems developed in
these area based on permanent oxen or tractor cultivation are the
most advanced in Zambia. Almost all the land alienated for expa
triate settlement during colonial days lies in this zone along the
line-of-rail in Central and Southern Province, and around Chipata
and Katete in Eastern Province.
D.

The Luançfwa-Zambezi Rift Valley.

The fourth ecological zone is formed by the rift system along
the Luangwa and the Zambezi Valley below Livingstone. It has ex
tensive broken escarpment hill country on either side of the val
ley, and effectively cuts off the Eastern Plateau from the rest
of Zambia. The escarpment country is useless for agriculture ex
cept for isolated pockets of good soil, and development is confin
ed to the lower valley soils, which occur in area of varying size
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along the Luangwa Valley and in the Gwembe Valley bordering the
Zambezi and Lake Kariba.
With altitude down to 600 m, and a rainfall of less than 750 mm
in the Gwembe rising to 1200 mm in the north of the Luangwa Val
ley, the zone has a hot humid climate for most of the year, though
the majority of the falls from December through March, as else
where in Zambia. Vegetation is generally thicket, characterized
by commiphoras, with Euphorbias and Baobas giving way to desolate
stretches of Mopane with a sparse ground cover of ephemeral
grasses.
The thicket vegetation is found on chestnut sands. These are
deep, but with low rainfall are liable to drought and are mainly
cultivated for sorghum and bullrush millet. The Mopane soils are
generally shallow heavier clay loams, which are both impermeable
and erosive, and of low agricultural potential, though they have
been found suitable for irrageted rice. The most fertile soils are
local areas of recent alluvium, which support acacia vegetation,
and which are more extensive on the larges eastern tributaries of
the Luangwa Valley. Generally, however, this ecological Zone is
of minor significance agriculturally" (end quotation).
21
Soils_of_Zamb±a__^
The limiting factor for crop production on many soils is the
acidity, which quite often is getting worse. This acidity has a
consequense that only a limiting number of crops produce reason
able yields. Bulrush millet and sorghum are two acidity toleratin
g crops.
1•

1.

Leached sandveldt soils
The agricultural value of strongly leached sandveldt soils is

lower than that of the moderately leached sandveldt soils, soils,
due to their lower content of calcium and other bases. Liming of
ten is necessary to reduce acidity and to provide calcium and/or
magnesium. The strongly leached sandveldt soils often are further
reduced in value because of their gravely nature, making them un
suitable for cultivation.
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Under cultivation, the topsoils become structureless and sus
ceptible to erosion. A crop that tolerates acidity, such as sor
ghum, triticale, and bulrush millet, could be grown. Cassava is
not well suited for this soil because of the threat of erosion.
2.

Bleached sandveldt soils
The upper and middle slopes are widely used for cultivation,
especially of maize and tobacco. This soils suffers from impeded
drainage, following heavy rainfall. However, the faible clayey
subsoil gives better moisture and nutrient relationships than
their sandy upper layer would suggest.
II.

Ç°EEerbelt

1.

Soils over limestone

The soils have very good physical and chemical proporties, and
provide what is potentially the best agricultural land available
in the Copperbelt. They are well suited for irrigation and large
scale management.
Most crops can be grown.
2.

Soils can be grown

The soils are well drainee, moderately permeable and occupy
almost level to gently undulating plateau topography. These soils
are not well suited for arable cropping because of their silty
topsoils.
Tree crops can be a possibility, and soil conservation will need
careful attention.
3.

Soils over arenaceous rocks

These soils are not suited for agriculture, although certain
tree crops may be possible. The soils are very acid and poor, al
though their physical proporties are good.
III.
1.

Eastern Province

Luangwa alluvium

These soils are well suited for a range of crops. They have
good proporties and a high nutritional status.
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2.

Mopane and dambo clays
These soils have extremely poor physical proporties, and are
very hard when dry. Perhaps rice cultivation is possible.

3.

Kalichero soils
These soils have one of the highest agricultural potentials in
the country, although soil conservation can be necessary on the
slopes.
IV.

Luagula_Province

1.

Mberishi soils
These are not well suited for agriculture. They are very poor
soils, found in a zone of relatively high rainfall, with low chem
ical fertility and high acidity. Rice cultivation or some tree
crops are perhaps possible.
2.

Chembe soils

These are very similar to the soils of large areas of the Luapula and Northern Provincies Plateaus.
v-

î?2ïî}Sï2_?ï2Yïïî£Ê

1.

Red soils

These are well suited for agriculture, but they occupy less
than 1% of the Northern Province. Most crops can be cultivated.
2.

Chipya soils

The physical proporties of these soils are good, but they are
poor agricultural soils because of their very low inherent fertil
ity and strong acidity.
3. Bangwelu swamp soils
For agricultural use these soils will be best adapted to rice
cultivation, wether under natural rainfall conditions in the rainy
season, or using irrigation after the end of the cold season.
Heavy use of nitrogen and phosphorus may be required for reason
able rice yields.
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VI.

North_Western_Province

1. In the north-east the most widespread are agriculturally poor
sandy loams, which are strongly leached and acid, with a very low
structural stability. The soils can be farmed successfully, but a
heavy use of fertilizers and attention to soil conservation will
be necessary. Due to their drought and acid tolerance, sorghum
and bulrush millet can be cultivated, as well as some tree crops.
2.

Barotse sands
These are very acid and of little agricultural value.

VII.

§°uthern_Province

1. Gwembe valley soils
These are chemically very rich and are good agricultural soils.
Drought can be the limiting factor. Some soils are silty and there
fore better suited for rice cultivation. The others are suited
for a wide range of annual crops and lime tolerant tree crops.
2.

Kafue flats

These heavy montmorillonite soils are suited for sorghum culti
vation.
3.

Limestone soils (Morabuka)
There are considerable agricultural differences between the
soils of this group. All of them have a high chemical fertility,
and maize cultivation has good possibilities.
VIII.

1.

Western Province

Barotse sands

These are of very low agricultural value, being strongly acid,
and with a low nutrient value. The potential for improvement is
very low.
2.

Podzolic soils

3.

Zambezi alluvium

4.

Dambo soils
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5.

Soils in colluvium and terrace deposits
These soils are suited for tree crops, cassava, bulrush millet
and sorghum. Drought is the limiting factor.
Within the group of dambo soils, some have a gilgal micro relief
and are seasonally wet. These can be of a relatively high produc
tivity in the depressions. The higher ridges remain dry, and
drought tolerant crops, such cassava or tree crops with a deep
rooting system, must be grown. Tree crops provide an cash income
and can become more popular. In the depressions rice cultivation
is possible.

5.2

Food crop production
3)
Data of staple food crops '
- Maize is the most important staple food crop for the total pop
ulation. Maize requires a temperature of 21-30°C and 600-900 mm
rainfall during the growing season. Maize requires a lot of potas
sium and phosphorus.
Fatal for maize production are high temperatures and little mois
ture (rainfall of less than 150 mm). Maize does not tolerate acid
soils and is very often affected by mildew and corn streak virus.
From these requirements it may be concluded that, because of the
acid soils and the drought, maize will not be the best suited crop
to take into production. For high production, fertilizers and ir
rigation are necessary in many cases. These inputs, however are
not always available, due to the bad infrastructure of 500-5000 mm
per year. It tolerates drought as well as very high rainfall, and
also tolerates acid soils. Cassava still gives reasonable yields
on soils with a low nutritional value. For cassava growing no seed
is required, as it is planted from cuttings. Together with the
fact that cassava requires little cultivation it is clear that
cassava is a time and labour saving crop.
- Sorghum: The optimum temperature for good growth of sorghum is
30°C.
This crop is drought tolerant, and can be grown on a wide range
of soils. Little rotation often leads to striga plagues. Sorghum
can be grown in areas too warm and too dry for maize. However, it
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requires a high labour input, especially for scaring away the
birds and, mainly for this reason, it has been replaced by cassava
Bulrush millet is a semi-arid crop which can be cultivated in
dry areas with notorously poor soils. As with sorghum, bulrush
millet requires a high labour input to keep the birds away.
- Finger millet requires more rainfall than the preceeding two
crops. If rainfall is below 800 mm per year, irrigation is neces
sary.
Finger millet is cultivated on the poor sandy soils in the North
ern and Central plateaus, in the chitimene system.
- Wheat is not very well suited for the Zambian circumstances.
Excessive rain results in Helminthospotium infection and water
logging. If the rain ends too soon drought stress amy occur. Wheat
has no acidity tolerance, and wheat cultivation is limited to a
few areas. Cimmyt believes that other crops are better suited to
the environment (see chapter 3-1).
Rice: only little rice is cultivated, although some areas are
quite suitable for irrigated rice cultivation.
- Pulses: Beans are often grown together with cassava. Intercrop
ping of several pulses (which pulse is used depends on the circumstanses) with cassava can result in high yields, compared with
monocultures. Besides there is a possibility of having a cash in
come 3-4 months after planting the cassava.
Some important cash crops are:
sunflower, which is drought tolerant;
cotton, which does not tolerate high rainfall;
groundnut, which prefers light soils.
4)
Foodstorage
Improper storage often leads to spoilage of food available for
consumption. Much damage is caused by rats. Traditional cereals
seem to have relatively little problems from insects; finger mil
let in fact seems to be repellant to some insects, even where it
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was stored together with other grains. Maize is very susceptible
to spoilage. Cassava and other tuber crops stay in the ground un
til the moment they are needed. Cassava flour and sweet potatoes
can be dried before the rain season starts.
This is not possible with livingstone potatoes. In 1980 the
losses that occurred during storage were about 10-20% for maize,
5% for wheat, 10% for sorghum and millets. The losses of cassava
were negligible^. Vegetables are generally dried.
Fish, meat and caterpillars are dried and smoked. Although
these conservation methods have theoretical a maximum storage pe
riod of 6 months, in most cases foods stored longer than 3 months
were already infected by fungi.
k§2d_under_agricultural_cultivation^
The total amount of land being used for the production of crops
has increases little since 1969. The permanently cultivated areas
did increase, although these still make up only a small part of
the total area. More land came into use for the cultivation of
wheat, rice, legumes, and vegetables, as well as for sunflower
7)
and sugarcane '. There was an enormous fall in the area planted
with groundnuts, as well as drop in their consumption (see chapter
4.1).
TABLE 7:

18 Ï
Hectaraqes by crop 1980
731,657
Maize
349,185
Sorghum3 ^
165,969
Cassava
Groundnuts
Pulses
Cotton

47,999

Sunflower
Soyabeens

15,581
1,845
13,924

Rice
Wheat
TOTAL

55,107
23,343

2,283
1,406,893

a) With sorghum millets are included.
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Non food crops play only a small role in the Zambian agriculture.
Besides, the greatest part of the cotton cultivation takes place
in the subsistence oriented sector, to provide a cash income.
TABLE 8:

Land under agricultural cultivation (in 1000 ha)
161-'65

'68

'69-'71 '73

Total area
Land area
Arable land
& land under
permanent crops 4820
Arable land
4815
Perm, crops
5
Perm, pastures 30000
Forest &
woodland
37631
Other land
1621
Irrigated land
2

'74

'77

'78

'80

75261
74072

30000 35000

4980 4185 5008 5058 5108
4973 4978 5000 5050 5100
8
8
8
7
7
30000 35000 35000 30000 35000

37631 37631
1621 1521
2
3

21430 37330 20740 37300 20450
12685 1762 13324 1714 13514
3
3
4
5
6

4920 4957
4914 4950
6

6

Source 6)
Data_on food crog groduction7)
Loocking at the production per hectare (see appendix 3), it
should be noted that the production of staple crops is very low.
This is due to the fact that, with the exception of the LOR Prov
inces those crops are generally cultivated by the small scale com
mercial and the subsistence oriented farmers. These have less ac
cess to the fertilizers, pesticides and credit necessary to obtain
a higher production.
The new high yielding maize hybrides, and cassava and wheat
cultivars are more vulnerable to deseases, insects etc., and are
less tolerant of the sometimes very acid soils. Another reason for
the low crop production is the great shortage of laborers for the
yield work, a result of the migration of a large part of the adult
Q\
work force to the mines of the urban areas '. This has also led
to the change-over to crops requiring less labour or to crops with
a more equal labour distribution over the growing season. It is
possible that maize cultivation is preferred to that of sorghum
or the millets because bird damage doesn't occur with maize cul-
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tivation. As mentioned before, maize, in contrast with sorghum
and the millets, doesn't tolerate acid soils.
Wheat production is very difficult in Zambia. A reasonable
yield can only be obtained on the non-acid soils, with high inputs
and a good management, during a good growing season. This implies
9)
that wheat can only be cultivated on the large farms '.
Cassava is better suited to the Zambian situation. Nevertheless
this food crop is mainly consumed in the rural areas.
This preference for maize is also a result of the pricing poli
cy, which was set a fixed price for maize but not for other crops,
such as cassava, millets and sorghum. Recently a price was fixed
for cassava (see agricultural and food supply policy, chapter 8).
It is clear that maize, although it is the most cultivated crop,
is not the crop most suited to the Zambian climate and soils.
TABLE 9:

TOTAL PRODUCTION 1980 (in 1000 tonnes)

Zambia
Maize
Sorghum/millets
Cassava
Rice
Wheat
Pulses
Groundnuts
Sunflower
Soyabeans
Cotton

1028.8
181.9
249.0
8.0
8.1
16.8

17.5
11.6
2.1

17.7

€

Source: 18)
§i!?iiiïies_of_cattle_and_draught_ animal _ raising
The unreliable rainfall and acid soils limits the cultivation
of several food crops. The climate also affects the cattle raising
and the use of draught animals in Zambia.
Cattle raising is almost completely restricted to the drier parts
of the country, with a rainfall of less than 1000 mm per year.
The areas in which cattle were not herded were those in which the
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tse-tse occurred: The Luangwa valley, a wide logitudinal belt be
tween Solwezi in the north and Mulobezi in the south, and the ex
treme south-east. Low cattle densities are found in areas with
little pastoral tradition of the population. More cattle are found
in the vicinity of the flood plains (Barotse plain, Kafue flats),
which provide the best winter pastures.
The absence of cattle in vast areas in the north and the difficul
ty to introduce them because of the tse-tse, is a serious disad\
vantage for improving small-scale farming in those parts12'.
Conclusions
Most fitted for the physical circumstances in Zambia for food
crop production are the 'traditional' crops: sorghum, bulrush mil
let, finger millet and cassava. Sorghum and the millets requirs,
13 \
however, much labour because of the damage done by birds '.
That labour is not always available because many of the ablebodied migrate to the urban areas or the mines. Cassava requires
less labour, and is planted from cuttings so no seed is required.
It is a drought tolerant crop that also grows well in areas with
high rainfall (up to 5000 mm). Maize, the preferred crop, has the
danger of waterlogging in areas with high rainfall, and it doesn't
tolerate drought and acid soils. In the flood plains there may be
a possibility to grow rice. In the drier areas, and on the soils
with poor physical properties, tree crops and cassava may be grown
(for instance on the higher ridges of the gilgai relief on the
Western Province).
5.3

Production units

Agricultural production in Zambia can be divided along differ
ences in organizational structures. It is not our intension to
describe the various production units in length. In analyzing the
rural population it is our main objective to direct attention to
the individual farmers, and the way in which they are divided in
seperate categories.
The individual farmers can be divided into 4 categories:
1. large scale commercial farmers
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MAP 10:

APPROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION OF TSETSE INFESTATION11)

BOUNDARIES
Provincial
Rural and Urban District
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2. medium scale commercial farmers
3. small scale commercial farmers
4. subsistence orienter farmers.
An indication of the size of each categorie is given in the table
below.
It can be seen that most subsistence oriented farmers are situ
ated in Northern Luapula, Western, North-Western and Eastern Prov
inces. Small, medium and large scale commercial farmers are situ
ated in Central, Southern and Eastern Provinces.
TABLE 10:

FARM UNITS AND FARM POPULATION BY PROVINCE AND FARM
LEVEL (1980)

Far« Unit« and Fara Population by Province and Fan Laval (1980)

; ,
^
Pop

e. Sull Scale
*
..
Co—rctal
Parva

Fop

Wit» *»1«
Conarcial
(l0-40 ha)

Fana

Fop

Copperbalt ^ ^) | 7 900

80 400

2 000

14 900

490

4 700

Central *0$ i5^

16 400

82 800

21 400

>60 500

7 630

72 500

Luaaka%£^

13 400

60 300

4 300

7 SOO

33 900

Ueitcro^; ife)

85 400

384 200

North-Weatcrr

53 600

BaaternSfe^ 'jt)

Southern*^?

Northen^)
Luapula^^^)

Total

ly». Sc«l«
Cn—rcial
0*0 ha)

Fana
éo
300

Total

Fop

Fax»

-

47 730 331 000
19 700 115 000

32 300

1 910

18 100

90

4 300

8 000

76 000

320

16 000

5 450

40 800

Zco

-

-

241 300

2 900

21 900

SO

800

-

80 900 363 800

27 000

202 700

3 100

29 500

I I ! 900 503 700

7 400

55 500

90

000

-

2 050

IS 300

50

500

-

122 400 918 000

21 SSo

202 900

73 600

331 200

462 600 2081 600

T

100 000

15 200

49 900 374 iOO

20

20

Fop

-

65 720

500 000

*aso 423 000
56 510

254 000

111 020

397 000

-

119 390

540 000

-

75 700

347 000

-

1 000

36 SOO

607 J^0 3239 000
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TABLE 11:

PRODUCTION OF CROPS IN 1980 BY FARMLEVEL IN 1000 tons

Zambia (1980)
Maize
Sorghum/millets
Cassava
Rice
Wheat
Pulses
Groundnuts
Sunflower
Soyabeans
Cotton

1
189.3
7.1
1)
1)
3.4
1.7
.7

2
241.1
3.9
.1
1.0
.6
1.3
4.7
.4
10.1

3
390.0
49.9
40.4
4.0

4
207.4
128.1
208.6
3.9

7.4
8.5
3.5

8.8
7.7

6.9

Source: 18)
All 4 categories of farmers grow maize. Sorghum, millets, cas
sava, rice and pulses are mainly produced by farmers in category 3
and 4. Wheat is mostly produced by commercial farmers, as are sun
flower, soyabean and cotton. Groundnuts are grown by small scale
commercial, and subsistence oriented farmers.
Half of the total arable land is used for maize production;
25% is used for production of sorghum and millets and 12% for cas_
sava. It is remarkable that the commercial farmers together use
only one third of the total crop areas; subsistence orienter
farmers use the other two third of the total arable land. Close
to 60% of the total maize area harvested is estimated to be under
traditional maize varieties with yields ranging between 350 and
700 kg per ha. Categorie 3 farmers use mainly hybrid seed, with
yields ranging from 1.0 to 3.5 tonnes per ha and over 5.0 tonnes
V» *18 )
per ha
The following table indicates the main distinguishing features
between each categorie of farmer, as suggested by the ARPT of the
Ministry of Agriculture and Water Development. Features 1, 4, 6,
7 and 9 will be treated in greater depth. In chapter 7.4.2 further
attention is given to the peasentry in Zambia and their character
istics, as well as their relation with the commercial farmers.
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TABLE 12: HECTARAGES BY CROPS BY FARMLEVEL IN PERCENTAGES SHARES
IN 1980

HEUTAliES

P E i< L £ i'J r A L, tl
'"'laize Uassav/a

1

4/-,694

85

2

100,504

73

3

306,940

52

4

874,756

T

1,406,894

"lllets

SHARES

sun
soya ^ ^
^ice Wheat Pulses Ground
nuts Flower beans

4

x

x

6xxx

2

7

23

x

6

5

48

16

29

x

3

3

52

12

25

x

4

3

Note x s less than 2 percent

SUl;UCt: ig)

x

6

3

>

6x11
x

x

3

x

x
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TABLE 13:

MAIN DISTINGUISHING FEATURES BETWEEN EACH CATEGORY OF
FARMER
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AYerage_size_of_farmin2_familY_and_hired_lab°ur
The average size of the farming family and (traditional) labour
varies considerably per farm level. In the subsistence oriented
farming sector each household usually has it own garden(s) and is
often a seperate production unit, although this varies with local
traditions.
An average of about 4,5 persons per households is found at this
farm level. The family size of the production units of the small
and medium scale commercial farmers is considerably larger. The
head of each farm unit is directly assisted by relatives (younger
brothers or sons, with their own houshold) or helped by others
through gamous marriage. The family size of the small scale com
mercial farm is estimated here at 7.5 persons and of the medium
20 )
scale farm at 9.5 persons '.
These farms also use casual labourers (sometimes permanent la
borers). This labour force is mainly drawn from the traditional
sector. In the case of the large commercial farmers, the actual
family size might be small, only 5 people, but including supervi
sors and permanent labourers with their families, it is estimated
that at this level at least 50 persons are involved with such a
farm. Casual labour in the large scale commercial farm sector is
also drawn from the subsistence oriented sector and from the small
urban townships.
M2i2_i2Eyt_gurchased
A combination of the lack of credit incentives, input supply,
marketing, research and extension is a major constraint on raising
agricultural productivity. At the moment 50% of the total seasonal
credit from the government to the small scale commercial farmers
is allocated for the purchase of fertilizers. The supply of credit
to small scale commercial farmers is beyond the scope of any com
mercial bank. The amount of credit available for the small scale
commercial farmer has been extremely limited and will for the
foreseeable future continue to be so (see also chapter 8.2.3).
Medium and large scale commercial farmers have access to medium
and longterm governmental loans. They are reluctant to take loans
from commercial banks, as these are based on their credit worthi-
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ness according to western measures. Given this constraint to the
small scale commercial farming sector, it is not surprising that
the Food Strategy (see chapter 8.3.1) goes out from an allocation
of traditional crops in the areas well suited for these crops,
without extra credit.
ï?ii2_sourçe_of_çash
Concerning the subsistence oriented and small scale farmers,
the scale of crop production is addited by alternative sources of
income. These include a) remittances from relatives working in
urban areas, b) rural wage employment, c) livestock and d) nonagricultural household activities.
ad a): it is difficult to give an indication of the amount of mon
ey involved. Marter concludes from household surveys that
21 )

it must be a very small amount '. In fact remittances are
often notable by their absence, as in the situation fre
quently encountered where married women are left unsupport
ed by husbands who have moved to urban areas (see also
chapter 5.4).
ad b): rural wage employment occurs most frequent in the subsis
tence oriented and small scale farming sector. The tempo
rary labouring work, associated with low incomes, is often
done by people belonging to the subsistence oriented sec
tor. Wage employment which is permanent, in semi-skilled
or clerical occupations, is mostly done by people belonging
to the small and medium scale farming sector,
ad c): the only category of livestock found to have a significant
effect on income is cattle. Other forms of livestock, e.g.
chickens and goats, are largely kept for subsistence pur
poses. Cattle ownership is concentrated in upper groups,
of medium and large scale farming sector. Households in
the subsistence oriented and small scale farming sector
often have herds of less than 30 head, too small to garantee a regular offtake and income,
ad d): non-agricultural household activities include: brewing,
fishing, charcoal burning, woodcarving, brickmaking/laying,
trading/store tender, store/bar owner, tailoring, wage em
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ployment. It appears that for some activities, e.g. beer
brewing, woodcarving and fishing, the cash incomes involved
are very small and on an average basis might yield K 2-3
per month. Other activities are more likely to yield a more
substantial income, e.g. charcoal burning, trading and
store ownership. In contrast to cattle ownership non-agri
cultural activities are much more common in less favoured
areas (Copperbelt, Luapula, Northern and Western Province),
in fact the decision to undertake such activities appears
to a response by households to the limited opportunities
22)
to earn cash incomes from crops and livestock '. For the
subsistence oriented and small scale commercial farmers,
these incomes are significant, despite their limited size.
All these activities are likely to yield relative low in
comes, although a small proportion of households engage in
charcoal burning where incomes may be larger. These incomes
are probably at least as large as those gained from crop
sales and for many households represent the only source of
cash income, or means of exchange, for the purchase of es
sential items such as salt, which form part of subsistence
23 )
consumption
(see also chapter 7.4.2).
Power source
The power source used is directly related, to the category of
farming. The subsistence oriented farm can be divided into bush
fallow and traditional ash cultures and hoe and plough cultures.
It can be seen in map 2 (chapter 3) that the commercial farming
systems are situated near the LOR. In the other provinces the ash
cultures are dominated, although in Luapula, the Eastern and Cen
tral Province, the Zambezi Valey and the Barotse Plain ox-plough
ing in combination with hoe cultures is already being used. Most
subsistence oriented farmers use ash and/or compost or cattle man
ure for maintenance of soil fertility. Commercial farmers access
to a tractor and are provided with anorganic fertilizers.
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MAP 11:

TYPES OF FARMING

1 BUSH FALLOW ASH-CULTURES
a. Large Circle Chitemane b. Small Orde
c. Northern Plateau
CtUtemene '
2 TRANSITIONAL ASH-CULTURES
a. Northern TTtlcket b. Vtestem Chitemene
c. Southern Plateau d Southern Kslahan j
a. Northern Kalahari

Foreet and game reserves
Commercial laming

"T HOE AND PLOUGH
CULTURES
Luapula Basin
Dangwutu Basin
Luangw«\*Dey
Eastern Plateau
Eastern Wtey
Central VWley
Zambesi \frHey
Upper \ttley
Barotse PI tin
290 MILES
400 KILOMETRES

Source: 24)
5.4

Urban agriculture

Agricultural production in urban areas appears to be substan
tial importance nowadays, and is for this reason, included in this
chapter on agricultural production.
yE&§D_â9£i£ïiity£§_I®..âO_5i?$?itional_source of_inçome
Especially the low income group takes up gardening mainly to
supplement its daily subsistence. Actual data on yield and total
production are not available. Studies indicate that:
a) gardening is an important component of the domestic economy of
urban low income households and needs to be taken into consid
eration25*.
b) the gardening activities are not a remnant of an agrarian so
ciety, carried out by those who just arrived from the rural ar
eas, but are part of this lifestyle of the working class people
who have been urban dwellers for many years2*'*.
c) urban agriculture raises subsistence levels and plays an impor27)
tant part in nutrition
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The fact that between half and three quarter of the urban
households engage in some aspects of agriculture, and that this
requires walking distances of more than half an hour, indicates
convincingly that this food supply is of importance to the house
hold and covers a basic need. The bulk of the products grown is
consumed by the household immediately after harvesting, although
some produce is sold and the women can brew beer for sale from
the harvested grain.
Three types of activities can be distinguished:
a) gardening on home-plots; the average size of the garden is
small, circa 30 m2. Main activities are the maintenance of
fruit trees (bananas, papays, mango, guava, orange) and vege
table gardening (tomatoes, cassava, okra, beans, pumpkins,
rape, carrot, cabbage, onions, pepper). These garden are mainly
rainfed, although manual irrigation do occur.
b) gardening outside the compound; Even more important than the
home plots are the plots on vacant land bordering the township
or squatter area. The main products grown here are: maize,
groundnuts, beans, sweet potatoes and pumpkins. Fertilizer is
not commonly applied, Seeds are generally kept for the next
season and are sometimes bought. Around cities like Lusaka,
with fairly wide-spread township vacant land is intensively
used-soil condition permiting- for cultivator. Observation in
dicates that in the rural townships where more land is avail
able a high percentage of the population cultivates plots in
28 )

and near the township. Plots are mainly cultivated by women '
c) animal husbandry activities; the data on the extent to which
animal husbandry is practised in township areas is very lim
ited. However it is clear that animal husbandry is much less
significant than plot cultivation (Schlyter reported a figure
2Q}
of 10% in Lusaka townships '.
Animal husbandry is practised on the home plot. The plot size
plays a rule, as well as health factors and envorenment aspects.
Animals require more capital investment than is generally avail
able in the poorer households. The main animals kept on home-gar
dens are chickens (sometimes ducks), rabbits and pigs. In the last
few years the poultry stock decreased considerably, both in rural
and urban areas, due to severe shortages of food.
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6i2!?_t®21jre_asgects
Most of the gardening done takes place within the township
areas on unalienated land, and is therefore illegal. People can
be removed from the land without further notice and their crops
may be destroyed. Vacant land within and around the towns is in
the hands of various institutions, private persons and companies.
Although all land in principle belongs- to the government (Land
Act 1975) there are titles on land and leases of upto hundred
years. Arangements for the temporary use of such land are there
fore difficult to make, even more so due to the various title
houlders. Because of this insecurity, people show little initia
tive to improve their gardens. The official opinion on urban gar
dening by these 'illegal' occupants is negative. Moreover, the
'untidy' appearance of the gardens does not fit with the ideas
for a planned and orderly urban scene.
Repeating what has been said in the introduction of this sec
tion, it is difficult to give exact numbers on urban agriculture
production. In the literature only an indication of the appearance
30 Ï
of urban agriculture is given ' and we have therefore not in
cluded figures of urban production in our outline of the food si
tuation in Zambia.
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CHAPTER 6
6.1

FOOD CROPS: MARKETING DOMESTIC PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS

Sales to official marketing organisations; marketing of maize

In the previous chapters the production of foodcrops has been
discussed and characterized different groups of farmers and their
production. Maize is mainly produced by small scale and medium
scale commercial farmers (60%). The small scale commercial farmers
and the subsistence oriented farmers mainly consume their maize
production themselves, using it either as food or as seed. Small
surpluses are sold on the market to the Cooperative Union. For
the small scale commercial farmers this income is of crucial im
portance. These farmers often have money-shortage. They then sell
too much maize, more than they can afford ("distress sale")1'.
TABLE 14:

PRODUCTION AND SALES OF FOODCROPS, 1980

1980 staple MAIZE
crops
x 103 ton

SORGHUM/MILL
x 103 ton

CASSAVA
x 103 ton

WHEAT
x 103 ton

RICE
x 103 ton

Production
(FSS)

181.9

249.0

8.0

8.1

7.6

3.2

1028.8

Sales (FSS) 459.6
(MDS) 382.2
Marketed
Requirement
(ILO)

-

-

756.0

Source: FSS, MDS and ilo¥:
This table shows that sorghum/millets and cassava are hardly
bought by Namboard, and in fact a price for millets and cassava
was only established in 1982. Sorghum can be supplied at a very
low price. The wheat crop is mainly sold on the free market. Rice
is mainly consumed by the producers themselves. When comparing
the sales figures of the Food Strategy Study (FSS), the Monthly
Digest of Statistics (MDS), and International Labour Organization
3)
(ILO) , it becomes clear that these figures are unreliable. The
Namboard1s administration has been of bad quality. Figures men
tioned in several studies from 1975 and later are comparable, but
figures for 1980 (see following table) show discrepancies.
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The production of crops depends on the climatological situa
tion, especially on amount of the rain, and the Namboard's intake
differs every year. In very dry years the intake can drop to half
of the average.
Not only drought but also the reducing subsidies on fertilizers
and other inputs can have an effect on yields being especially
destructive for small farmers. However, even in a meteorologically
good season the total production of maize is less than the re
quirement. 10% of the total harvested yield is lost during trans
port and sale (see chapter 5).
TABLE 15:

Marketing

ANNUAL CROP INTAKE BY OFFICIAL MARKETING ORGANIZATION
IN ZAMBIA IN TONNES 103
Maize

Wheat

Year

Paddy
Rice

Soya Seed
Shelled SunGround• flower beans cottor
nuts

ILO M D S
1964/65
1965/66
1966/67
1967/68
1968/69
1969/70
1970/71

251.2

1971/72
1972/73
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76

124.9
617 588.5
460 573.0
495 386.1
559 584.2

1976/77
1977/78

746 750.1
693 696.1

1978/79
1979/80
1980/81

583 581.7

1981/82
1982/83

338 336.0
382.2
693.4

F S S
198.2
257.8
387.0

-

-

4.5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.8
4.0

-

-

6.9

-

-

-

-

11.6

-

-

381.0

-

-

257.1

-

-

-

.1

8.3
3.6
6.8

263.8
132.2
383.9
588.5
399.2

-

.1
.2
.3
.3

588.1

-

.4

559.5
750.0
696.5
581.7
336.0
459.6
708.3

Source: FSS, MDS and ILO

-

.9
3.9
5.3
5.3
6.5
7.6
8.5

1.0
2.1
1.9
2.9
1.9
3.2
3.6

14.2
5.0

-

2.1
5.3

5.4
12.7

6.5
3.2
3.6

.1
.4
4.0

6.5
9.5
7.5

8.2
16.0
13.3

.6

7.6
11.9

1.2
1.3

8.4
14.9

13.9
18.9

1.8
5.4

19.9
23.2

2.7
2.3
3.2

-

8.3
5.2

-

2.2

.4
.6
1.3

2.6
3.9
8.9

-
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Production and sales of wheat have increased since 1975, but
the level of wheat production, as compared with maize production,
remains very low. The analysis of this phenomenon has already been
discusses in chapter 5, 'Food crop production'. The crop intake
of paddy rice, sunflower, soyabeans and seed cotton has increased,
but the shelled groundnut-intake has decreased.
Maize accounts for over 95% of all food crops marketed through
the Namboard or the Cooperative Union, and we will therefore pay
special attention to it's marketing. Of the total maize produc
tion, 83% is used for human consumption. A surplus is only pro
duced in the Southern, Central and Eastern Provinces. All other
areas have a maize shortage. This results in the transport of
several hundred thousand tons of maize, partly over dirt roads from the buying points to the storage and processing depots. The
grain, as well as some 200.000 tons of seed and fertilizer moving
in the opposite direction, must be carried over dirt roads, mostly
during only four months of the year. Improved all-weather roads
only exist between depots.
TABLE 16:

SCHEME OF MAIZE DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING4'
Farmer

Buying Point
(Purchases by Unions
and/or Namboard)

on farm storage
for home consumption
and local sales

Local Mills

Pounding

Storage

Processing Industry
(Meal, Stockfeed, Beer)
Consumers
Source: FSS, annex Storage
The official marketing of agricultural commodities is now in
the hands of two organizations. In the past, from 1969 to 1980,
the overall marketing responsibility was the task of the National
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Agricultural Marketing Board (Namboard). After January 1981, the
intra-provincial marketing and distribution of maize from excess
to deficit areas was made the responsibility of the Cooperative
Unions while the inter-provincial marketing remains in the hands
of Namboard. Namboard is now responsible as well for the distribu
tion of imported fertilizer and maize to the Cooperative Unions.
The Unions buy the produce from the farmers at the buying
points throughout the country. Namboard buys the production sur
pluses in the provinces from the Cooperative Unions and sells the
maize to the processing industries in accordance with the demands
in the deficit provinces.
The functions of the Cooperative Unions are:
1. To purchase the maize from the farmers and transport it to the
main depots ;
2. To retain sufficient maize for the Provincial consumption needs
and sell the surplus to Namboard;
3. To make arrangements for sufficient storage and transport, to
minimize the cost of double hauling and maize losses;
4. To make arrangements for sufficient handling equipment for gra
ding, weighing, etc.
5. To acquire and distribute all inputs to the farmers;
6. To play a role in the credit supply to the farmers.
It is sound to entrust the marketing of agricultural production
to Cooperatives and state organizations and not only to private
traders. But, noting the high overhead costs of Namboard, it will
not be surprising to find that the Cooperative Unions eventually
will become inefficient, uneconomic and bureaucratic organizations
The high marketing costs are and will be expected by the agricul
tural subsidies.
The uniform pricing system and the monopsonic position of Nam
board restrict private trade. If there were more traders in Zam
bia, the remote areas could be better supplied with all sorts of
commodities, which are now scarce, and therefore costly, in the
rural areas. Private traders could transport the agricultural pro
duce to the deficit areas and bring back commodities from the
cities.
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Competition between the state-organized Namboard and private
traders will diminish the handling costs and will make the farmers
less dependent on the Namboard. But with the emergence of private
traders the bureaucratic bourgeoisie will lose the control over
the production, and therefore, the control of the money making
process.
6.2

Selfsufficiency; imports of foodcrops and agricultural inputs

We have seen in chapter 4.2 that the average calorie intake is
deficient, especially in the rural areas. In chapter 6.1 we have
seen the figures for sales to the Marketting Boards. The demand
for staple crops is satisfied by the domestic production plus the
imports. Also, the demand for staple crops is not sufficient to
provide the required daily intake of 2030 calories.
The percentage of the total use which is provided by domestic
production is called the self-sufficiency rate5^. A high self-suf
ficiency rate means a lesser dependence on foreign imports. The
self-sufficiency rate of maize in 1980 was approximately 85%. Half
of the maize production is sold on the market.
In 1980 the maize production counted for 1,028,800 ton. The
sales to the official purchase offices were 459,600 ton in 1980.
The import accounted that year 200,000 ton6^. The losses in the
marketing system account for 5-10%. The total available marketed
maize supply (imports included) in 1980/1981 counted 625,000 ton.
The marketed requirement was 756,000 ton.
In 1980 there was a shortage of 130,00# ton maize.
According to the ILO there are 4 obvious aspects of the shortage
of internal maize supply.
1. It affects the economy generally since it demands foreign ex
change for maize imports;
2. through imports the country becomes more dependent on South
Africa and other countries;
3. imports at higher prices require a subsidy;
4. it is the poor and less accessible in society who are likely
to suffer most.
The self-sufficiency rate of wheat is between 5 and 15%. For
1983 89% of the total requirement of wheat will be imported.
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The self-sufficiency rate of sorghum, millets and cassava is
100%; no imports have taken place. The import of these crops main
ly is restricted. It is therefor obvious that the self-sufficien
cy rate is 100%. Merely maize and wheat are imported from the ex
ternal market.
The self-sufficiency rate of rice in 1980 was between 30-45%,
although the figure for the domestic production is not exactly
known.
Zambia is self-sufficient in sugar. The Nakambala Sugar Estate,
parastatal near Mazabuka in the Southern Province, is the only
sugar-producing company.
Zambia needs in 1983 800.000 tons of maize. Unfavourable weath
er conditions (drought) were responsible for the bad harvests in
the years 1979 and 1980. We can add to this reason the manipula
tions of capitalists in and«outside Zambia. The déficiences were
Q \
supplied by South Africa '.
In 1964 food-imports were 9% of the import-total. In 1980 they
amounted to 5^% of the total. The main reason for this fall is
the rise of the prices of the other import-goods. From 1964 to
1980 food-imports rose with 330%.
In Zambia the HYV SR 52 is used. This kind is delivered by
CIMMYT. CIMMYT sells on contract base and delivers the seeds,
fertilizers, pesticides, and so on. Other HYV's are those of wheat
(6290-17 and W 3697). These two are also delivered by CIMMYT.
With help from Canada wheat programmes are carried out. From
the 10 locations two are dropped and the prospects of the other 8
9}
are not favourable '. In 1983 Zambia needs 200,000 tons of wheat.
In 1980 the demand for wheat was only 118,000 tons yet. Most of
the wheat (89%) is imported from Australia. Zambia is the third
importer of wheat (after Egypt and Ethiopia) in Africa.
Below we give a review of foodimports (on f.o.b. basis) and the
totals of wheat and of fertilizers:
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TABLE 17:

IMPORTS OF FOOD AND FERTILIZER

1974
Food
43,8
Grain
11,0
Fertilizers 7,5

1975
35,7
18,3
22,8

1976
25,7
11,0
23,2

1977
28,6
13,3
7,2

1978
31,6
14,7
12,8

1979
37,8
23,1
13,1

1980
45,9

1981

1982

12,3

28,6

50,6

Source: Monthly digest of Statistics, 1983, Lusaka, in K mio
Next table gives a view of the provinces, which receive fertili
zer, chemicals and seed.
TABLE 18:

QUANTITIES AND TRANSPORT COSTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF
FERTILIZERS AND IMPROVED SEED, 1980 (1,000 tonnes;
K 1,000)

quantities
To:
Copperbelt
Central/Lusaka
Eastern
Luapula
Northern
North-Western
Southern
Western
ZAMBIA

a
3.9
68.3

b
.03
.53

28.2
4.6
15.7
1.6
72.4
1.8
196.5

.22
.04
.12
.01
.56
.01
1.52

c
.23
2.76
.50
.01
.33
.11
2.65
.11
6.70

transport costs
a
b
c
198.5
1.5
6.0
1,707.5
13.3
27.0
2,492.9
19.4
31.7
582.4
5.1
1.0
585.6
4.5
37.1
232.6
1.5
13.2
579.2
4.5
45.1
295.9
1.6
13.9
6*674.6
51.4
175.0

a. Fertilizer
b. Chemicals (1979)
c. Seed (about 90 per cent hybrid maize)
Source: FSS
From this table it proves again that the main agricultural in
puts are delivered to the LOR-Provinces.
When we compare the figures from the table above with those
from 1970, we get the next survey:
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TABLE 19:

FERTILIZERS AND CHEMICALS NEEDED

Fertilizer needed
1970

Quantity
40,000 tons
1980
200,000 tons
Of this quantity 7/8 part has to be imported.

Price
K 58,000 a ton

Chemicals needed
1970
1980

Price
K 1,3 a ton
K 4,2 a ton

Quantity
1,3 ton

1,5 ton
From this quantity 100% has to be imported.

K 420,30

a ton

The purchase and distribution of fertilizer is in Zambia in the
hands of the state-controlled organization Namboard. In Zambia the
Nitrogen Chemicals of Zambia Ltd (NCZ), the fertilizer producer in
Zambia, produces a small part of the total need of fertilizer. In
1981/82 we have the next view10^:
TABLE 20:

FERTILIZER IMPORT

production NCZ
: 50,000 tons amm. nitrate
import from Rumania and West Germany: 30,000 tons of ureum
import from Holland
: 30,000 tons of mixed fertilizer
import from South Africa
import from Holland and Italy

: 50,000 tons of mixed fertilizer
: 96,000 tons of mixed fertilizer

NCZ has a production capacity of 140,000 tons of ammoniumnitrate and of 52,000 tons of ammoniumsulphate. The factory works
far below its capacity. Zambia is exploring the possibility of ex
ploiting phosphate in Eastern Province, but these plans are sub
jected to the laws of capitalism. This means that western multi
nationals will dictate if and/or when the winning will take place.
When we look at the development aid11^, we see that Finland,
England and West Germany give their aid for 100% to one province.
Holland gives 97% of its aid to the Western Province. The rela
tionship with cattle and milk production in this province and the
Dutch interests are clear. The same can be told from other 'do
nors'.
When we look at the agricultural activities we see the same view:
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Soil science research is done for 100% by Norway.
Settlement schemes is done for 91% by Norway.
Production of special crops is done by EEG for 78%.
Milkproduction is done for 70% by EEC and for 30% by Holland.
Cooperations are done for 88% by Sweden.
The figures above show clearly that Zambia is becoming more
and more dependent on the developed capitalist world and the mul
tinationals dictate the food situation in Zambia.
If Zambia is selling out its agricultural and its industrial
interests, it is clear that the country will become more dependent
on the donors than it was ever before.
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CHAPTER 7 POLITICAL ECONOMY OF ZAMBIA
7.1

Historical development of capitalism; Zambia until the inde
pendence

Zambia is an underdeveloped country and is to that aspect no
exception in the Third World. To get a clear view of the present
political and economic situation, it is necessary to look at the
historical development of Zambia (Northern Rhodesia) since the
arrival of the capitalists in the 19th and 20th century.
a.

The period of merchant capital

After the voyages of discovery, made from Europe, west-european
merchants began exchanging goods (people) with African residents.
The characteristic feature of merchant capital is that it can only
exist, when unequal exchange takes place. This law presuppose that
goods from one country are bought below their value and sold in
another country above their value. The merchant capital has no
direct control over the production process but is dependent on
the class wich does control it. To make a profit, the merchants
take a part of the surplus during paying and selling the goods.
The industry capital loses a part of the surplus to the merchant
capital. When this process of unequal exchange isn't possible,
there will be no trade^.
This form of capitalism takes place, when the merchant capital
has control of the transport lines (railroads, sea routes, etc.).
Via these supply lines the merchants gets those products from the
Third World which <^Ê be sold with profit in other regions where
they cannot be found. The merchant capital in return sells (luxu
rious) final products from industrial nations to the Third World.
This implies that the merchant capital impedes the development of
the processing industries in the Third World.
When both areas have such industry, the base of merchant capital
disappears. After 1850 the industrialization process increased in
Europe and industrialists ousted the merchant capital out of the
main positions.
As soon as the products are produced in both regions, trade be
tween two countries can become superfluous. The characteristic
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feature of the present situation, is that the merchant capital
has the power in many countries in the Third World and that it
holds up the development of the industrialization.
Western merchants in Africa traded (trades) people, ivory, cotton,
precious metals, cocoa, coffee, copper, etc.
In Zambia England decided until 1964 which economic sectors were
permitted to develop and which were not. Only those products,
which gave profit to English, South-Rhodesian and to South-African
multinationals, were traded in Zambia. Zambia supplied England in
her need for copper and was forced to buy cheap made products from
England, South-Rhodesia and from South-Africa.
On the basis of this economic analysis Third World-countries are
bound to the process of underdevelopment. We will add that as long
as the power-relations stay inchanged, this underdevelopment pro
cess has a permanent character. To stop the underdevelopment the
Third World-countries have to wrest themselves from the grip of
western countries and the multinationals from the western world.
This underdevelopment knows 2 main features:
1. The profit obtained from the transactions between a highly-de
veloped country and Zambia is not invested in Zambia, but dis
appears to the capitalist bastions. In 1949 27% of the Gross
Domestic Product of Northern Rhodesia left the country as prof2)
its of the multinationals '. Ann Seidman cites W.J. Barber,
who in his work, 'The Economy of Central Africa', indicates
that 2/3 of the total earned foreign exchange in 1964 left Zam3)

bia as profits, interest and freight and insurance costs '.
2. In the international division of labour Zambia has the role of
copper supplier. The British South African Company knew that
there were rich minerals in the ground and Cecil Rhodes con
quered the country before Germany or Portugal had a chance to
do so. From 1890 until 1924 Northern Rhodesia was governed by
the BSAC. This private concern supplied black Zambian workers
for the mines in South Africa and in Katanga. Death figures of
20% indicate that these deportations have the same character
4)
as the slave trade '.
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In 1924 the BSAC sold about 80.000 km2 ground to 2 copper
giants. With money and technological support from the American
company the exploitation of the copper became possible. In 1924
American companies controlled 40% of the world copper market
and Zambia (English property) would have otherwise become a
too large competitor because of the low production costs. (Zam
bia £ 16 a ton and US $ 38 a ton).
England has no copper supplies and from the thirties onward
Zambia supplied the whole copper needs of the country. Zambia
is only important as a copper supplier and within the interna
tional division of labour it has only one role to perform. Not
Zambia's development is determining, but exclusively the needs
of the capitalists in the industrialized countries.
Other sectors of the Zambian economy were not allowed to devel
op. The international merchant capital continued to deliver
the products, mainly from England, south Africa and South Rho
desia.
The 2 copper giants, the Anglo American Corporation (South
Africa) and the Roan Selection Trust (US) determined and still
determine the quantity and the price of Zambia's main export
product.
Since 1939 5 copper concerns control more than 90% of the world
production and world trade in copper. It will be clear that
Zambia isn't powerful enough to influence the manipulations of
these giants.
The following figures show the extent of the profits of the 2
copper concerns in Zambia:
During the period 1947 - 1953 the invested capital was earned
back in l*s year of Zambia. In 1952 the surplus was 400%6'.
These figures show that there is, in principle, enough capi
tal for development in other sectors of the Zambian economy,
but that power relations determine that the robbery takes
place every year. Every year Zambia becomes poorer.
b.

The Employment

The Third World countries are the main bastions for the merchant
capital. Because of earlier contacts (slave trade, ivory, finan
cial, etc.) the merchant capital acts in Zambia as the agent for
the mining capital.
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Until 1965 Zambian and Katangese 1 traders1 and the Witwatersrand
7\
Native Labour Association (WENELA) recruited mine workers
They
can do so because of coercive measures such as levying taxes, de
portations, reservations, expropriations, etc.
In the beginning (1900) the labour force consists mainly of Bemba's who were deprived of their income from trade with the Arabs
by the British. Other measures forced other tribes to deliver
workers.
After 1931 the workers came to the gates of the mines by them
selves drawn by the growing influence of the mining capital, but
contracts with tribal chiefs ensured a continuous role of the tra
ders.
Until 1956 part of the wages were paid for in food (in 1942 and
1945 there were strikes and riots because of the reductions in
the quantities of maize). Naturally this food was bought up by
8)
traders (also WENELA) and delivered to the mines .
For the mine owners migratory labour was most favourable because:
1. Only men came to the mines. The mine owners only paid for them.
2. The workers were unskilled. Because of the simple production
process training was superfluous and the capitalists could se
lect freely. Until 1942 the mean labour duration was 1\ year.
After World War II African unions came into existence. (Kenneth
Kaunda had his first experiences with black exploitation). The
provisions gradually became better and in 1960 the wages of the
Zambian workers were higher than those of the workers in the sur
rounding countries.
Although the mines needed more workers by the production increase,
the capitalist law that the need for work decreases relatively in
relation to the growth of the capital also applied. From 1934 un
til 1960 the production tripled, whereas the wages rose with 133%.
In the same period the labour productivity rose with 131%, whereas
the employment was enlarged with 82%. With the improvement of the
circumstances for the workers and the rise of the wages, the in
vestments became more capital intensive. After 1945 the growth of
the employment lagged behind the population growth.
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In West-european countries the farmers were driven out of their
land in the 15th and 16th centuries and were employed in the new
factories. In the underdeveloped countries the main economic sec
tors have a highXyt (imported) technological level and other sec
tors are not or hardly developed. The agrarian expulsion cannot
be absorbed, so we can speak of an agrarian overpopulation. More
people are living in the country than is necessary in relation to
the yearly yields.
This large army of labour reserve (in the country and in the
cities) causes low wages and the factory owners can carry out a
very selective policy.
Foreign concerns will not set up factories in Zambia, which could
compete with their settlements in other countries. Local entre
preneurs would have to put up factories, but this will not take
place, because they cannot compete with the multinationals. Until
independence there was no accumulation of capital.
c. The Agrarian and Food Situation
Zambia has known the 'citemene-system' for centuries. Since there
was no industrial development in the country, the production of a
surplus remained limited. One could speak of some barter, but
farmers who produced for a market could not be found until 1924.
This changed when the mines were opened and food was needed for
the maintenance of the workers.
The main goal of a capitalist concern is to make a profit and this
means that every part of the production must be done as cheaply
as possible. Until 1956 fç^ was paid as a part of the wage and
after 1956 the prices of the food had to stay low.
Because there was a great excess of (untrained) labourers the
wages could stay low. The growth of the number of employed workers
caused the only rise of the food demand. The power of the white
settlers in South Rhodesia and the very limited economic develop
ment of Zambia itself, suppressed Zambian agriculture up to 1964.
We have to enlarge on this subject to make things clear.
The development of the agriculture sector is tied to limits. In
industry all machines, all raw materials and all workers are reproducable and extendable, in the agriculture land is always lim
ited. Moreover every piece of land has an owner. In agriculture
one can always speak of scarcity.
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Every mechanization in the agricultural sector leads to a growing
labour reserve army. People become superfluous. When an ox is used
instead of a hoe, some workers lose their job. Every capitalist
agrarian strategy leads to a growing excess of people in the coun
try and, of course, to a growing reserve army in the cities as a
consequence of this policy. Every new food plan leads to greater
inequalities. When a farmer takes his place in the capitalist
race, he has to face low food prices (the wages must stay low)
and a growing dependency on credit agencies and foreign firms
(fertilizer, seeds, insecticides, pesticides, etc.). If he cannot
keep up, he is incorporated into the huge reserve army of jobless
workers in Zambia.
The Zambian agriculture was characterized during the colonial pe
riod by a systematic favouring of the whites by expropriation of
the most fertile soils, higher prices for white products, favour
able situations, subsidies, tax advantages, blacks Preservations,
cheap workers, etc. Because of Zambia's geographical situation
the possibilities for export are limited. The infrastructure of
the country is oriented exclusively to the export of copper. The
Line of Rail was finished in 1909 and enabled South Rhodesian set
tlers to determine the developments in the north. In Zambia there
was no infrastructure to get the food from the provinces to the
Line of Rail which meant that there was hardly any competition
from these areas. The transport costs from a Zambian province to
the Copperbelt were higher than the production costs of the crop
and only production along the Line of Rail was profitable. Still,
the Zambian agriculture didn't develop along the Line of Rail.
This was because of the following:
1. 56% of the wage and goods packet, that the mine workers con
sume, comes from abroad and is determined by contracts and mon1•
10, 11)
opolies
2. The South Rhodesian agriculture has a higher technoligical
level and can produce more cheaply.
3. Salisbury controls the import and export lines and levies du

ties.
4. There is no other industrial development, there is no stimulus
to develop local agriculture. The agrarian sector doesn't con
tribute to make the Zambian worker cheaper.
5. The Zambian market is too small to stimulate the agriculture.
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As the prices of the primary necessaries of life must be kept low,
white farmers regulary turn away from the local market and orien
tate themselves to the world market where the profits are higher,
especially during certain periods (W.W. II). The Zambian state
can only stop this development by subsidizing food production. In
view of the unfavourable agrarian situation, it was not surprising
that few whites were interested in a settlement in Zambia. In 1964
there were 1200 white farmers, mainly South African 'boeren' and
retired English soldiers, who had stayed on after their period of
military service. From the expropriated land 0.014% was cultiva
ted12».
In 1953 the Federation with South Rhodesia and Nyassaland came
into existence and the development of Zambia became even more lim
ited. White colonists from South Rhodesia, who, because of stag
nation on their own market, were forced to extend their markets,
made a deal with London, promising to stabilize the region in ex
change for more profits. Zambia was the double loser after 1953:
Salisbury took part of the profits from the mines (until 1964
$ 100 millions in taxes). South Rhodesia built its infrastruc
ture with this money.
Salisbury collected $ 56 million in profits on goods sold in
Zambia above the world market prices.
These extra advantages were not the only ones. Salisbury made
large profits by delivering electricity from the Kariba dam, by
selling coal from the Wankie territory and by levying taxes on
imports and exports.
The preceeding shows how the Zambian economy was brought into an
unfavourable position by Salisbury, London and the multinationals.
When Zambian producers wanted to sell on the world market, they
had to make a deal with merchant capitalists who controlled the
transport lines. Part of the surplus therefore went to western
capitalists. Two merchant firms controlled imports and the prices
of consumer goods. These were:
-

ZOK (Zambia OK), daughter of a South African chain, called OK
Bazaars.

-

CBC (Consumer Buying Corporation), daughter of the British mul13 \
tmational Booker McConnell
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These two companies had contract to deliver food to the mines;
they also controlled the markets in the cities.
Credit was supplied by three merchant banks:
-

Barclays (1/3 South African property)
Standard Bank (the 2nd largest in South Africa)

- National Grindlays.
All three banks have their headquarters in London.
Two multinationals controlled the copper mines. These were:
1. The Anglo-American Corporation (AAC). AAC has a capital stock
which is four times the value of the yearly copper exports of
Zambia and the company is regarded as the largest mining finan
cing group in the world. Copper is responsible for 15% of AAC's
total earnings. Zambia delivers 80% of the copper income of
AAC. AAC gets copper from Mauretania, Canada and Zambia, tin
from Malaysia and diamonds and gold from South Africa.
The capital stock is owned for 50% by South Africans and for
42% by Europeans, mainly Rothschildt in London.
2. Roan Selection Trust (RTS). RTS is a subsidiary of AMAX (Ameri
can Metal Climax), which is no 75 on the Fortune list of indus
trial companies. The concern is the world's largest producer
of molybdenium. It also trades chemicals, aliminium, coal and
copper.
Zambian mines deliver 15% of the total earnings of RTS.
AMAX also possesses copper mines in Botswana, so it is easy to
put pressure on the Zambian government when Lusaka doesn't obey
RST wishes.
7.2

National indepence and the continuation of capitalism

7.2.1

The_strug2le_for_Indegendence

As explained in chapter 7.1.1.a multinational companies still
control the Third World. American, British, South African and West
European companies have taken the copper surplus out of Zambia by
means of monopolies and as the owners of the railroads and the
shipping lines. Although there were protests against this injus
tice, a liberation movement never existed in Zambia. Until the
fifties there wasn't even a mass movement which rejected the white

/
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rule. This changed in the fifties, due to the following political
backgrounds:
1. The rise of the American capital at the cost of English, French,
German and Japanese capital. American multinationals had an
interest in breaking open the restrictions which were placed
by the colonial powers.
2. Resistence against the dominating position of South Rhodesia
in the Federation of 1953. Salisbury appropriated the surplus
of the copper mines and obstructed further development of Zam
bia.
The resistence of the blacks was supported by a part of the
whites. In South Rhodesia the white settlers in power represen
ted the small capital and their purposes (to vindicate the co
lonial status) ran counter to the means of the multinationals.
These latter supported the struggle for independence.
Next to some multinationals, national British, South African and
South Rhodesian companies controlled the economic process in Zam
bia until 1964. Many of these concerns were insignificant in the
international market, weren't able to compete with the efficient
working multinationals and in fact blocked a higher development
phase of the capitalism. Because they were technogically backward,
they could only stay alive with the help of the mother country.
These concerns slowly broke down under the international pressure,
just as in earlier times toll-levied were repealled. Now all over
the world the restrictions of the colonial status were destroyed.
American multinationals, interested in the abolition of the colo
nial status and an enlargement of their terrain, now ruled the
international market.
This capitalist process expressed itself in the Third World as an
independence struggle. Rulers were partly driven away and replaced
by modern exploiters.
In Zambia, Christianity and non-violence determined the form of
the struggle. Black intellectuals, who had in Zambia a relatively
privileged position before 1964, took the lead. For the seated
rulers this group meant a real threat and the government occasion
ally reacted with violence. While these violent actions confused
the fighters into thinking that they were fighting for freedom,
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history shows that the fight was only meant to change the capital
ist form of exploitation.
The battle was fought on the basis of equal rights for every one.
Until 1964 the enrichment was based on the appropriation of the
surplus and on the racial inequality; after the independence cheap
black labour was eliminated. The wages of the black workers were
raised up to the level of the white workers.
Small and middle size companies, which could only stay alive be
cause of this cheap black labour, were forced out of the market.
Multinationals, with their higher productivity, were able to pay
the higher wages and at the same time realize a sufficient surplus
The promise of Zambian Humanism, made during the struggle for in
dependence, has not been realized. The racial segregation has dis
appeared, but the economic system based on the exploitation of
the workers by the owners of the production means, remains.
Whites, who advocate capitalist production and who support the
UNIP, are protected by Kaunda. Foreign companies are invited to
invest in Zambia.
The principles of capitalist ownership remained and were extended
to all sectors. These had new effects on the agriculture.
As land can be owned all over the country, the 'citemene-system'
becomes more difficult or even impossible.
7.2.2
a.

The_golitical-economic_structure_from_19642l983

The international developments

As written before, the merchant capital dominates in the Third
World. The process which took place in Europe in the nineteenth
century, when the industrial capital slowly took over the lead,
now is going on in the Third World. The speed with which this pro
cess takes place depends on the historical situation and on the
power relations in each country.
The multinationals develop only those sectors which are useful
and profitable to them. In Zambia the copper industry capital de
termines in which direction the Zambian economy will develop.
Since the mining giants want food as cheaply as possible, they
will support every change, which delivers this food in the cheap
est way.
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If Zambia itself can deliver the food, the international indus
trial capital will accept it. So one of the pillars of the international merchant capital is trenched on. The merchant wbieh de
livered imported foodstuffs now find that the share of these goods
is reducing. In 1964 9% of the imports consisted of food, in 1980
5*s%.
14)
Imports of oil, chemicals, machines and transport goods rose '.
The vested interests of the merchant capital become more and more
dictated by the interests of the industrial capital.
The industrial capital supports the attempts to set up industries
in the country, on the understanding that, almost exclusively,
the last phase (assembly) of the processing can take place in the
Third World countries. For the industrial capital it is cheaper
to let that phase be carried out in the Third World, but the mer
chant capital finds her markets shrinking1^^.
The highly developed industrial capital is strong and it has un
dermined the positions of other capital groups in the world. The
principle of unequal exchange accompanies this process. It is nec
essary to explain this capital law there16'.
The merchant capital uses unequal exchange to get surplus profits
during selling and buying. The industrial surplus is made during
the labour process. When we can speak of an uneven technological
level of the capitals, the process of unequal exchange takes place
The capital with a higher technological level is able to get extra
profit at the cost of the less developed partner. Zambia has to
exchange more labour (less trained and less productive) against
less labour (more trained and more productive) from the highly
industrialized countries. With every exchange Zambia pays extra
for the products from the western countries and it becomes poorer
every year.
The industrial capital maffia aims at an international division
of labour. The Third World is to produce light industrial products
such as textiles, beverages and food and the deliverance of miner
al and/or agrarian raw materials. The Western World controls and
retains the heavy industry and sells the half fabricates or the
end products to the Third World.
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Next to this process another development is perceivable. Multina
tionals, which control the capitalist world, regard every country
as a possible market. The production takes place on world scale
and the international industrial capital now places its companies
there where, in view of the cost of the wages, the most profit
can be reached.
The unequal exchange between capital with differing technological
levels continues and the underdeveloped countries are confronted
every year with a growing deficit of foreign currency, and are
forced to borrow more and more from western banks.
The price of export goods lags behind the prices of import goods;
in 1975 the export earnings halved from K 1161 million to K 660
million on f.o.b. base, while imports rose.
For the first time since independence Zambia had a trade deficit.
By 1979 the prices of import goods had risen twice as fast as
those of export goods. As the population grew 15% in the same pe
riod, it is easy to understand how the situation is deteriorating.
In 1982 Zambia had to export, in volume, four times as much copper
as in 1970 to be able to import the same quantity of goods. Import
restrictions weren't enough to alleviate this economic situation.
The cumulative deficit on the trade balance rose from 1975 to 1978
to K 1042 million. The1 deficit was cleared off in the following
way:
1. K 507 million has been covered up by running up payment arrears
2. The net foreign possessions were sold and they contributed for
K 410 million. These possessions dated from the 'good years'.
3. Net capital lendings took care of the rest (K 207 million).
TABLE 21

Means of adjusting to fall in buying power of copper
exports, 1975-8.
Total cumulative adjustment required,
about K 1940 mill.

Restriction of imports,

Other means,

about K 900 mill.

K 1042 mill.

Payment arrears,
K 507 mill.

Decline in net
foreign assets

Not capital
inflows

Invisibles,
services and

K 410 mill.

K 207 mill.

transfers,
K 82 mill.
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In figures this process went as follows:
TABLE 22

Summary balans of payments, 1974-9 (K million)
Average
per year 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979
1970-73
(est.)

Exports
Imports c.i.f.
Trade balance
Non-factor services (net)
Factor services (net)
Transfer (net)
Current account balance
financed by:

607
449
158
-43
-57
-97
-39

898

513 734 716 680
636 748 610 658 631
262 235 124
58
59
-70 -61 -50 -74 -65
-62 -64 -96 -103 -105
-81 -79 -83 -70 -65
-49 -439 -114 -189 -186

1080
750
330
-70
-100
-50
+110

Capital inflows (net)*
Payments arrears

-12
0

-39
0

185
102

-43
104

-53
156

145

-150

51

-10

152

53

86

79

-30

Changes in foreign assets
(- = increase)

-38

70*

*Including SDR allocations
Source: World Bank data.
In 1978 the total foreign debt was K 1265 million. The interest
rate rose from 5.1% to 6.5% in 1978. Maturities and grace periods
were shortened and the gift element of foreign aid decreased from
28.4 in 1974 to 24.2% in 1978.
The table below shows the enormous increase in Zambia's debt since
1970. Zambia's position with respect to other countries has clear
ly become worse in the last decade.
TABLE 23 Growing debts of Zambia; a comparison between 1970 and 1978

Zambia
All low-income countries
All middle-income countries
Source: World Development Report

Debts as % of GDP
1970
1978
3.2
7.1
1.2
1.7
1.5
2.9
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Because the real copper price decreased, Zambia was forced to make
debts on the local market (with strong inflationary effects) and,
from 1978 on, to borrow on the external market, by which the de
pendence on foreign countries becomes larger every year. To cover
up the causes of this underdevelopment process, western exploiters
and their lackies talk of 'development aid', but in fact, finance
via taxes the growing deficits in the balance of payment of the
Third World countries'*"7^.
TABLE 24

erosi°n

°f Zambia's international purchasing power,
1974-78 (1974 = 100)
1969-73
average

1975

1976

1977

1978

Value of exports

75

57

83

78

75

Unit cost of imports
Purchasing power of ex
ports in terms of real
imports

71

124

137

159

167

106

46

61

49

45

Actual import value

105

94

67

62

51

source: ILO/JASPA (1981)
'Development aid' must be recognized as a redistribution of the
profits within the imperialistic bourgeoisie to the advantage of
those monopolized sectors, which export equipment goods at the
18 19)
cost of the old profiteers in textile, coal, consumer goods '
.
The analysis and figures show how the international power rela
tions determine the developments in Zambia. The international mer
chant capital tries to hinder the industrial development by impor
ting ever cheaper consumer goods, by making Zambia dependent on
foreign deliverances, by opposing new supply-lines, and by other
blackmail practices. The international industry capital is grain
ing power over the merchant capita. It breaks down the dependen
cies of the merchant capital and puts in place its own dependen
cies, for example:
TABLE 25
Patents in Zambia (1974) (20)
Total
Foreign
USA
WG
UK
French
1710
99,1%
28.9 0.8 19.2
7.0

EEC
33.3

Sw
2.6

Japan
2.6
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With the rise of the international industry capital in Zambia,
the national bourgeoisie tried to strenghten her position and con
trol of the economic development. In view of their present minimal
power she has no possibilities to do so. They can, and do, manipu
late the state for their own enrichment.
We must notice here that the cooperation of the state is not a
coincidence. In view of the enormous size of the multinationals,
only a mobilization of the strongest economic powers in Zambia
(and in other Thrid World countries) has a possibility of compe
ting. To that purpose the Zambian state formally appropriated the
production means and is zealous working towards Zambinization, in
the hope of catching up with the industrialized countries.
The high technological level, the high productivity, and the power
positions which the multinationals occupy on the world market,
guarantee that Zambia will stay in a dependent position and be
manipulated as long as the country is a part of the international
labour division. To show this it is sufficient to look at the
price of copper on the world market and to compare this with the
index of Zambian import prices:
TABLE 26

London Metal Exchange average price of copper in US
cents per pound

1965

58.51

1971

49.05

1966
1967

69.38
51.54

1972
1973

48.47
80.81

1977
1978

59.40
61.75

1968
1969
1970

56.24
66.51
64.17

1974
1975
1976

93.07
55.85
63.62

1979

89.97

Source: International Monetary Fund: International Financial Sta
tistics
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TABLE 27

Index of Zambian import prices, 1970 = 100

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

91.7

1970

100.0

83.6

1971

105.0

86.1

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

111.0

88.9
93.6

125.2
163.0
195.2
241.0

Source: Yearbook of International Trade Statistics,
United Nations, 1977. (Also 21, 22 and 23.
In 1965 copper earned 90% of the export yields; in 1978 92%.
The price of copper in 1975 was equal to the prices in the period
1960 - 1965. The last few years the Zambian government doesn't
get profit from the mines at all: in the first half of 1981 there
was a loss of K 70 on every ton copper. In 1983 this figure is
even worse24)
'.
This isn't surprising. Between 1972 and 1976 8% of the GDP annual
ly came into Zambia as investments by the international capital.
In the same period 19% of the GDP yearly went out of the country
25)
to the same multinationals '. It is clear that these losses are
passed on to the Zambian population. In 1978 the private consump<y /: v
tion per head of the population was 20% lower than in 1965 '.
In order to get a detailed picture of politically independent but
economically dependent Zambia, we made the following divisions:
1. The period 1964 - 1968 Industrial diversification
2. The period 1968 - 1969 Nationalizations
3. The period 1969 - 1973 The growing influence of the national
bourgeoisie
4. The period 1973 - now Growing influence of the international
capital
1

The period 1964 -

2968

Industrial diversification

The aims in this period are mainly as follows:
a. Industrial diversification
b. Import substitution
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In view of the fact that there were no strong Zambian companies
in 1964, the state (via INDECO) took the lead in the industrial
development. The capitalist mode of production was maintained and
the Zambian state made joint venture contracts with new companies,
all of which had, for understandable reasons, no prior connections
with South Rhodesia. In 1965 the Pioneer Industry Act came into
force with very favourable conditions for the multinationals. In
this way the Zambian state helped the international capital find
its way in Zambia. The Zambian state controlled resistance and so
determined outputs of the Zambian economy.
In view of the wage raises after 1964 companies invested capital
intensive. These companies settled along the Line of Rail, the
27)
only region with a market and sufficient infrastructure '.
Stagnation set in for understandable reasons:
1. The Zambian market is too small
2. The international capital is too strong and Zambian companies
cannot conquer export markets
3. The international capital monopolized the main economic sec
tors, so the Zambian capitalists had to confine themselves to
consumer goods such as textile, beverages, tobacco, foodstuffs
and real estate28^.
As the multinationals had no interest in setting up companies in
Zambia which would compete with their factories elsewhere, we can
understand that the aims of 1964 were an illusion.
The factories which came to Zambia were only interested in last
stage processes, because of the
wages and a lot of untrained
labour.
2

The period of 1968 - 1969 Nationalizations

The nationalizations had two causes:
a. During the years 1964 - 1968 the revenues of the state were
obtained via taxes. After 1969 part of the income was also ob
tained by appropriating part of the surplus. In this way the
national bourgeoisie developed a power base for herself.
b. Zambian development was linked to the claims of international
capital.
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The capitalist mode of production creates a class of owners
the production means (bourgeoisie). Since the Zambian state
the main investor, it is self-evident that this group wants
enlarge its influence. Nationalization is the most direct way
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to
in

which the Zambian bourgeoisie could enrich herself via the state.
Politically and economically, the nationalizations meant that Zam
bia became totally dependent on the whishes of the international
capital. Until 1968 the Zambian state took care of the infrastruc
ture for the copper multinationals. After the nationalizations
the whole Zambian economy was bound to the developments of the
international capital. For the multinationals the participation
of Zambia had the following advantages:
1. The invested sum decreases, which means a reduction of the
risks. For example should the copper be replaced by other mate
rials such as glass fibre, Zambia will be the loser. Zambia is
not capable of developing such alternatives as the laser.
The multinationals can quickly step over without great losses.
2. Local capital must carry out a development policy favourable
for the multinationals, by which the chance of an independent
capital accumulation decreases and potential competition is
minimized.
3. By the link with a national bourgeoisie or with the state, fa
vourable labour and production conditions can be stipulated.
4. Local authorities quarantee a good working climate.
5. By means of technical and management contracts the multination
als are assured of a fixed profit. The mean profit after deduc
tion of taxes was 13.3% of the turnover of the two copper
29}
giants until 1969. After 1969 that percentage is 12.7%
6. It is easy for the multinationals to apply the system internal
'clearing prices'. The incomes derived from this doesn't belong
to the profit, but the prices which the Zambian government has
to pay for machines, spare parts, etc., lie far above the
prices in the industrialized countries.
7. The multinationals can keep their dominating position when im
portant decisions in the companies are taken, since they own
the technology used.
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Finally we have to remark that the banks were not nationalized
and this sector of the economy was withdrawn from the control of
the state.
3 The period 1969 - 1973 The growing influence of the national
bourgeoisie
In Zambia this period is characterized by the political hegemo
ny obtained by the UNIP. In view of the monopolization of the most
important industries by the state, this is a logical development.
Resistence against the UNIP didn't disappear, but took place via
the formation of groups within the party. In this period the cop
per prices began to drop, but in the early seventies Zambia had
sufficient means left to award the bureaucracy and other adherents
of the UNIP. The Zambinization went on, but there were no changes
in the economic system:
local interests in the parasitical sectors such as cigarettes
and beverages; the processing industries don't get off the
ground.
In view of the many applications of copper, we cannot give an ex
act comparison between the value of 1 ton manyfactures and unmanu
factured copper. Biermann estimates that the former has 300 times
the value of the later. R. Sklar also estimates between 250 and
300 times.
In 'Multinational Firms in Africa' the editor Carl Widstrand gives
a mean of 375 times the value of 1 ton unmanufactured metals. For
comparison: Aluminum is 400 times more expensive. Crude oil is
even after the prices explosion of 1973, still only 10% of the
value of the final product. The profits are mainly obtained during
the manufacturing phase and as long as Zambia is dependent on the
industrialized countries for this, it cannot realize sufficient
surplus to let the take-off take place.
In view of the weak position on the world market, the Zambian
bourgeoisie is forced to depend on their own market. The group
who can buy the products is too small for the accumulation of the
capital. As long as copper delivered sufficient profits, the Zam
bian economy had little trouble. Many provisions were free
(schools, medicine). When the export prices started to fall, all
provisions were broken off.
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4 The period 1973 - 1983 Growing influence of the international
capital
The analysis made clear the way in which Zambia is dependent
on the international capital. This tie has strengthened in the
last few years. This is not surprising. The multinationals are
forced by their capital accumulation to expand their working
fields and they constantly try to clear away obstacles.
When Zambia had enough money during the second half of the six
ties, it could stay relatively independent; after 1975 Zambia was
forced to listen to the demands of the international capital. The
terms of trade are increasingly worse. Zambia has no possibilities
to influence the behaviour of the copper giants.
Still, 1974 .was a good year because the problems in Chili kept
the copper prices high. As soon as the American multinationals
put their affairs straight in that country, the export price of
copper fell.
When a western country or a multinational loans or grants Zambia
a certain sum, it is self-evident that a number of conditions are
made. Because development aid was covered with a idealistic sauce,
the background politics are forgotten, but during negotiations,
things are different. Zambia becomes poorer and the figures show
this.
The Gross National Product has remained constant during the
last ten years. But as the population grewn the welfare, defined
as GNP per capita decreased.
The real decrease of the GNP per capita was in the period of 1974
to 1980 52% (ILO). Such decrease is compared to international
standards extremely high - much higher than the decrease in any
industrialized country. Compared with other underdeveloped coun
tries the decrease can also be called extreme.
After 1973 the international capitalist companies invested capital
intensively. From 1964 to 1973 the turnover rose 3\ times and the
employment rose 1.67. The number of Zambian companies decreased
31)
m the same period from 669 to 612
This trend continued after 1973 and will be consolidated in
the coming years. The western countries are in a capitalist crisis
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and in those period the dependent countries must bleed more than
they did in the periods of capitalist growth.
TABLE 28

The development of welfare in Zambia from 1970 to 1981

Gross national Product
Prices of 1970

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

the same
per capita

millions++
kwachas

index
1970=100

in
kwachas

index
1970=100

1277
1277

100
100
109
108

300

100

291
308
295
305
289
292
269
266
234
235

97
103
98
102
96
97
90
89
78

223

72

1394
1381
1474
1438
1500
1428
1455
1324
1370
1345

1 kwacha is ƒ 2,90
++ provisional figures
Source CSO - BOW

115
113
117
112
114
103
107
105

78
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7.3

Political structure of Zambia

To get a clear understanding of the development in Zambia's
rural sector we first need an introduction to the political struc
ture of Zambia. The agricultural and food policy is the result of
a complex system in which the Government, and the UNIP cooperate.
The description of the political structure will start with an over
view of the situation before independence. The struggle for inde
pendence was a conflict between the British colonial administra
tion and several liberation movements. This description is follow
ed by an overview of the political developments after 1964, the
year of independence.
7.3.1

The_golitical_struggle_for_indegendence

The domination of the political situation of Northern Rhodesia
by the colonial administration and the white settlers led to a
growing nationalist and united consciousness of the African people
of Northern Rhodesia. The African nationalist consciousness was a
direct answer to the authority of the white settlers.
In 1938 a system of tribe-representatives in local, town and
provincial administration was founded by the Britisch Administra
tion. The right to affect the political decision-making directly
through a system of universal suffrage was still withheld from
all Africans. Up to 1945 a system of census-voting, in which tri
bal religions African leaders were chosen as representatives for
the African people, was the only way in which Africans were in
volved in the political structure. In 1946 two political governing
bodies were installed1^:
1. the African Representative Council, in which representatives
of the provincial authorities were chosen:
2. the Federation of African Societies, which united the existing
African Welfare Associations. (Welfare Associations tried to
work on political and social interests of the African people
in peaceful cooperation with the white rulers.
The contribution of the Welfare Associations to the development
of a nationalist consciousness is not equally criticized. Some
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reviews describe the Associations as nuclei for future anti-colo
nial actions, since:
1. representatives of the future African Parliament were chosen
from the Welfare Associations;
2. the Welfare Associations formes the first nationalist party,
the North Rhodesian African Congress (NRAC), in 1948.
The NRAC was changed in 1950 to the African National Congress
(ANC). The ANC struggled aggressively against the foundation of a
federation of Northern and Southern Rhodesia and Nyasaland. The
2)
main arguments against such a federation were ':
1. the Federation would secure white settlers in their domination;
2. race-segregrationpolitics would be officially established in
Southern Rhodesia;
3. this would lead to a discrepancy in the land policies of parti
cipating countries.
However, the ANC was not strong enough to stop the foundation
of the Federation in 1953. The influence of the ANC decreased af
ter 1954. Renewal of the ANC stimulated by Kenneth Kaunda and
others. The ANC refused to cooperate with the Colonial Administra
tion but worked with the trade unions to organize the Copperbelt
uprisals of 1955. The ANC regained the lost confidence of the
African people of Northern Rhodesia by these activities.
Up to 1956 the ANC formed a united group. After 1956 arguments
within the party resulted into the formation of a radical wing
(K. Kaunda, S. Kapwepwe, M. Sipalo and others) and a group which
sympathized with the colonial rulers. In October 1957 the Zambian
African National Congress (ZANC) was founded, with K. Kaunda as
president, M. Sipalo as secretary and S. Kapwepwe as treasurer.
The moderate ANC was given a seat in colonial Parliament. The new
ly formed ZANC was severely repressed and its leaders were arrest
ed and accused of conspiring and attempting murder. The repression
by the British Government weakened the strength of the ZANC but
simultaneously gave this party an air of a martyr, and encouraged
the political consciousness of the African People, even in remote
rural areas. The arrest of Kaunda and the exile of Kapwepwe and
Sipalo further weakened the ZANC to the pont of elimination. The
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uprisals of Africans in the Northern and Luapula Privinced were
repressed and many members of the ZANC were arrested.
The year 1959 was the start of the last episode in the struggle
for independence. In May 1959 the African National Freedom Move
ment (ANFM) and the United African Congress (UAC) were founded.
In July 1959 these two parties joined in the Nited National Free
dom Party (UNFP). The leaders of this new nationalist party pro
tested against the existence of the Federation formed by Southern
Rhodesia, Nyasaland and Northern Rhodesia. They called for immedi
ately independence and for a government which represented the
Africans, the majority of the North Rhodesian people. The UNFP
tried to combine nationalist african politics with a legal support
of the majority of the African people. They did not work out well
and the influence of the UNFP on the colonial administration was
small.
The issue of supporting and cooperating with the Colonial gov
ernment caused internal desagreements. The opposition parties
joined together to form the United National Independence Party
(UNIP), which was a broas anti-colonial alliance, representing
both mine-workers and farmers. For the first time an african party
formed a strong political power against the colonial administra
tion3 ^.
The arrest of Kenneth Kaunda had turned him into a public hero.
In most provinces the UNIP was certain of massive support with
Kaunda as a solid representative for Presidency. Starting in 1960
Kaunda organized an active campaign for independent rule. The ex
isting Federation between Southern and Northern Rhodesia and Nya
saland was rejected. UNIP demanded a democratic 'One man - one
vote' system. Kaunda called for the British Government to install
a massive African representation in Parliament and furthermore to
arrange a majority rule of Africans in the future. UNIP rejected
all arguments against these demands.
In 1962 elections for Parliament were held. UNIP won many
votes, despite the still existing discriminating arrangements con41
cerning the right to vote. The results were as follows
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60,000
17,000
21,000

1,500

UNIP
ANC
United Federal Party (UFP)
Liberal Party

The legislative assembly was made up of three parties:
14 seats
UNIP
16 seats
UFP
7 seats
ANC
Kaunda tried to convince NKumbula, the leader of the ANC, to
form a coalition with the UNIP. This coalition lasted until the
elections of 1964. Norther Rhodesia became the independent Repub
lic of Zambia on 24th of October, 1964. Kenneth Kaunda became
President.
7.3.2
The years 1964-1983 can be divided into four periods:
1. 1964-1967; the period just after independence was achieved;
2. 1967-1973; the period characterized by conflicts between the
ruling parties and by consolidation of power structure;
3. 1973-1978; the period characterized by the consolidation of
the power of the state bureaucracy;
4. 1978 up to the present.
The_first_Years_after_independence
The

nationalist movement in Zambia was divided during the

struggle for independence. The UNIP had been the strongest party
and the party which had most actively worked for independence.
After independence the UNIP was an important political power. The
UNIP's claim to be the nationalist party of Zambia was, however,
undermined by emerging economical and social changes leading to
different levels of development between the parts of the new coun
try. Hostility between the parties arose, influential expatriate
minorities and the politically influental Bembas stepped in to
occupy crucial positions in the new hierarchy of authority and
power. The ANC was the most influental opposition party, having
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much support in the Southern Province, despite their cooperation
with the former white rulers. Two other parties, the United Party
(UP) and the United Progesssive Party (UPP), also appeared at this
time.
In 1966, a leading UNIP-member in the Western Province, Dickson
Chikulo, retreated from the party. "Reports at the time indicated
his displeasure with his treatment by the leadership, and with
the minor role to which he had been consigned"5'. Together with a
former ANC-member, Myfaya Mumbuna, Chikulo formed the United Front
In the same year, two Lozi Ministères were accused of practis
ing fraud and dismissed from the Cabinet. Malumino Mundia, one of
the ministers who was dismissed founded the United Part, together
with Mumbuna and Chikulo. In the Western and Copperbelt Provinces
the UP became very popular, at the expense of the influence of
UNIP. Mundia was very popular in the Copperbelt and the UP used
the discontent of the mineworkers about the increase in salary as
a point of their policy to weaken the influence of UNIP6'.
In Barotseland (the tribal name for the lands of the Lozi peo
ple) the people organized massive protests against the discrimina
ting arrangements affecting the economic developments of the re
gion. The influence of the Lozi people in parliament was further
weakened when in the elections of 1967 Bemba and Tonga leaders
formed a coalition and in this way gained all seats in the Central
Committee (see Appendix 4). The Tribal representatives of the
Eastern and Western Provinces were not included. (The elections
for Parliament in 1968 meant a loss of all seats of UNIP-Lozi re
presentatives. UNIP still remained two seats in the Western Prov
ince, although these were occupied by non-Lozi).
The leaders of the UP were able to take advantage of regional
and local resistance against the UNIP:
1. the fact that the UNIP after 1967 is dominated by Bemba's is
partly a result of the frustations and defeat of Lozi represen
tatives in the party;
2. the decision to stop migrant labour to the mining areas of
South Africa meant an important decrease in income for the peo-
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pie of the Western Province, and therefore a loss of sympathy
for UNIP.
UNIP lost its control and leadership over the Western Province
for a long period. The UP as opposition party is banned. Uprisals
in the Copperbelt Province, in which 6 people died, were the imme
diate cause of the banning. UP leaders were arrested and detained.
"UP had clearly affected Lozi's, both inside and outside UNIP; it
posed a threat to the faction within UNIP as well as to the gov7)
erning party itself" '.
The announcement of the Zambian Humanism, as the official ide
ology of the nation, in April 1966, came at a culminating point
of internal conflicts inside UNIP. The consolidating national uni
ty, policy of the early years, had not worked out, but had only
8)
supported internal conflicts '.
ïï}Ê_E®ïi°^_i2§Z_I_ï2Z2
Before independence, UNIP emphasized equal representation of
all social groups. As shown in the above section this principal
of equal representation did not work out in the early years after
independence. The UNIP was no longer a homogeneous group support
ing the national interests. Tribalism and regional affinity had
more importance. The Bemba and the Tonga tribes formed a coalition
in the elections for the Central Committee in 1967, both hoping
to strengthen their relatively weak positions. The Tonga had a
weak position in UNIP, the Southern Province being area of the
influence of the ANC. In a coalition with the Bemba, they hoped
to weaken the influence of the Lozi (supporting the ANC). The
g\
Bemba became the strongest group in UNIP after the elections '.
The events in the year 1967 have been of crucial importance
for the political developments in Zambia. Tribal leaders and other
traditional leading figures, lost their power to new forms of co
alitions guided by economic interests. These new forms of leader
ship are seen as emerging classed in society. As already has been
shown in chapter 7.2 the political strategy is moving in a clear
direction. Politics are increasingly influenced by economic inter
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ests and traditional relationships are becoming transformed into
more class-directed relationships.
In 1968 Kaunda won the Presidential elections with a majority
in votes. The elections for the Parliaments resulted in a loss of
votes for the UNIP and a gain for the ANC which received many
votes in Western Province now that the UP was illegal. The UNIP
was still the most powerful party, although the ANC had more than
doubled its number of seats, growing from 10 in 1964 to 23 in
1968. The Cabinet (see Appendix 5) also experienced changes. The
influence of the Bembas decreased. These changes in the composi
tion of the Cabinet would be one of the causes of the withdrawal
of the Bembas from the Cabinet in 1971. The Central Government
reoriented its policy from only supporting the copper-mining sec
tor to attention for the rural areas. Development of the rural
areas became an important issue. This decentralization is certain
ly an attempt to regain influence in the Western Province by or
ganizing encouraging economic arrangements for the Lozi-people.
Much attention was given in the Western Province to improving the
infrastructure while in the Southern Province the new industrial
activities were encouraged.
The transformation of politics to a dominant economical charac
ter was seen on national level by nationalization of large enter
prises. This transformation was simultaneously encouraged on a
regional level. President Kenneth Kaunda announced that trade and
industrial licences would only be distributed to UNIP members.
"It pays to belong to UNIP"10^.
The unity within the UNIP was further weakened by the founda
tion of UPP. The Zambian Government, supported by UNIP representa
tives, recognized the threat of this new party. The UPP was not
regionally organized, but represented the discontent and resis
tance of large groups all over Zambia. The new instable political
based on economic regularities and an attempt to restrain the de
velopment of Zambian society in the direction of a class based
society11The existence of UPP meant for UNIP a double threat:
regional discontent with UNIP meant sympathy for UPP, and disap
pointed national leaders could find the UPP attractive to join.
In February 1972 the UPP was banned.
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Tlie_2er±od_19 V3_—_19 V82._insta.llation_of'_ the_One_Part3f_Demoçraçy
Simultaneously with the banning of UPP a new commission was
formed to investigate and prepare a new constitution for a One
Party Democracy (OPD). This decision was taken under pressure by
the UNIP in response to the disintegration of the national unity
12 )
and the strong opposition to UNIP '. This commission was meant
to form a soundingboard for all discontent parties. There was gen
eral distrust in the formation of a One Party Democracy and in
creasing opposition against the growing centralization. Despite
this, the main task of the commission appeared to be the formation
of a new constitution for the OPD, rather than to investigate
whether the OPD is a desired development in Zambia.
The times of Zambia of 26th of April 1972 reported that 75% of
all arguments against the OPD were not taken into account, as
13 \
being irrelevant to the question '. In November 1972 the bill
was presented to the Parliament by the Government. Discussion of
the bill was hardly possible; only one day was arranged for dis
cussing the outcome of the work of the commission. On the 13th of
December 1972 President Kaunda signed the documents and the so
called

'Second

Republic'

was founded shortly after. The main

points of this new constitutions were:
1. the President has executive power and therefor has the right
to control the Government and the Party;
2. the President will act in his own accordance and can reject
any proposal of any person or authority.
The Prime Minister and the Secretary General follow the Presi
dent as the most important persons within the hierarchy of the
Government. The Prime Minister is head of the Government and Par
liament. The Secretary General is Vice President. Both the Prime
Minister and Secratery must report to the President who is also
head of the Party. The Central Committee must approve the appoint
ment of candidates for several posts in the hierarchy. The General
Conference appoints candidates for the Presidental elections and
for members to join in the Central Committee14'. After the One
Party Democracy was installed the Second Republic became a fact.
The politics take on the character of technocracy. The new ar-
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rangements which followed the revision of the Constitution had to
be explained to the people by the politicians. The independent
role of the State apparature had to be developed paralled to the
decentralization of the Government agencies. The development of
the rural sector, however, had to be subordinated to the consoli
dation of the existing industrial infrastructure. The economic
crisis meant a decrease in surplus. Remaining surpluses were
therefore first to be invested in the industrial infrastructure.
Investments for the rural sector were therefor small.
President Kaunda's government lost its broad support in all
strata of Zambian society. Political support mainly came from the
will-to-do classed, which benefited from the existing economic
policies. The pilitics of the State Party UNIP was not only devel
oped by the bureaucratic sector and the bourgeoisie, but it also
served their interests best1^.
The developing bureaucracy in Zambia, had not the opportunity
to consolidate itself into a social class through the links with
the government apparatus.
With the support of the Zambian State the bureaucracy could now
profit from the capitalist development; the parastatal sector was
a safe enough sector for the accumulation of capital. The develop
ments in Zambia had led to a system of state capitalism with no
room for participation of the lower social classes. For example
the worker, home rule of the working class etc. The administration
in this capitalist state system formed an independent world. The
arrangements for the nationalization in 1968 and 1969 were a clear
illustration of this independent existence. Zambia's governmental
policy has a very weak base to live on in periods of economic re
cession. The new ruling classes (bourgeoisie, managers, bureau
crats) posed demands which were very difficult to neglect. Opposi
tion to the Government policy grew and manifested itself in new
forms, such as the guerilla groups operating in the Northwestern
and Southwestern parts of the country. Zambian army forces fought
against this opposition. Other methods, such as ignoring these
groups or calling them criminals, were used when army troops fail
to combat these guerillas successfully16^.
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Class relations became increasingly the base for political re
lations. It is doubtful whether political stability can be main
tained while such changes are taking place. The UNIP tried in the
OPD to control the competition between several factions. The pa
tronage practices have not diminished. Class conflicts become more
apparent, as also a tendency for increased political involvement
among the growing propertied classes in Zambia. As many as 40% of
those elected as MPs in the 1973 elections, for example, had busi
ness interests at the time of nomination, a far higher proportion
in former parliaments. These business interests were mainly in
small enterprises, such as transport, building sector, etc.
The disproportionate representation of proporty owners within
the legislative bodies is underscored by a comparison with the
non-owners (only one trade unionist). Among the 125 representa
tives elected to the 1973 Parliament, only one worker below the
level of supervisory staff, and only three peasant or small scale
cash crop farmers. The lower classes in Zambia have very little
171
direct role in decisionmaking '.
ïtîë J22ïi°d_of_1978_ug_to_the J3resent

The Parliament elections of 1978 showed a growing involvement
of business managers in politics. On the basis of data relating
to property ownership in the mid-seventies, 30% of the winners in
1978 can be identified as having business interests; undoubtedly
the actual figure is much higher. Five of the MPs elected in 1978
had state land farms; two of these were among the most efficient
African commercial farmers in the nation. At least 23 were share
holders in locally registered and, for the most part, indigenous
ly owned and controlled enterprises. Two other held shares in lo10 ^
cal subsidiaries of multinational companies '.
It may be argued that these private interests have led to
force, both inside and outside the legislative institutions,
seeking to enhance the interests of indigenous owners, or to re
move threats to that class. This pressure has impeded the imple
mentation of 'socialist' policies, or even those having populist
191
overtones '.
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The Leadership Code is an example of how the interests of the
owners class is defended. The Leadership Code was initially put
forward as a means of preventing an economic class from organizing
itself to control the economic and social destiny of the country.
An early version of 1970 stipulated that no governmental leader
should receive other salaries, hold directorships or shared in
private companies, or undertake individual business ventures.
A certain enthusiasm for the Code was encountered among the petty
bourgeoisie. Many of Zambia's smaller businessmen resented the
advantage afforded, those closely associated with the state, and
felt the Code might ultimately eliminate 'unfair' competition and
undue advantage. Those with larger and more successful objected
to the implied state intervention in the free exercise of private
enterprise. Reservation concerning the Code came from within the
ranks of leaders themselves. In Parliament, for example, several
representatives with business interests called either for revision
of the measure or for postponement of its implementation. In 1974
a revised proposal was indee written, and only implemented in 1976
Inspection tended to confirm the general impression that many top
leaders not only continued to maintain their former business in20)
terests, but also entered into new ventures
International interferences
The appeal by groups for a free role for the business community
and a relaxations of 'socialist' policies has geen strenghtened
by the severity of the general economic recession, the collapse
of the copper mono-economy and the failure of many development
programmes. The economic crises has also delivered Zambian finan
cial policies into the hands of the IMF. This has resulted in the
usual attendent attacks on the position of workers, the provision
of welfare, and the state controls on the market. All this has
tended to strenghten the hand of indigenous capital. The influence
of indigenous capital has also profited by the weakness of other
classes in Zambia. Organized labor has represented a reformist
and economist, rather than radical, voice in the country. Shortly
after Independence many of the militant labor leaders were offered
profitable jobs in the government and diplomatic services. The
peasantry has also been politically weak, lacking in organization
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and a voice in the political process. Differences between urban
and rural resources have resulted in a maa migration from the
countryside and the pattern of regional competition established
and entrenched within the UNIP has fragmented the rural popula
tion21).
As described in previous sections, the bourgeoisie has great
influence in the political process. Its strength comes from its
access to the state, but htis forms simultaneously its major weak
ness, dependence on the state and stade benefits. On the one hand,
it wants to reduce state measures which benefit other classes and
strata, and to remove government controls over its rate of growth
and its rate of profit. On the other hand it wants increased state
support, more capital for loans, control over the labor force,
and a reduction in the size of the state. The growth of the bour
geoisie is very much a consequence of state support of a national
ist economy based on opposition to the domination of foreign and
settler capital. At present, private Zambian capital calls for
opposition to the government, but it can not do without state pro
tection against foreign capital.
7.4

Social classes in Zambia

7.4.1

2ambia^s_new_bourgeoisiei_the_formation_of_class_relations

The economic situation in Zambia before independence was a de
termining factor in the development of a local bourgeoisie. During
the colonial period the development of indigenous capital was
hindered and directed in specific directions, due to the unfair
competition between foreign and settler capital against indigenous
capital. At independence Zambia had a fairly well organized prole
tariat. The 'petty bourgeoisie'was made up of small traders, Afri
can entrepreneurs and commercial farmers. The mining sector was
mainly supported by foreign capital, whole commercial farming and
trade was financed by settler capital. These indigenous owners
plaid only a subordinate role in the nationalist parties, compared
to the important role of trade-union leaders, teachers, clerks
and other workers. The nationalist independence movement was ne
cessary populist, a result of the particular forms of colonial
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oppression. All class groups were united in the struggle to trans
fer the political control from the settlers to the whole African
22 )
population
. Government policy was initially directed towards
increasing the standard living of the African population and their
level of participation in the system as a whole. According to the
Zambian Humanism, President Kaunda's 'personal' ideology, one log
ical extension of this greater participation was the promotion of
African capital in the inherited economy.
At the same time that state policy promoted the growth of an
indigenous propertied group, the state's direct involvement in
the economy increased, and a relatively important capitalist state
sector emerged. Nationalizing the industrial sector in Zambia
hasn't necessarily meant emancipation of the society, and the an
tagonistic relationship between wage-labour and capital, and be
tween commercial and subsistence production still exists. The pe
ripheral capitalist structure of the Zambia economy has been sup^
ported by the formation of national classes23'.
Nationalization certainly has had an influence on the formation
of social classes. However nationalization alone, without further
social reform can never break down capitalist production. Foreign
capital has retained a dominant position within the economy, and
by virtue of technological expertise, its representatives retained
strategic control over many of the joint operations with the state
Nevertheless the considerable state participation has been the
most significant element of the new pattern of ownership. Parastatal firms exercise monopolies or near-monopolies in the production
of a number of commodities (e.g. explosives, fertilizers, beer,
tyres, cotton fabric)241
'.

Changes in class structure paralled the above described changes
in the pattern of ownership and control. Prior of independence,
the African population was basically composed of 3 groups:
1. a large peasantry (80%),
2. a proletariat in the mining sector (15%) and
3. a small 'petty bourgeoisie* (5%).
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Intermediate groups, such as migrant labourers, part-time
traders and marketeers, peasants producing predominantly for the
market but employing no labour on a regular basis etc. also exist
ed. The same ranking by size of these 3 main groups persisted into
the early seventies, but the relative proporties of the petty
bourgeoisie had increased considerably. In addition groups of parastatal managers and private entrepreneurs have emerged. Despite
friction between these last two groups on some matters, there is
considerably similarity of orientation on many other issues, in
cluding many aspects of foreign policy. Particularly the toplevels
of parastatal management and the indigenous bourgeoisie have close
dealings with foreign capital. This similarity of orientation is
further enhanced by an objective overlap between the two groups;
parastatal personnel as individuals are highly mobile and in gen
eral aspire to join the private sector as property owners. The
parastatal sector may be viewed as a recruiting ground for the
indigeneous owning class^5^.
Members of that owning class have similary emerged from the
upper levels of the civil service and the party. A party, govern
ment or parastatal background is not the only route to private
26)
ownership, but it is characteristic of the new bourgeoisie
.
The emergent class of owners in Zambia is highly dependent on the
state and the party for access to loans, for experienced manage
ment, for the high salaries which help procide the starting capi
tal for business ventures, for contracts with sources of foreign
capital, and for access to influential knowledge of the economy
21\
and of the useful loopholes in Zambian laws
.
There is considerable differentiation within the group of in
digenous private owners. Most run small commercial enterprises,
having moved into that position from employment in the middle
levels of the parastatals or the civil service, or from skilled
occupations in the private sector. This group can be character
ized as worker-owners or managers. Those who have become exclu
sively owners, the bourgeoisie proper, tend either to have moved
from the upper ranks of the party, the civil service or the para
statals, or to have accumulated capital from earnings gained as
lawyers, accountants or doctors. Zambians who acquires farms of
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departing settlers had previous experience in farming and could
utilize capital accumulated in the form of cattle as an important
part of their initial investment capital. It is characteristic of
this emerging owner-class that a high percentage of its members
are involved in the UNIP. In addition, a number have benefitted
from loans from state offices. Not only do individuals of the up
permost class levels have relative ease of access to state loan
facilities, but they also have access to private commercial banks.
The importance of foreign finance capital is reflected by the com
position of the board of directors of private commercial banks. A
certain mutual interdependence has existed between the emerging
indigenous bourgeoisie and foreign capital. Indeed, foreign capi
tal needs the cooperation and good will of local individuals who
will speak for its interests. For their part the Zambian directors
of foreign firms are convinced of the necessity of this capital
28 )
to survive
.
?â£ÊY_î?SS$®£®tîig_and_emer2in2_çiass_Relations
Within the political structure of the Zambian State, the growth
of an indigenous bourgeoisie is apparent. The colonial economic
structure has been of major importance in the development of this
indigenous bourgeoisie. The struggle for independence and the de
velopment of a political leadership are both the outcomes of an
unequal economic development and the pressure of emerging social
classes. The nationalist movement and the African population were
connnected by a joint experience of economic oppression and rac
ism, an experience which formed the base of a strong nationalist
movement. British colonial administration followed an antagonis
tic policy of oppression and exclusion of the African population
and protection of foreign and settles capital. This eliminated
the necessity of allying and cooperating with the leading African
groups to legitimise British control. Similarly the colonial ad
ministration tried to conserve those existing loaylties and polit
ical structures, useful to the efficient control of the African
population, especially those which prevented demands for partici
pation in the administration. Despite this, the changes wich the
British administration did carry out created the basis of the,.re29 )
sistence against the existing political structure
.
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The Africans referred to as either 'progressive', 'elite' or
'westernized', are themselves a product of colonial administration
and capitalist production, in which they operated at the middle
or low administrative level. At the same time their education and
acquired skills give them the opportunity to negotiate with the
colonial authorities, something which had been impossible for tra
ditional African leaders. This leadership was, thus, not only a
creation of colonialism, and part of its ruling apparatus, but
also its inevitable opponent and aspirant successor. In assuming
the leadership of the nationalist.political organization, African
position and its perceptions of the nature of protest became en301
trenched '.
The life-style, background and aspirations of the political cadre
were closely attached to the small-owners class of Africans which
appeared in a later stage of the colonial period. However, it dis
tinguished itself in method and tactics from this petty bourgeoi
sie during the struggle for independence. The political elite
could not simply be considered to be petty bourgeoisie, although*
members of this petty bourgeoisie, formed a small but influential
part of the political elite. If the leadership could be character
ized as aspirant bourgeoisie, the UNIP as a whole could not be
considered as such. The UNIP incorporated, and required the bless
ing of the petty bourgeoisie, the chiefs, civil servants and
other, but depended on popular participation above all. It thus
incorporated the whole spectrum of African society, while at the
same time was strained by the different social interests within
that society. Above all, it incorporated within it the class aspi31)
ration which distanced the leaders from their followers '.
The African population and their political leaders were, as
has been said before, connected by a collective experience of eco
nomic oppression and racism. This was in fact the only resemblance
between the two groups. The life-style and aspirations of the
leadership cadre differed greatly from those of the majority of
the people. The UNIP had been
incorporating a wide range of
interests of the masses, and
groups in the administration.

able to mobilize massive support by
interests, actively defending the
insisting on participation of all
By mobilizing massive support, the
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UNIP was able to incorporate the different social strata into the
Party. During the struggle for independence the existing differ
ences between these strata, although less evident were incorpo
rated into the organisation and gave form to the ideology and tac
tical choices of the Party. The differing interests of the masse
and the elite become evident in the strategies adopted to develop
Zambia's economy.
The antagonism between the masses and the elite led to con
flicts between factions, and, gradually developed into class con
flicts. This growth of political factions not only emphasizes the
strained relations in the new state, but also shows the way in
which political leaders could enrich themselves with the means of
32)
the state, and behave themselves as a proporties class
The political cadre lachs independent control of the means of
production (which means accumulation of wealth to the indigenous
bourgeoisie) and therefore uses the state as a source of resources
and a mechanism through which the surplus can be handed over to
33 }
indigenous aspirant entrepreneurs '.
5®SE2i22_£iâss_relations_and_the_rural §ë£5or
In discussing the emerging class relations we want to link the
events discussed in the previous
rural sector in Zambia. The state
introducing capitalist production
the mining boom of the late 1920s

part of this chapter with the
has played an important role in
into the peasant society. From
to the present day, state agri

cultural policy has consistently aimed, first and foremost, at
providing a cheap and reliable food supply to the towns and the
mines. The encouragement of European settler agriculture was part
of this strategy. European farmers were completely integrated into
the market system, and sold virtually 100% of their output. Afri
can peasant farmers were only partially integrated into market
and produced foodcrops partly for sale and partly for their own
34)
subsistence
.
At the time of colonization each region of Zambia grew a combi
nation of starch staples (maize, cassava, sorghum and millets)
adapted to the local agroclimatic conditions. Any one of these
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crops or any
economy as a
The colonial
familiar to

combination could have met the needs of the mining
cource of food, if produced in sufficient quantity.
state chose maize, largely because the crop was more
European settler farmers migrating to Zambia from

South Africa. Peasants in the Southern, Eastern and Central Prov
inces with access to markets had more than 30 years to re-orient
their production towards maize, if it had not been part of their
. ,
35 \
traditional cropping system '.
The European farmers were the major beneficiaries of the agri
cultural policy at the expense of African farmers in the colonial
period. Their dominant position in the marketed output of maize
and other important agricultural commodities made them indispens
able to the state for its cheap, reliable food production. Despite
this favourable treatment in agricultural policy, approximately
half of the 1,200 European farmers resident in Zambia at the time
of independence in 1964 left the country in the next five years,
and the steady attrition since then has reduced their number to
two or three hundred. The exodus of European farmers further
heightened the concern for food production as the most important
focus of agricultural policy, and this, in combination with the
failure of the producer cooperative movement of the late 1960 (see
chapter 8.1) had two effects. Firstly, it generated programs to
stimulate production of particular agricultural commodities, as
milk and tobacco, which had previously been produced mainly by
European farmers. Other programs were aimed at increasing the pro
duction of imported agricultural commodities such as rice, beef,
oil seeds and wheat. And, secondly, it caused the state to orient
its services towards the farmers who would produce the greatest
volume of output per unit expenditure made on them. In both in
stances this caused government resources to be skewed towards the
more market oriented, technologically advanced and richer peasant
farmers. Both policies have contributed toward peasant differenti
ation and class formation in the rural sector36^.
In the next part of this chapter we want to further analyse this
subject.
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7.4.2

Economic_and_soçial_differentiation_in_the_rural_sector

When analyzing Zambia's rural sector we can easily recognize
its peripheral capitalist character: a large part of the rural
sector is not directly linked with capitalist production. However
this does not mean that the rural economy would not be monetized.
In virtually every village people take part in the cash economy.
In the economic analysis in chapter 7.1 we can read how the
colonial economic structure was oriented towards maximizing the
profit of the capital. Colonial Zambia was developed as an export
enclave: agriculture was secondary to the concerns of mining. The
poor performance of Zambia's rural sector nowadays still rests on
the impact of capitalist production in the industrial sector and
the commercializing of a small part of the rural sector. This dif
ferentiation between peasants and farmers can be analyzed in
terms of the relations of production. Therefeore we give a short
historical overview of African Peasantry in general and it rela
tions with capital and the state, according to the analyses of
Bernstein (1979), Amin (1976) and Klepper (1980).
Characterization of_geasant_econonjY
The striking feature of the commoditization of African peasant
economy is its extreme unevenness both between social formations
and within them (regional differentiation). The cycle of reproduc
tion in the pre-colonial economy is broken and peasant commodity
production is stimulated by coercive means. The simple reproduc
tion cycle, which subsistence in the broad sense is, cannot take
place any more outside commodity relations. However this does not
mean that the peasant household only commits itself to commodity
production; the peasant household continues to produce use-values
37)
(agricultural and non-agricultural) for its direct consumption
Shortly speaking we can say that the immediate organization of
the production process remained in the hands of the peasants but
that the production and reproduction was determined by the devel
opment of commodity relations, including the economic and politi
cal measures, such as cultivation bye-laws, compulsory land im
provement schemes, and credit and extension services, which tied
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the producers more closely to particular kinds of production. We
can see that their is a relation between commodity relations and
acquisition of a cash income at one side and the possibilities
for reproduction: the more commodity relations and acquisition of
a cash income become conditions of reproduction, then shortfalls
in production and/or income can lead to a cycle of indebtedness.
Bernstein mentions examples of peasants selling their food crop
after harvest in order to meet immediate cash needs, and subse38 )
quently having to buy food at higher prices '.
In Zambia the phenomenon of an increased demand for cash in
39 \
the rural sector is illustrated for example by Janice Jiggins
In Luapula Province smuggling of agricultural inputs and produce
has become an important way to filfull the need for the cash and
the strong external demand. But also in other Provinces the extent
of commoditization has been intensified.
The intenzifization of commodity relations refers to the degree
to which the reproduction cycle is realised through the production
and exchange of commodities. Specializing in the commercial pro
duction of food means an increased vulnerability to short-falls
in production, because labour-time, land and money used in commod
ity production reduces the resources available for food produc
tion. There is also the possibility of satisfying food needs on a
regular basis by purchase. This reflects that commodity relations
have developed to a higher level, and an advanced social division
of labour. Food is produced on capitalist farms with higher levels
of productivity and is available more cheaply than food produced
40 ^
within the household '.
Peasant_differentiation
On peasant differentiation Bernstein makes the important dis
tinction between sociological differentiation or differentiation
in a descriptive sense, which involves relative levels of consump
tion and differentiation in a materialist sense, which revolves
around the social relations of production. He sees sociological
differentiation as being largely a function of chance, relative
to the determinants of the social relations of production, arising
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from such things as differential vulnerability to disasters, ac
cess to off-farm income, geography, household size and access to
irrigation and marketing. He states that we are unable to general
ize on the determinants of the social relations of production for
African peasantries because of the weak state of present theory
40 )
and empirical work '.
Klepper agrees with the two definitions given by Bernstein. They
are conceptually distinct, but that does not mean that they are
functionally unrelated. Initial differences in the endowment of
means of production and labour for whatever reasons can be trans
lated by the internal dynamics of peasant society in articulation
with capitalism into increased means of production and the ability
to hire labour while an inverse set of circumstances could eventu\
ally lead a family to hire out its labour in order to subsist42'.
In explaining illustrates this theoretical concept in the mate
rialist sense, Bernstein further illustrates this theoretical con
cept by mentioning the tripartite classification of 'poor', 'mid
dle' and 'rich' peasants in terms of the relations of production.
These relations of production are not one way directed to differ
entiation. The concrete conditions under which intensification of
commodity relations occurs are the determining factors of peasant
43 )

differentiations

Ç5£ïtâïi_§tate_and_PeasantrY
A very important issue in the relations of production is how
the conditions of production are determined by the circuit of cap
ital and the question of effective possession of the means of pro
duction and effective control of the production process. The rela
tions between peasants and capital have to be related therefore
to the struggle between the direct producers and capital over the
conditions of labour in the sphere of production and over the dis
tribution and realisation of the product, up to the moment of com
plete expropriation and direct control of production by capital.
Bernstein assigns a strong, explicit role to the state in the
introduction, extension and deepening of commodity relations of
production. In his scheme, "natural economies" are penetrated by
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capital through coercive means - taxes, forced labour or forced
sale of output - to introduce commodity relations of production.
The partial destruction of the old economy by these means creates
needs that can be met only through commodity relations. According
to Bernstein the commoditisation process is not uniform but takes
441
historically specific characteristics '.
Klepper doesn't agree with Bernstein's theory: too little room is
left for the extension and deepening of commodity relations
through voluntary actions of peasants who integrate themselves
more fully into market systems over time. Yet Klepper does agree
that state intervention in coercive ways does exist. For example
through development schemes, land schemes, credit and extension
schemes and deteriorating terms of trade between cash crops and
the commodities peasants need for reproduction so that the state
can increase or regulate output from peasants to meet the revenue
45)
or export needs of capital '.
Bernstein mentions the role of the state in a two-sided argu
ment: first is that the economic role of the state has to be lo
cated in relation to the possibilities of accumulation by the
ruling classes which had formed since independence, whether they
are reproduced and accumulated on the basis of individuel or state
property or some combination of the two forms. In the previous
part of this chapter (7.4.1) it has become clear that the social
formation in which these classes exist are determining their re
production as classes and their ability to accumulate. The second
aspect is that the state acts to promote the extension and inten
sification of commodity relations in conditions where it might
not be immediately profitable for productive and finance capitals
to do so46'.
In the relations of production in which peasants are engaged
the mechanisms and forms of appropriation of surplus value are
determining issues. The explanation of the cheapness of peasant
produced commoditied is according to Bernstein twofold47^.
1. The exchange value of the commodities is lowered to the extent
to which the reproduction of the producers is 'subsidized'
through use-value production drawing on the labour of all mem
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bers of the household above a certain age. Bernstein does not
agree with the theory of 'unequal exchange1 put forward by S.
Amin and others. Amin argues that the products produced in the
peripheral areas are only interesting for centra, when the pay
ment of the committed labour is lower than in the central areas
These wages will be lower at the moment of creating the func48)
tions of laboursupplying area to the exportsector '.
Bernstein argues that there is a crucial distinction between
the exchange of unequal values and exchange of unequal amounts
of labour (the relationship between labour-time and value being
mediated by the coexistence and relations of different forms
of production and of differential labour productivities in the
491
circuit of capital as a whole) '.
2. The cheapness of peasant produced commodities is explained fur
ther by the competition of peasant produced commodities with
the same commodities produced under capitalist conditions. The
effect is the develorization of household labour-time and hence
of the value of the commodities produced5^.
Because of the intrinsic backwardness of simple commodity pro
duction in peasant agriculture and its relations with capital
ist production in agriculture and industry, it is according to
Bernstein impossible, to measure the value of commodities pro
duced by peasants solely in terms of the labour-time required
for their production, but is subject to all the determinats of
exchange value, which converge and are regulated at the level
of the world market.
The_situation_of_ ttie_geasantr;Y_ in_Zämt>i a.
This theoretical introduction on peasantry and its relations
to capital and the phenomenon of social and economic differentia
tion within it, forms a clear introduction to the situation in
Zambia. Speaking of Zambia's peasantry we must distinguish several
sectors. As mentioned in chapter 5.4 we use a division into 4 ca
tegories:
1. subsistence oriented farmers;
2. small scale commercial farmers;
3. medium scale commercial farmers;
4. large scale commercial farmers.
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The first two categories contain 90% of the Zambian rural popula
tion; this is approximately 3 million people. The other 10% medium
and large scale farmers form the better situated part of the rural
population. In chapter 3.2 we added a map which shows the regional
appearance of the different types of farmers. We can see that the
more successfull farmers are situated in the more favoured areas
(Central, Eastern and Southern Province), characterised by rela
tively fertile soils, suitable climate and good topographical con
ditions and greater access to communications and service.
What is said in the theoretical introduction of this part of
chapter 3.2 on the role of the state are just some short notes to
complete the introduction on peasantry in this section. For the
Zambian situation we have described the role of the state in chap
ter 7.4.1.
In the following part we want to illustrate the position of
small rural households, mentioning some characterizing features
of this group and give some small insight into the dimensions of
peasant differentiation in Zambia and the nature of social rela
tions of production and emerging class formation in the rural
areas.
The Resources, Activities and incomes of Small Rural Households
Data collected by Marter and Honeybone51^ provide information
on the extend and nature of peasant differentiation in Zambia and
give some small insight into the nature of social relations of
production and emerging class formation in the rural areas. Not
only in the sociological sense but to a limited extent in the ma
terialist sense as well. They chose one village in each of seven
provinces and interviewed all households in each village, a total
of 683 households, in 1975. It is the only survey of peasants in
Zambia to span most of the Zambian land mass. The villages were
chosen so as to be representative of their separate regions as
judjed by Marter and Honeybone. They collected information on
household composition,
owned and hired, farm
Their analysis examines
as it relates to income

crops grown, draft power, farm equipment
income, and non-agricultural employment.
the inputs available to peasant households
generating activities and income itself.
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They classified the sample households into four groups, not on
the basis of income, but on the basis of inputs available, partic
ularly households labour. Group 1 consists of households with spe
cific disadvantages in labour inputs. Unfortunately the immediate
sauses of such shortages in the family work force were not inves
tigated, but they could arise from migration, illness, or divorce.
Group 2 was defined as a subsistence household of a nuclear fami
ly, but with relatively little access to equipment. Group 3 has
above average labour resources and some equipment. Group 4, we
cannot actually call them 'small rural households', as they have
above average labour and equipment resources.
This classification has no direct link with the division in 4
categories farmers as mentioned in chapter 5.4. We use the survey
of Marter and Honeybone to illustrate just some of peasant differ
entiation and therefore use their discription in 4 householdgroups
The concept household is difficult to define exactly; the term
means more than just 'those normally living and eating together1.
It also has elements of 'budgeting unit', etc.
The_distr±but±on_of_incomes
Analysis of rural incomes indicated that a large proportion of
households face quite acute levels or poverty. Household surveys
in Zambia show that the proportion of households achieving incomes
from agricultural activities above the minimum is very low, less
than 22% at a minimum income level of 120 Kwacha per year in
52 )
1974
(see appendix 1). In 1980 a percentage of 25 - 30 is men
tioned by Janice Jiggins.
To give a more detailed picture of the incomes of seperate house
holdgroups is very difficult. No reliable statistic are available.
It is very difficult to examine the ways in which people are in
volved in the cash economy and outline the sources of income.
5SS2H££®_5istribution_amongst_households
Labour and farm equipment are factors of major importance for
small rural households. Variations in labour supply are shown in
the following table^3^:
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TABLE 29

ADULT LABOUR RESOURCES: distribution by household

no. of adults
(persons 15 years
and over)
1
2
3
4
5 (or more)

Percentage of households in group:
2
3
4
1
30
51
12
5
3

4
36
26
13
21

3
40
27
14
16

all

0
8
19
17
56

14
41
20
10
15

Especially for traditional farmers the overriding constraint on
agricultural production is shortage of labour. This is so not sim
ply because of the limited number of adults per household but also
because of their age and sex composition, with a higher proportion
of aged and females who are less able to deal with heavy farm work.
The situation is exacerbated by the limited range of farm
equipment available to small rural households. Some households do
not even possess equipment like hoes and oxes. Households who do
have ox-drawn equipment are unlikely to be able to use it to its
full capacity, partly because if the general shortage of labour
for its operation and also because of subsequent seasonal peaks
in labour demand for operations carries out by hand.
The following table gives an indication of used equipment by small
54)
rural households '.
TABLE 30 PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS OWNING EQUIPMENT/HIRING EQUIPMENT
Tractor

Trained
oxen

owning:
hiring:

2%
7%

27%*
17%

Ox-

Cultivator

plough
31%
12%

Scotch

Hoe

Axe

96%

92%

cart
22%
-

13%
7%

In general terms the constraints imposed by shortages of labour
and farm equipment are much more severe in less favoured areas,
(like Copperbelt, Luapula, Northern and Western Provinces) and
are most influencing the living conditions for the small farmers.
Difference in physical environment do of course affect the farming
system. In practice, 'modern' techniques and the production of
cash crops are only available for those who are able to acquire
necessary resources like additional farm labour, capital and mana
gerial ability. To the majority of small rural households these
options are irrelevant.
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lDf°£!S§i_ïîJï5ï_â£tiyities

The rural population is also involved in non-rural activities
or otherwise in 'informal' activities. Of the various activities
that provide people with some cash, fishery is very important,
especially for the poorest stratum55^. Beer brewing is often a
source of income for women. The following table mentiones the ac
tivities most normal in small rural households56^.
TABLE 31

Activity

Brewing
Fishing
Charcoal
Burning

1
39
35

Percentage
activities
2
51
34

of Households undertaking
in each group
3
4
all
50
42
45
17
25
32

6

8

2

—

6

Woodcarving
Brickmaking/
laying
Trading/
store tender
Store/bar
owner

6

19

12

17

12

5

18

31

42

14

7

8

10

33

6

-

1

2

33

2

Tailoring

-

7

14

33

5

Wage Employment

6

7

36

42

12

The pattern that emerge are quite interesting. Peasants of all
groups in Central, Southern and Eastern Province engage in rela
tively little non-agricultural employment of any sort. This may
reflect the more specialised nature of economic activity in gener
al in CSE with labour specialisation in trades and accupations
that are pursued on a full-time basis, including agriculture.
There is, perhaps, less need for non-agricultural income among
all 4 householdgroups in the more developed regions and more com
petition and less opportunity for non-agricultural work as well.
On the other hand households in all groups in the outlying area
of Zambia are extensively engaged in non-agricultural work across
a broad range of occupations with the degree of involvement drop
ping from a third to a half of all households in most occupation
al categories among Group 4 households to Group 1 where the only
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significant non-agricultural income generating activity is in beer
brewing and fishing, occupations that probably yield a very low
return. It appears that the labour resources of the poorest house
holds in the outlying areas limit their agricultural production
to subsistence or less and that these same households are also
largely incapable entering non-agricultural occupations to meet
subsistence needs.
Labour_hire
There is not much data available on labour hire. Klepper men
tions a survey of Collinson, where the use of hired labour on the
57 ^
farm is noted in the different householdgroups
.
Klepper concludes that there is no simple progression of labour
hire from the highest to the lowest income group; there is no in
formation on the timing and payment. Bearing the methodological
difficulties in mind and also recognising that income groups are
not classes, the large difference in hiring between the highest
income group and the others still suggests that classes are emer
ging in rural Zambia and that labour hire is mechanism of class
division.
Another mechanism by which peasant differentiation and class
formation arise is through off-farm work. The data Marter mentions
show the large difference in non-agricultural employment between
the richest and poorest households in the outlying areas of Zam
bia. The greater incidence of non-agricultural employment among
richer peasant households may help account for their greater ac
cess to motive power.
It is argued by Klepper that there is fairly frequent labour
hiring from poorer to richer peasant farmers. Sometimes payment
is in cash, sometimes it is in kind, and occasionally is even an
exchange of labour between richer and poorer households. A distin
guishing characteristic of these transactions seems to be the high
frequency with which poorer peasants work for richer peasants at
peak periods of the agricultural season. The consequence of this
phenomenon may be that some of the poorest households may be en
tering a kind of debt bondage in which their inability to meet
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subsistence needs through their own household production forces
them to sell their labour at a time of the year that further
58)
weakens their ability to produce their own subsistence
The poorest households may well be in a process of decomposi
tion. There is no direct evidence of this, but a sub-sample of 81
of Marter and Honeybone's households from Southern, Eastern, Luapula and Northern Provinces shows that over the one year period
in which they were surveyed 7% of Group 1 heads were absent from
their farms for six months or more and a further 11% were absent
for periods of less than six months for a total of nearly one
fifth of Group 1 households. No household heads were absent in
Group 4. The absence of the household head for extended periods
may indicate that the household has serious difficulty in subsis
ting as a household at that location and that it may be in the
process of decomposition and migration.
A characterizing element of the poorest household is the fact
that a large part of these households is formed by woman headed
households, which are forced to work for richer households in or
der to subsist. Their exploitation in these relations may well be
contributing to a process of household decomposition and out-migration. According to Janice Jiggins their is a growing out-migra59)
tion of rural women to dictrict towns '.
£®®5i®_l}®2^®d_h0useholds
The position of women in rural areas in Zambia is a special
one. Estimates of the number of female headed households in the
rural areas come to 25% - 30% of all households60^.
Figures on regional appearance of this phenomenon, indicate that
it varies along Zambia's rural sector:
Northern Province
: 11% 61^
Eastern Province
: 15%
Other parts of Zambia: 28% 62'
Almost half of the female headed households consists of widows
who are often 50 years old or older. Widows are often in an ex
tremely weak position because upon the death of the husband farm
and their possessions remain not in their hands but are passed on
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to relatives, such as the younger brother of the deceased, the
sons or the nephews, depending on matri- or patrilineair systems
of inheritance. In every province there is a group of female head
ed household, needing special attention at it is considered a
'risk' group in terms of nutrition, maternal and child mortality
£•5 *
and sickness '.
The other circa 50% of the female headed households consists
of divorced separated or abandoned women. Divorce and remarriage
are very common, especially among matrilineal groups such as the
Bemba (N.P.), Kaonde (N.W.Pr.) and Tonga (S.Pr.)^^.
In general it can be said that the female headed households
suffer economically most from the changing patterns of social re
lations. To understand the subordination of women in agriculture
it is necessary to examine 'the undersice of development1. The
visible side of development includes the changes in production of
cash crops and the formal public sectors of the economy and labour
force. The underside includes subsistence production of crops for
home consumption and the informal private sectors. The latter do
mains are where women make major economic contributions and incur
costs that subsideze the visible national (and male) develop
ment^^).
At the moment we can not discuss the further theoretical theses
underlying the subordination of women in agriculture. For the mo
ment most important to realize is that Zambia's small rural house
holds consist of a considerable part of female headed households. ,
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CHAPTER 8
8.1

AGRICULTURAL AND FOOD SUPPLY POLICY

Review of policies upto now

The first remark to be made when evaluating Zambian agricultur
al policy is that a true, integrated policy does not exist. The
policy is a series of all sorts of interests and policy variants.
The various interests will be mentioned shortly but have already
been dealt with extensively in chapter 7.
Since independence 20 years ago Zambia has made a number of en
deavours to decrease poverty. The results, however, were very mea
gre. According to Ollawa^ Zambian agricultural policy is charac
terized by:
1. 'Ad hocism': Many policy issues are not first properly re
searched, but merely represent political addresses and declara
tions delivered at different stages of national development's
context to satisfy often divergent psychological needs and ex
pectations of times;
2. Lacking any

sufficiently

long-term

agricultural development

plan, Zambian politicians think that they have to rely exces
sively on large scale commercial farmers to boost agricultural
production in order to alleviate the immediate repercussions
which excessive imports will have on the country's limited for
eign exchange reserves.
The Food Strategy is possible the first long term agricultural
development plan. Before going further into the merits of this
particular strategy it is useful to first make some general re
marks about agricultural policies since independence using the
same periods as defined in chapter 7.4
8.1.1

Çolonial_geriod^_Ugto_1964^

In the 1920's, twenty years after the discovery of copper un
derdevelopment of the rural areas in Zambia was well advanced.
Colonial agricultural policy services mining activities.
Africans were typically forced off the best lands, particularly
those located near roads and railway lines leading to cash markets
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These lands were turned over to European settlers who received ex
tensive technical and financial assistence from government agen
cies to expand their output. Complex marketing and quota arrange
ments (for more than ten years in the 1930's and 1940's the colo
nial government paid African farmers less than Europeans for the
same crop) excluded Africans from producing cash crop in competi
tion with European settlers.
Foreign-owned import houses and their associated agents were
encouraged to sell manufactured goods, mass produced in European
factories, throughout the colonies. Government licensing and other
restrictions on local productive activities and trade completed
the process of undermining and destroying traditional African han
dicraft industries. The money and banking system, created to fi
nance the imposed system of production and trade, intertwined the
exportenclave still more closely into the international system.
Africans were explicitly denied credit on the grounds that they
were poor risks. In some cases, legislation was passed making it
illegal for banks to lend them funds.
As a result of systematic policy decisions, then, Africans in
many areas were given little opportunity to earn cash except by
joining the vast migratory wage labour force required to expand
the production of foreign owned mines and plantations. African la
bour was driven into the mining and urban sector through the impo
sition of hut and poll taxes (all households needed cash to pay
these taxes).
Tens of thousands of young African men were forced out of the
villages to search for wage employment. Forty to sixty per cent of
the men aged between twenty and forty years might be out of the
village at any given time. The women, children and older men who
stayed at home had difficulty in maintaining the levels of agri
cultural productivity previously attained. As traditional irriga
tion and cultivation practices fell into disuse and the soils be
came increasingly eroded, the vast majority of the young men grow
ing up in rural areas were even more narrowly restricted to seek
jobs on the large mines or plantations.
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Zambia's exportenclave created enormous problems for agricul
tural development in the newly independent country. Most marketed
agricultural output was produced by slightly more than one thou
sand European farmers, half of whom left in the first five years
after independence. African farmers who produced a surplus for the
market, and who where in the cash economy, were concentrated in
Central, Southern and Eastern Provinces. Other areas of Zambia
without access to agricultural markets and virtually no agricul
tural services suffered severely from emigration to the urban ar
eas. The underdeveloped rural areas of Zambia suffered from short
ages of labour, they had virtually no fixed or working capital for
agriculture and agricultural technology and skills were limited to
traditional subsistence methods. The outlying provinces of North
ern, Luapula, Northwestern and Western are also areas with poor
soils and the traditional crops in these regions are cassava,
sorghum and finger-millet which have limited markets in the urban
economy.
In summary, the policy in the colonial period created condi
tions of severe resource constraints for hundreds of thousands of
Zambia's peasant households, reducing their viability as subsis
tence oriented units and leaving them with little or no potential
of producing a surplus for the market.
8.1.2

S°2Eerative_movement£_1964-1967

In the struggle for independence UNIP was very much a popular
movement with massive support. Loocking back one can safely say
that the period immediately after independence was an opportune
time for possible reforms in Zambia. As one can read in chapter
7.2. This period strongly differs from other, later periods.
3)
According to Kenneth Kaunda , the Cooperative Movement (CM) is
the activating mechanism for the transformation of rural Zambia:
"It could teach the norms and practices of democracy, improve the
capacity of villagers to manage their own affairs, produce econom
ic development without inequality and could be created easily and
quickly, since it could rest on 'traditional' cooperative prac
tices".
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Immediately after independence (1964) the UNIP undertook action
against the dominant position of white commercial farmers. As a
result of this most white farmers left the agricultural sector.
Another goal of the UNIP was to develop the rural areas, but the
party was divided as to whether a capitalist, macro-socialist or
micro-socialist strategy should be followed.
Zambian economy was dominated by a capitalist exportenclave,
and was totally dependent on the export yields of copper. As could
be expected under such circumstances, the micro-socialist strategy
as advocated by Kaunda was not supported by the mining industry.
It is not clear if the basis for such a socialist strategy was
ever big enough to be successful (see chapter 7.1).
Kaunda's strong personality did much to convince the majority of
the Partymembers of the necessity of a micro-socialist strategy.
Micro-socialism, as discussed in Zambia, is distinct from the ma
cro-socialist approach in which the state owns the means of pro
duction. Micro-socialism instead aimed to bring producers together
and to give them effective control over the process of production
through a democratic system of group decision making. This strate
gy is based on a decentralized system of decision making, but sup
port of the state is of vital importance to its success. A group
of ten could register as a production cooperative and become eligible for governmental loans and subsidies41
'.
The following reasons are offered for the failure of this Coop
erative Movement:
1. Zambia's rural society in 1964 contained few vestiges of 'tra
ditional' cooperative institutions. Most of these had been des
troyed either by development of individual entrepreneurship in
agriculture or by the colonial regime5^;
2. The lack of administrative assistance, trained manpower and
planning for the location of the farming cooperatives^;
3. The cumulative impact of several policies was to create an en
vironment in which efficient, self-reliant, and economically
7)
productive behaviour was discouraged '.
This last reason will be discussed in greater depth as it con
cerns the agricultural policy. The working capital was granted to
producer cooperatives in the form of 'stumping subsidies' -per
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acre of cleared land- and by land disbursement, both based on the
costs of large-scale commercial farms. The subsidy was three times
the cost to clear an acre using hand labour and simple technology,
and more than twice the value of maize that could be produced
8)
using traditional agricultural methods '.
The natural result was that the cooperatives tended to enlarge
their acreage at the cost of production. Low yields were also a
consequence of the increasing cultivation of low quality (i.e.
low lying, poorly drained) soils. The purchase of tractors, as
recommended by the 1963/1965 Seers Mission lead to further debts
for the producer cooperatives.
The Seers mission (mission by UN/ECA/FAO headed by Professor D.
Seers) recommended a broad strategy for economic growth, based on
objectives of the government, that included rapid industrializa
tion on the basis of import-substitution. One of the ways in which
this could be achieved was through increased agricultural produc
tivity. The report observed that the technology and techniques em
ployed were primarily responsible for the low productivity in
African agriculture. Therefore, the Mission's recommendations for
agricultural reorganization centered on access to mechanization,
in which in this context meant the use of tractors for cultiva9)
tion, despite the goal of increasing employment . The Seers Mis
sion felt that wages must be kept low in the urba sectors to in
crease employment. Wage rates could be kept low only if food prices
also remained low.
At this time the general idea of development was based on the
theory of 'balanced growth'. Ollawa defines this theory as fol
lows10 >:
"The hospitable investment climate which will attract foreign
firms to build manufacturing industries, thereby providing em
ployment and stimulating employment throughout the economy".
The major reason why Zambia adopted the balanced growth theory
was based on the assumption that massive investments in the
heavy industrial sector and in economic infrastructure would
generate a high economic growth rate, which in turn, would
eliminate poverty, provide employment on a large scale and con
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tribute effectively both towards
gional imbalance and bridging the
or inequalities between the urban
sumed that, eventually, given the

redressing the inherited re
income distribution gap and/
and rural sectors. It was as
appropriate opportunities and

market incentives, African entrepreneurship would begin to ben
efit from, and contribute to, the resulting 'multiplier-effect',
spreading development into the rural areas.
Dodge11^ stated that the government's low priority for agricul
ture (15.4% of planned investment) in the First National Develop
ment PLan (FNDP) 1966-1970, was due to the sector's time lag and
bottle necks, absent in other sector. The industry and the infra
structure were considered more important, due to their higher con
tribution to growth. The most important category within the
planned investment for agriculture was infrastructure and tran
sport. It seems that the FNDP was inspired by the balanced growth
theory.
Much money was spent on settlement schemes, direct government
participation, tractor mechanization and fertilizer subsidies
(mostly going to the commercial farmers along the line of rail)
all in agreement with the Seers Missions' recommendations.
The FNDP put greater emphasis on, and control over, the coop
eratives than the Seers Mission did: it provided the cooperatives
with stumping subsidies, tractor loans and general purpose credit.
Managers, mostly authoritarian, were also added to the coopera
tives to assist in, and control, the development of the farms.
In 1967 René Dumont concluded that the Cooperative Movement was
in an advanced state of decay, and would in all probability col
lapse utterly unless something drastic was done to improve it.
Kaunda and his supporters were deeply disturbed by his conclusion
and lost confidence in the Cooperative Movement. As a result the
Cooperative Movement lost its principal political supporter.
Between 1964 and 1966 petty capitalists and state socialist
schemes were also encouraged. These attractive alternatives helped
to drain away the more experienced farmers from the cooperatives
and also contributed to a negative 'hands off' attitude, since the
active mobilising leader ran the risk that his followers would
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leave if he pressed them too hard. What was left of the coopera
tives was little more than discouraged groups whose members even
tually lost interest and returned to traditional farming methods,
or left the rural areas to seek employment in burgeoning cities.
The Cooperative Movement had little positive impact on the produc
tivity.
8.1.3

Productive Drive: 1967-1968

After the failure of the Cooperative Movement Zambia's politi
cal elites developed a set of evaluative criteria based exclusive
ly on the capitalist value of profit, paying no attention to the
social, political or non-profit goals that micro-socialist' insti
tutions were supposed to realize. This productive drive increased
the influence of the government, and thereby strengthened the po
sition of the bureaucratic bourgeoisie as well as the national
bourgeoisie.
In 1967 the Grain Marketing Board (GMB) took over 130 buying
points in remote areas from the Agricultural Rural Marketing Board
(ARMB) because of financial and administrative problems at ARMB.
In fact however, the GMB tried to increase its monopsonic position
in the remote areas. The functions of the GMB were substantially
expanded as well. In addition to maize and cotton several beans,
sorghum, cowpeas, sunflower-seed and sunhemp now were controlled
products in the LOR-Provinces. Controlled products are those which
a grower is obligated to sell to the GMB or its agents, withhold12 )

ing only the amount needed for private consumption
The political power of the national bourgeoisie, including the
large scale commercial farmers, facilitated their access to new
financial resources. Their control over the more productive lands
closer to the urban and mining markets, enabled the large scale
farmer to obtain highly productive but capital intensive machin
ery. They could also afford to hire the necessary wage labour
low rates from the growing pool of unemployed.
13 )
Klepper
notes that the failure of producer cooperatives
the first years after independence, and the subsequent policy
assistance to individual peasant households ruined the hopes
rapid, widespread agricultural development in Zambia.

at
m
of
of
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The objectives of the government for the agrarian sector were
not realized. First, the economy was stil totally dependent on
copper exports; second, real peasant incomes dropped after 1964;
third, agrarian imports were not reduced and, lastly, the ruralurban barter terms of trade deteriorated. As a result, it became
more and more disadvantageous to stay on the farm. It is not sur
prising, therefore, that the large scale migration of working age
men and women to the urban cities has increased in the post-inde14)
pendence period '.
8.1.4

Pol±ÇY_Assessment_and_reâireçt±on_£__1969—1921

Several policy makers discussed Turner's Report*, released in
September 1969, at the Kitwe-convention in December 1969. Turner
warned against a declining rate of employment as wages were rising
faster than labour productivity.
Turner warned also against the widening of the rural-urban gap.
At this conference Kaunda issued the following statements15^.
1. "Until such time as a change is announced by me, no wage will
be permitted to rise by more than 5% during any year period;
2. In the near future there must be particular action to benefit
the small farmer and peasant";
3. In expressing dissatisfaction with the bias towards capitalintensive rather than labour-intensive projects, Kaunda cited
the ill-fated tractor scheme encouraged by the Seers Report.
At this time the foundations were laid for the government's decen
tralization policy (local administrative reform measures). Village
Productivity Committees (VPCs) and Ward Development Committees
(WDCs) were set up in the early 1970s on a nation-wide base as the
new local administrative committees.

*

On request of Kenneth Kaunda Professor Turner did a survey of
the economy and employment situation in Zambia.
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VPCs and WDCs were responsible for:
1. Maintaining of law and order and promotion of local community
facilities and interests;
2. Directly local activities via authorized structures so that lo
cal activities fall into the line with national policies.
They were intended to mobilize individual initiative and self-help
to create local infrastructure and to improve the local output16^.
The chairman of a VPC is at the same time the village chief.
That caused big problems, especially with the settlement schemes.
People refused to obey to a stranger as a chief. The traditional
bonds through the village chief caused conflicts of interests be17)
tween tribal loyalities and VPCs obligations
WDCs have been more successful because WDCs were dominated by
the largest, wealthiest and most technically advanced peasant
farmers in the region. Frequently these farmers had physically re
moved themselves from the village to set up detached farmsteads.
It is quite clear that these farmers are less integrated in the
traditional institutions than the smaller, poorer, technically
less advanced peasant farmers who live and work in the village
setting and obey the regulations of the VPCs. The farmers outside
the village had a business-oriented relation with the WDCs.
It should be clear that decentralization implicitely aimed at
mobilising the population for the policies of Party and government
and their development objectives. One of the most important of
these to reduce the rural-urban gap by means of an enlarged agri
cultural production.
In September 1969 the National Agricultural Marketing Board
(Namboard) was established; it was essentially an amalgamation of
the GMB (operating mainly in the LOR-provinces) and the ARMB (Op
erating in remote areas). It has a monopoly on the purchase, sale,
import, export and storage of maize.
In 1970, maize, maize meal, groundnuts, several beans cowpeas,
sunhemp, sunflowerseed, sorghum, soyabeans and seed cotton were
made controlled products in the Copperbelt and Central Province
and the districts of Kalomo, Chôma, Gwembe and Mazabuka in the
Southern Province. In the Eastern Province only maize, maize meal.
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groundnuts and seed cotton were controlled and in the Northwestern
Province only groundnuts.
It is remarkable that the only grains which are controlled are
18 )
maize and sorghum (this latter has a very low price) . It is to
be hoped that in the future the cities can also be supplied with
other staple crops. This could provide the peasants in the remote
areas with an alternative source of income.
8.1.5

Second_National_Develogment_Plan_{SNDP^2._1972-1976
1 Qa \
While the declared emphasis of the SNDP
was on rural devel
opment, only 11.3% of total expenditure was planned for agricul

ture. The report outlined several policies to be used to achieve
objectives; the most of which were:
1. To maintain consistent and coordinated policies, aimed at bal
anced and accelerated rural development and self-reliance;
2. To apply scarce resources (capital and skilled manpower) to
those developments promising to be the most productive;
3. To extend the use of effective low cost inputs; encouraging eco
nomic and labour intensive techniques;
4. To promote the long term development of family farms as the ba
sic unit of production, supported by viable marketing and sup
ply cooperatives; at the same time to give every encouragement
to commercial and expatriate farmers.
A major change in the provision of credit took place in 1972.
The Credit Organization of Zambia (COZ) had gone bankrupt as a re
sult of the default of repayment by producer cooperatives, and had
been replaced by the Agricultural Finance Company (AFC). The SNDP
emphasized that loans would only be issued for productive pur
poses with realistic credit assessment and maximum expectation of
loan recovery.
The 1970's were characterized by all sorts of schemes aiming
via decentralization to lighten the agricultural producers' bur
dens and in that way implicitly enabling him to enlarge his con
trol over the means of production.
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There have been a multiplicity of schemes
. Peasant farmer
schemes, master farmers' schemes, family farm schemes, area devel
opment projects, intensive development zones, integrated rural de
velopment projects, communal producer cooperatives, consumer coop
eratives, multi-purpose cooperatives, tenancy schemes, crop season
credit and minimum package of inputs schemes. Each in turn has
been presented as 'the' solution. Their common feature was the re
liance on the 'project approach' to rural change, which produce
local and individual benefits but no structural transformations.
Rural Reconstruction Centres are only one of the last in line
of such schemes which have been abandoned or run-down, as new projecty initiatives announced, sometimes prematurely. First launched
in 197S, the RRCs were charged with many responsibilities ranging
from achieving food-selfsufficiency and reversing rural-urban mi
gration to secure full employment and to generate foreign exchange
through export of cash crops. By means of voluntary recruitment
800 peasant families were to be resettled to each of 50 centres,
one centre being located in every district. Eventually the scheme
was to accomodate 216.000 farmers. In fact, 1979 data gave a set
tler population of 3376, but this conceals the large numbers who
have deserted the centres in recent years.
As the indigenous bourgeoisie lacks independent direct control
over the means of production to accumulate wealth, the state has
become a source of resources to the privileged and the mechanism
through which the surplus(ses) and certain privileges are trans
mitted to aspiring local entrepreneurs (see chapter 7.4). However
the state tries to regulate private capital as well. The Land
(Conversion of Titles) Act of 1975 can prevent private capital
20 )
owners from investing in land '. In this way the state controls
ownership of land but favours farmers with large holdings of land
by demanding a very low rent for this.
21 )
Dorner
also writes that it is commonly suggested that the
state plans to take away the control of land from traditional au
thorities and turn it into State Land. State controlled land al
ready makes up about 15% of the total area. But the orders govern
ing the land under traditional authorities, called Reserve and
Trust Lands (the name is inherited from the colonial period) spe
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cifically prohibit the government reducing or affecting the size
of the Reserve and Trust Land areas.
It is argued that there is a great deal of land in remote areas
which is free for clearing, and that some of these are as good as
the ones in overused areas (especially in the Southern Province).
22 \
.
.
According to Dorner ' the advantages of moving deeper into the
bush may well be outweighed by the costs of clearing and bringing
new land under production, increased delays in obtaining inputs,
difficulties in access to credit and marketing facilities and the
social costs (for example leaving friends and relatives). It is
therefore obvious that such a move will not be made as long as it
is not absolutely necessary. And when the point of absolute neces
sity is reached, people will more often prefer to migrate to the
urban areas, hoping for a better living standard. This latter is a
realistic choice, and many rational arguments speak in its favor.
8.2

Present Policy

8.2.1

Third_National_Develogment_PLan£_1979-1983^^

Conforming with the Party guidelines and drawing on the lessons
of the past, the TNDPs principal objectives with regard to agri
culture are as follows:
1. To diversify the economic structure in order to reduce the
economy's dependence on copper, and to undertake a crash eco
nomic programme of promoting agriculture and industry based on
processing of local raw materials and the establishment of the
necessary capital goods industries;
2. To give the highest priority to rural development in order to
create a strong rural economy, with emphasis on:
a. Expansion of the production base; not only to attain selfsufficiency but also to promote exports;
b. Production units such as Rural Reconstructon Centres, school
production units, state farms and ranches;
c. Village regrouping schemes and establisment of model vil
lages in rural areas;
d. Promotion of village and small scale industries as an inte
grated part of rural development;
e. Provision of a wide range of social and economic amenities;
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f. Adoption of investment and production programmes and cre
ation of credit, marketing and extension facilities which
will benefit directly subsistence producers and small-scale
farmers;
3. To reduce the disparities in the levels of income between rural
and urban sectors through the adoption of appropriate invest
ment, fiscal and income policies;
4. To promote a regional pattern of development, taking into re
gard the characteristics and dimensions of each region's socio
economic potential and needs.
These objectives are a direct consequence of the deteriorating po
sition on the worldmarket for copper, obliging the Zambian author
ities to save foreign exchange by stimulating domestic production,
as well a result of the deteriorating income of rural (mostly
small scale) producers (see appendix 10).
The overall strategy for rural development calls for coordina
ted programmes for agriculture, agro-industries, feeder roads, so
cial services and all other activities which have a bearing on the
standard of living in rural areas. This agricultural strategy
aimes at the following objectives:
1. To increase agricultural production to achieve self-sufficiency
in staple foods, both nationally, and where feasible regional
ly;
2. To enlarge the acreage consigned to the production of agricul
tural raw materials for the development of agro-industries;
3. To create new employment and income opportunities in agricul
tural and rural enterprises in order to counter rural-urban mi
gration.
The implementation of the above strategy will call for:
1. Greater allocation of investment funds for the agricultural
sector;
2. Remunerative producer prices based on economic costs;
3. Regular supply of inputs such as implements, fertilizers and
credit;
4. Provision of marketing and storage facilities;
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5. Specific programmes geared to the needs of the subsistence
orienter and emergent farmers to stimulate their integration
process into the formal market organizations;
6. Development of irrigation systems;
7. Decentralization of the administrative structure.
8.2.2

Government_Exgenditures

The government is well aware of the necessity of improving the
situation in the agricultural sector. However, the allocation of
government expenditures to the agricultural sector has been dissappointing; only 5% of the total budget is devoted to agriculture
(not including agricultural subsidies).
Government agricultural expenditures have expanded faster than
total government expenditure during the 1970's. This is solely due
to the explosion in agricultural subsidies (see also chapter
8.2.4). When these are omitted, the share of agricultural expendi24)
ture in the total government expenditure has actually declined '.
TABLE 32: SHARE OF AGRICULTURAL EXPENDITURES (EXCLUDING AGRICUL
TURAL SUBSIDIES) IN TOTAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES
1970-1980.
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
Share

6.2% 6.4% 5.1% 4.4% 4.6% 3.5% 3.5% 4.4% 5.2% 5.3% 4.8%

Source: Financial Reports (1970-1978) Ministry of Finance,
Monthly Digest of Statistics (Jan/March 1980) CSO,
Annual PLan 1980.
When agricultural expenditures (excluding agricultural subsi
dies) are adjusted to 1970 prices, they share in the general dete
rioration of total government expenditures in real terms, with a
decline of one-third between 1970 and 1979. Recurrent agricultural
expenditure, without consumer subsidies, has only slightly de
creased in real terms, but agricultural capital outlays were less
than recurrent agricultural expenditure, and amounted to just 25%
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of their 1970 value. Some recovery was seen after 1976, but in
1979 capital expenditure still stood at only 60 percent of the
1970 level24a).
TABLE 33: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES IN THE AGRICULTURAL SEC
TOR (EXCLUDING AGRICULTURAL SUBSIDIES), 1970-9 (CONSTANT
1970 PRICES; K MILLION)
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979
Recurrent
(subsidies
excluded)
Capital

28.3 25.8 13.2 12.4 13.3 11.7

Total ex
penditure

38.2 36.8 22.6 21.8 31.9 19.7 16.0 18.0 18.5 25.4

9.9 11,0

9.4

9.4 18.6

8.0

8.8

7.8

6.9

8.6

7.2 10.2 11.6 16.8

Source: See table above
The TNDP also marked a shift in the allocation of investment
25)
funds from social infrastructure to the productive sector '. The
investments appear to be led more by economic than by social ne
cessities, i.e. investing where it is most profitable, rather than
where it is most necessary. In the future a more regionally bal
anced economic development will have little chance at all.
The budget for 1983 shows K 250 million capital expenditures
(1982: K 332 million; 1981: K 226 million). This K 250 million
will be covered by K 80 million in foreign loans and by K 65 mil
lion foreign grants, i.e. K 145 million in total. The remaining
K 105 million, will be financed with domestic resources, e.g. rev
enues from taxes26'.
Recurrent expenditure is listed under the following headings
for the 'agricultural' departments: Personal emoluments, including
salaries and housing allowances, recurrent department charges,
subsidies and other payments and finally special expenditure for
minor office equipment. The major part of agricultural recurrent
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expenditures consists of consumer subsidies, granted through the
parastatals. Agricultural subsidies comprised 60% of total recur
rent expenditure in 1970. This figure rose to nearly 85% in 1975
after which it dropped temporarily, but returned to almost 90% in
1980.
The decline in real recurrent agricultural spending (agricul
tural subsidies excluded), has not led to a decrease in 'real'
emoluments, nor a decrease in the number of employees. The reduc
tion is borne almost entirely by recurrent department charges. The
allowances for travel have been cut most; oil and lubricant provi
sion had been reduced by three quarters in 1978, and stood at only
19% of the 1973 level in 1980^'. This have been disastrous for
the remote areas, which are left with no oil and lubricant, less
extension visits, fewer services, etc.
The remote areas are totally dependent on the 'charity' of the
Zambian government and foreign financiers. Foreign aid is an ever
more decisive factor in agricultural policy. The growing impor
tance of foreign aid to the agricultural sector becomes clear when
compared with the budget of Zambia's Ministry of Agriculture
(MAWD). Between 1975 and 1979 technical aid increased from half to
twice as large as the MAWD's expenditures (subsidies excluded).
Whereas in 1977 78% of capital expenditures were financed from
domestic resources, in 1981 picture was totally reversed and 73%
of capital expenditure came from abroad. Without this aid the to
tal agricultural budget for capital and recurrent expenditures
would have declined by about 20% between 1977 and 1981. In the
early 1970's 40% of technical aid (manpower) was spent on educa
tion. In 1980 education accounted for only 16% of the budget,
whereas the agricultural sector received 33%, up from 13%. Origi
nally almost half of the capital aid was spent on transport where
as agriculture received a mere 7%. In 1980 agriculture's share was
raised to 23% (see also chapter 6.2)28'.
8.2.3

Çhange_of_Marketing_Organizations

29)
TNDP ' stiputaled that the AFC (Agricultural Finance Company)
and the CFC (Cattle Financing Company) are to be taken over by the
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ZADB (Zambian Agricultural Development Bank) and than the Coopera
tive Unions should replace a large part Namboard (see chapter 6.1)
This transfer should be completed by the end of 1982 when the Co
operative Unions were to take over Namboard's functions of market
ing, input supply etc. Namboard was to remain responsible for im
ports of fertilizers and other inputs, exports of surplusses and
redistribution of surplusses to deficit areas. This restructuring
of marketing organizations implied the dismissal of 8.000 workers.
The cooperative marketing organization of the Southern Province
(SPCMU) promised to take over 600 semi-schooled and technical employees of Namboard30 \
In speeches during the opening ceremonies in 1979, some offi
cials suggested that the ZADB would be an institution through
which credit, at last, would be directed properly to the small
farmers. The Act of 1981 made no mention of it.
Unless international organizations such as the World Bank, are
prepared to finance capital for and according to the wishes of the
Development Bank of Zambia, it is hard to see where the resources
will come from. The commercial banks will certainly be hard to
persuade, because AFC itself has borrowed its funds from a con
sortium of commercial banks, using government guarantees (and in
directly international guarantees, conditions) as security for
31}
loans to farmers '.
Commercial banks, however, do lend directly to farmers. In 1981
loans by the Standard Bank, the second largest bank in Zambia, far
exceeded the total amount lent by AFC in the same period. While
the commercial banks are playing an increasing part in agricul
tural credit, they are not interested in smallholders. These have
less collateral and are less creditworthy. The credit system,
therefore, favours commercial farmers and has been unsuccessful
in reaching small scale farmers.
In 1981 the AFC, because of credit rationing policies of the
government, Barclays' Lima Scheme and the Cooperative Credit
Scheme (CCS) were the only potential sources of credit for small32 )
holders
. It is estimated that in 1981/1982 some K 10 million
may have been disbursed to smallholders, including AFC-block loans
to Cooperative Unions, while the remainder of the seasonal credit
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-some K 42 million- went to large, medium and better-off small
scale commercial farmers. Seasonal credit is the only form avail
able to smallholders whereas the other farmers have access to me
dium and sometimes long-term credit as well. It is remarkable that
the recovery rates of shortterm credit disbursements were better
than the recovery rates of medium and long-term credit disburse
ments, available to the medium and large scale commercial farmers
(see appendix 8).
The AFC is basically organized along the same lines as the com
mercial banks. AFC-credits are largely allocated to medium and
large scale commercial farmers. AFC-credits are largely allocated
to medium and large scale commercial farmers. Western, Northwest
ern, Luapula, Northern and Eastern Province where some 80% of all
farmers live, together received only 7% (K 6 million) of all sea
sonal credit disbursements made by AFC until the end of 1979.
The Lima Scheme, which is being started by Barclays, has 8 exten
sion officers, each responsible for a maximum of 250 Lima Scheme
farmers. Several potential donors, including the EC, have been ap
proached informally, but as far as we know, they have refused.
Rural credit cooperatives have only recently been created, but
these have received loans from the AFC in the last 4 years. This
has been stimulated by the support of the SIDA (Swedish Interna
tional Development Association). The CCS, was initiated in 1975 to
give seasonal credit to smallholders in the Southern and Eastern
Provinces, who have no or limited access to credit from the AFC
and other finance sources. Loans are given through Cooperative
Unions and Primary Societies. However, a SIDA-report stated that
recovery rates have fallen steadily from 85% (1975) to 52% (1979),
largely due to widespread failures by the Unions and Societies to
observe the rules and procedures. The situation has been worse by
the practice of channeling CCS funds via the AFC

'.

It seems that small farmers in less favoured areas are increas
ingly dependent on the goodwill of international financial insti
tutions.
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8.2.4

Pricing_PoliçY

Although about 50 percent of the population of Zambia normally
eats cassava, sorghum or millets, over 95 percent of all foodcrops
marketed through Namboard or Cooperative Unions consists of maize.
The price set for food crops such as sorghum, beans and groundnuts
is so low that it provides no incentive for market production.
Namboard paid K 13.5 for maize, only K 6 for sorghum in 1981. In
the villages, however, sorghum is more expensive (as sorghum is
more nutritious) than maize. Local bean prices in Serenje were in
1981 K 150 a bag, while Namboard price was only K 48. There has
been no official price set for cassava and millets until 1982,
despite a substantial demand. In the cities the market price of
34 )
cassava flour is about two times the price of maize flour
.
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From 1971 to 1982 the produce price for sorghum rose only 28%
from K 4.70 to K 6.00, while the maize producer price rose from
K 4.00 to K 16.00, i.e. by no less than 300%. Nevertheless, during
the 1970's maize production has been depressed by 'negative pro
tection', since producers have been paid less than import parity*.
Controlled prices for private sales and purchase prices by parastatals and government have both lagged behind inflation and have
35)
been a major cause of rural impoverishment '.
Until 1974 a differential price system prevailed for maize,
with one price paid to farmers in LOR-Provinces, a lower price
paid in Eastern Province (both maize surplus areas) and varying
higher prices in the deficit areas
.
These price differences decreased gradually until in 1974/1975 a
uniform price was set for all producers in all areas. Since 1976
the prices has been set based on the costs of production of the
commercial farmers. These are higher than the costs of low techno
logy maize producers in areas also suited to maize (these areas
are also situated in the LOR-Province ), but less than production
costs of producers in remote areas. Since 1974/1975 the collecting
agencies have been obliged to collect and transport maize from ru
ral buying points at no costs to the consumer.
There was a uniform pricing policy for the producers as well as
the consumers. By selling maize flour all over the country at the
same price, maize consumption is promoted in areas where other sta
ple crops can be grown much cheaper, while local maize production
cannot compete with the cheap, subsidized maize imports from other
regions (see also chapter 5.2).
On the basis of 1975 figures, only 17 percent of the households
in less favoured areas sold maize and could possibly have benefit
ed from these high and uniform prices. Even in the more favoured
areas, only 37% of the poorest and weakest households (group 1)
could have benefited (see also chapter 7.4.2).
*

According to the World Development Report 1982 (p 50) there is
also an increasing discrimination of maize producers in the
late 1970's.
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TABLE 35: PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS GROWING AND SELLING MAIZE, BY
REGION AND BY HOUSEHOLDS TYPE, 197537).
More favoured areas
Household type
1
Percentage of
households
growing maize 98

2

3

4

99

98

100

Percentage of
households
selling maize 37

77

90

87

Total

Less favoured areas
Household type
1

2

3

4

99

56

72

88

92

66

65

8

24

29

42

17

Total

Nota: The households types rise from groups 1 to 4 from weak/poor
to strong/prosperous.
Bron: ILO-JASPA, p 62.
The inpact of pricing policy on the backward regions is there
fore, twofold:
First the relatively higher price paid for maize, in comparison
with other staple crops, has discouraged the market production of
the latter; second the uniform maize consumer prices do not cover
expenses. A differential pricing system would stimulate production
in less favoured areas. The losers under the uniform pricing sys
tem are the farmers in Mansa district of the Luapula province, the
Kabompo and Zambezi districts of the Northwestern Province and all
op \
districts of Western Province '. But the total effect is far more
greater when the lack of any pricing system for cassava and millet
and the low price of sorghum is taken into account.
Furthermore, pricing policy directed agricultural output, par
ticularly by commercial farmers, away from maize, oil seeds and
tobacco and towards livestock production. Because the wholesale
price of livestock is not controlled the commercial farmer is able
to avoid certain farm taxes. This combined with the uncertain sup
ply and high costs of requisites and farm machinery has increas-
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ingly motivated commercial farmers to shift their production away
39)
from crops towards livestock production '.
Another impact of the one-sided pricing system is the increas
ing demand for wheat. In the late sixties and early seventies
wheat was imported at a low price as a result of the overvalued
exchange rate of the Kwacha. The wheat price rose as result of
several devaluations and price adjustments. Domestic production is
about 10% of total demand and the possibilities to increase wheat
production are severele limited (see chapter 5.2). Zambia is high
ly dependent on wheat from external sources, especially Australia.
TABLE 36:

ACTUAL AGRICULTURAL SUBSIDIES 1970 - 1980, IN K 106
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Price dif
ferentials
Maize
Fertilizer
NAMBOARD
Maize handling

2.5

3.6

4.9 10.1 12.3 7.8

8.5

8.6

28.1 14.9 10.0

n.s

66.3

4.3 n.s

-

36.2

4.7 10.8

3.6 10.6

1.7 12.0 13.5 17.8 18.0 12.0 30.9

1.2

.5

3.7

2.7

8.4

4.8

7.6

7.6

7.9

Other costs
1.9
Co-ops
.1
Parastatals:
CSB Cold
.2
Storage Board

.6

8.8

2.3
.7

.9
4.3

.7
3.2

5.6
4.0

7.7
8.0

71.8l23.8
7.1 5.1 11.5

1.6

.8

2.4

1.0

2.0

2.0

1.6

DPB Dairy Pro- .7
duce Board
TBZ Tobacco
1.9
Board Zambia

.7

.6

.9

.4

.5

1.9

1.6

1.0

2.9

3.4

2.2

2.3

3.0

3.5 15.7

.5

.5

1.5

1.1

1.1

.8

1.2

1.1

1.1

1.0 15.0

.8

Fertilizer
handling

RDC Rural De
velopment Cor
poration
Other
Total

.1

6.3 13.8

2.0

1.0

.1

14.2 33.7 24.5 31.4 32.9 64.0 58.1 65.2 43.4101.4201.2

1) Fertilizer and maize price differentials included
Source: - Financial Report, various issues
- NAMBOARD, MAWD
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8.2.5

Agriçultural_Subsidies

The costs of this uniform pricing policy for maize are largely
borne by the government as well as by the poorer sections of the
rural population. Subsidies are used to keep consumer prices low.
Total agrarian subsidies rose from K 30 million in the early
1970's to K 201 million in 1982. The Minister of Finance planned
to cut agrarian subsidies to K 123 million in 1981 and K 87.6 mil
lion in 1982.
Agricultural subsidies, which are infact subsidies to consumers
rather than to producers now account for most of the budget defi
cit and have almost reached the same level as capital expenditure.
This means that the government's total investment in capital could
almost double if subsidies were abolished.
A reduction of government subsidies was planned for 1982 (i.e.
under pressure of the IMF) but in reality the amount of subsidies
increased to K 153 million, mainly as a consequence for a neces
sary subsidy on imported maize. A similar outcome seems predict40)
able for 1983 '. Agrarian subsidies amount to 98% of total gov
ernment subsidies. The most important subsidies concern price dif
ferentials and handling costs of fertilizers and maize (70% in
1980).
Fertilizers are subsidized by means of price differentials
(i.e. the difference between landed cost in Lusaka and the
selling price to farmers) and handling subsidy. In 1980 these
subsidies to farmers totalled K 22.4 a ton where as landed
costs were K 33.7 a ton. Because of these subsidies the price
of fertilizer is low compared with neighbouring countries and
smuggling to Zaire is common. Most of these fertilizers find
their way to the maize growing commercial farmers as these
larger farmers have better access to the supply centres and
their working capital makes it easier for them to buy fertiliz
ers than for the small farmer. Still fertilizer use is stimu
lated more strongly in this way than would be the case in a
system without any subsidies on fertilizers at all. Under pres
sure of, among others, the IMF, the subsidies on fertilizers
were so reduced that many small farmers can no longer afford to
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use fertilizers. Many of these were encouraged by the previous
low price of fertilizer to change from shifting to permanent
cultivation. Now, with the present high price of inputs, the
small farmer must work under high pressure to profitable grow
crops.
The consumption of maize is subsidized in three ways. In the
first place the handling of maize by Namboard or the Coopera
tive Unions is subsidized: handling subsidy. Secondly, all pur
chased maize is sold to the millers at a lower price than is
paid to the producers: millers' subsidy. Finally, there is a
substantial difference between the consumer price and the
'economic' price to the miller: price differential subsidies.
TABLE 37: ESTIMATED ECONiOMIC RETAIL PRICE OF 100 KG MAIZE MEAL,
1980 IN K
Producer price1'
Fertilizer subsidy
Handling costs
Economic price to miller
Plus Loss (0.75%)
Grist costs
2)
Less Offals recovery
Gain of 2% moisture
Selling and distributing
Economic Retail price

Roller Meal
13.93 (90 kg)
2.44
4.23
20.60 (90 kg)
.15
1.35
.22

21.88 (83 kg)
1.11

24.89 (90 kg)

Breakfast meal
13.93 (90 kg)
2.44
4.23
20.60 (90 kg)
.15
1.35
1.10

21.00 (55 kg)
1.11

35.53 (90 kg)

Note 1: The producer price is the weighed average of the domestice producers price and the price of imported maize, K
11.70 and K 19.79 respectively.
Note 2: Offals recovery for roller meal amount to 10% K 2.50/100
kg and breakfast meal to 41% K 3/100 kg.
Without consumer and producer subsidies and accounting for eco
nomic milling and distribution costs, the 1980 retail price of 90
kg of roller would be K 24.89 and K 35.53 for 90 kg breakfast meal.
The actual price per December 1980 was K 14.22 for roller meal and
K 16.20 for breakfast meal. The major share of the subsidies have
benefited urban consumers.
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The most heavily subsidized items are those that the better-off
can affors to buy, such as breakfast meal, bread and fresh milk.
The subsidy on roller meal is lower while reconstituted milk,
41)
fish, cassava and millets aren't subsidized at all
The government's failure to apply 'economic prices' has seri
ously undermined the efficiency of many parastals. To cover their
lossed while waiting to be compensated by government, they often
run up large bank overdrafts on which interest has to paid. There
are no normal business criteria of cost effectiveness, and hence a
number of them have further added to their losses by hiring staff
for well-paid 'make believe' jobs which contribute little to pro
duction, thereby adding to the growth of an already inflated bu
reaucracy in the public sector.
Inappropriate pricing policies explain why many parastals have
developed into a parasitic burden on the economy, rather than of42 )
fering a badly needed impetus for growth '.
8.2.6

Assessment_of_Food_Crog_PoliçY

In 1979 René Dumont visited Sambia and warned that there could
be a famine within a decade unless the government attacks rural
poverty. He also revealed that the Rural Reconstruction Centres
started in 1975 had had very little success. This scheme started
with exotic seedlings, mostly imported from South Africa. The 53
centres had cleared a total of only 3000 ha and cultivated only
2000 ha, producing a mere 21,000 bags of maize in the last full
^
season (see also chapter 8.1.5)43'.
Due to the critique of René Dumont and the severe drought in
1979, the government introduced the Operation Food Production Pro
gramme in May 1980, initially aimed at all Zambians engaged in
agriculture, including:
a. Peasants;
b. Rural Reconstruction Centres and National Service Agricultural
Production Units;
c. Agricultural producer-cooperatives;
d. Commercial farmers;
e. State farms.
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The heart of this new programme was the establishment of two
large state farms in each of Zambia's nine provinces. Each farm
should have an acreage of 20,000 ha or more. This large scale ap
proach was to solve Zambia's problems of agriculture and food sup
ply44^. The idea of large scale solutions was probably inspired by
the promises made by certain Eastern European countries to provide
technical and financial support. In September 1980 the first 132
tractors arrived from the GDR, later followed by another 122 in
45)
this same year '.
On 13 November Kenneth Kaunda met the demands of the large
scale private enterprises by granting these tax benefits. This im
plied i.a. a two year depreciation period on agricultural imple. 46)
ments, a bonussystem for yields of more than 2000 bags of grain
The assistance from Eastern Europe seem to come at full steam
with the arrival in the second half of 1981 of 15 Bulgarian agri
cultural experts, who could research the possibilities of large
state farms. After some months the team left quietly. However, An
nual Plan 1981 launched a summary presentation of state farms: 18
state farms were planned, and each was presented by name. The
largest, Munkumpu, was planned to be 60,000 hectares, was bigger
47)
as a polder in the Netherlands, Oostelijk Flevoland
However, the government of Zambia had severe problems finding
donors for the implementation of the state farms47a^.
Western agricultural experts in Zambia had severe doubts about
the feasibility of 'Operation Food Production' (OFP). Experiences
had taught what enormous problems large state-owned agricultural
enterprises in developing countries had to face. OFP also had to
compete with another agricultural development plan, popular in
certain international organizations. This model came to be known
as Food Strategy. The Netherlands were to assist three countries,
Zambia, Cape Verdi islands and Sri Lanka, with the drafting of a
food strategy.
Under the auspices of the Dutch Royal Tropical Institute for
the Tropics (Koninklijk Instituut voor de Tropen or KIT) a team of
experts on Zambia was composed. The members of the team paid sever48)
al visits to Zambia to collect the necessary data on agriculture '
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TABLE 38:

SUMMARY PRESENTATION OF STATE FARMS

Province

Location

Name of Farm

Hectaraged

Central

Mumbwa

Mswebe

25,000

Serenje

Katikulula

33,500

Copperbelt. Ndola Rural

Eastern

Luapula

Lusaka

Northern

North
western
Southern

Western

Kambilo-mbilo 30,000

Ndola Rural

Munkumpu

60,000

Katete

Ntambo

20,175

Petauke

Mtirizi

21,065

Nchelenge

Nchelenge

22,000

Samfya

Samfya

20,000

Lusaka Rural Kanaka-ntapa

20,000

Lusaka Rural Lusaka
South-West

21,277

Luwingu

Luwingu

20,000

Mpika

Mpika

24,000

Kasompa

Shivuma

23,000

Solwezi

Solwezi

18,000

Gwembe

Gwembe

12,700

Namwala

Nasasabi

22,000

Kaoma

Kalumwange

50,625

Sesheke

Luazamba

30,000

Remarks
Pre-feasibility
study done
M

11

11

Pre-feasibility
study done
H

H

»

Pre-feasibility
study done
H

II

II

Pre-feasibility
study done
»

H

H

Pre-feasibility
study done
Pre-feasibility
study to be done
in 1981
Pre-feasibility
study done
H

H

H

Pre-feasibility
study done
H

H

H

Pre-feasibility
study to be done
in 1981
Pre-feasibility
study done
Pre-feasibility
study done
Pre-feasibility
study not done

Source: Annual Plan 1981, National Commission for Development PLanning, p. 36.
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8.3

Agricultural Development Plans

8.3.1

Food Strateg^^'

Early in Februari 1979 the idea of Food Strategy for developing
countries was borne at a conference of the World Food Council high
in the mountains of Bellagio in Italy. Ministers and officials of
industrial and developing countries, as well as representatives of
United Nations organizations, were gathered there (as countless
times before) to try to find the beginning of a solution for the
world food problem.
In 1980 a conference on Food Strategies was organized in The
Hague in the Netherlands. The Netherlands were to assist three
countries, i.a. Zambia in drafting a Food Strategy.
As the KIT-team arrived in Lusaka, they found that the Zambia
representative, George Namakundu, whom they had met in The Hague,
had been transferred to a lower post at the Bank of Zambia. The
Permanent Secretary of the National Commission of Development
Planning, Dr. Leonard Chivuno, showed little enthusiasm for the
drafting of a Food Strategy, since the planned state farms would
solve the food problem definitely. The team of KIT nevertheless
decided to go on with the Food Strategy Study (FFS). In 1981 re
search into several aspects of the Food Strategy resulted in a
number of technical reports.
Two factors were decisive for the continuation of the FSS in
1982:
1. The enormously disappointing harvest of 1981/1982 necessitated,
among others, the import of 4 million bags of maize at the cost
of K 90 million (Zambia needs 9 million bags per year);
2. A visit of Pisani, EC Commissioner for Development Cooperation,
had a stimulating effect on Zambian Authorities. The European
Parliament had decided to assist three African countries (Mali,
Kenya and Zambia) with the implementation of the Food Strategy.
Current development cooperation by the EC and its member states
would be coordinated, where possible, with the Food Strategy. Be
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side this, the European Parliament voted for an extra ECU 180 mil
lion aid (about $ 200 million) to the three African countries.
President Kenneth Kaunda reacted enthusiastically to the EC
proposals and immediately created a 'Joint Committee'. EC repre
sentatives and Zambian officials, including Dr. Leonard Chivuno,
serve on this Joint Committee.
The technical reports, complemented by the notes from several
MAWD agencies former the basic material for the Joint Committee.
In September 1982 a Report of the Joint Committee composed of
seven position papers was finished. These position papers included
descriptions of the food situation and offered a number of recom
mendations, although these were not yet elaborated into concrete
projects and programme's. Zambia did, however, add a list of old
and new projects that could fit into the Strategy. The Zambia gov
ernment adopted the Report and sent it to the EC headquarters in
Brussels. In an introductionary letter President Kaunda recalled
Operation Food Production Programme, which according to him was
aimed at all Zambians. Kaunda observed that the Joint Committee
emphasized the position of emergent and subsistence oriented farm
ers. The Central Committee of the UNIP (see appendix 4) accepted
this as a priority for Zambia's Food Strategy; it noticed as well
that food production is stagnant, whereas the population is grow
ing at 3% a year.
The final Report has now been offered to Zambian authorities.
Originally the Final Report have been written by the Joint Commit
tee, but was eventually compiled by KIT-staff members. The Zambian
working group and the Central Committee still have to give their
opinion.
As yet nothing is known about the EC position in respect on the
Zambian Food Strategy plans and the resulting request for aid. It
seems the EC was startled a bit by the promptness with which Zam
bia reacted to its promises of financial aid.
What are the general ideas of the Food Strategy?
In connection with Operation Food Production Programme, the Food
Strategy Study recommends increasing the rate of selfsufficiency
in food and achieving higher incomes for the rural population. The
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FSS recommends the establishment of a Food Policy Unit in Zambia,
i.e. a central point from which to coordinate an integrated poli
cy, both internally, to stimulate coordination between the differ
ent Ministries, as well as externally, vis à vis the donor coun
tries.
As mentioned before, the government's priority is for a high
degree of selfsufficiency in food, but a reduction in government
expenditure is considered important as well. The poor people in
the remote areas deserve more attention. It is exactly the people
in these areas, who suffer from severe shortage in calorie con
sumption. As is clear from chapter 4 this dietary deficiency is
caused by a shortage of staple foods. About 2 million people in
the rural areas and 700.000 people in the cities suffer from this
lack of carbo hydrates. The Food Strategy Study assumes, that gen
erally speaking, the protein intake is sufficient in all parts of
the country, with the possible exception of pre-school children,
pregnant and lactating mothers, and those people who depend large
ly on cassava.
As mentioned already in chapter 5 and 8.2, the pattern of pro
duction does not correspond with the comparative advantaged of the
different eclogical zones. The emphasis on the production of hy
brid maize doesn't stimulate the subsistence oriented farmers in
those areas unsuited for maize to produce hybrid maize for the
market.
Cornerstone of the Food Strategy, therefore, is to encourage
farmers to grow those crops with which they are familiar, which in
the areas less suitable for maize implies a reorientation towards
traditional staple crops such as sorghum/millets and cassava.
For this reorientation towards traditional crops to be success
ful, it is necessary to:
1. Create marketing facilities for these crops;
2. Pay fair producer prices, using the 1980 price level of maize
as a guideline;
3. Stimulate research into traditional crops and increase agricul
tural extension to subsistence oriented producers.
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This strategy aims at the substitution of part of the maize
consumption by sorghum/millets and cassava without affecting the
present volume of maize production. According to the Food Strategy
team this would have the following advantages:
1. Small farmers in areas not primarily suited for maize produc
tion would have the opportunity to enlarge their cash income
from sales of their own products. They can consume (read, eat)
more themselves, thereby raising the nutritional value of their
food intake. Emigration out of the rural areas and allied
shortages of labour in agriculture probably will decrease;
2. The economic retail price will be lower than that of maize as
the handling costs and the producer's price will be lower;
3. Traditional crops will contribute to a higher degree of local
selfsufficiency in food and substitute for imported maize.
The plan calls for financially strong commercial farming enter
prises to grow staple crops for export and to create a bufferstock,
Beside that they are to grow other crops such as soyabeans, sun
flower, tobacco, wheat and barley.
Although the strategy is a simple in theory, its success depends
strongly on extension and research services, as well as on the de
velopment of primary sociétés and other grass root organizations.
Additional storage facilities are needed both in maize pro
ducing areas and in those areas where mainly sorghum/millets and
cassava are grown. It will be necessary to establish medium and
large scale milling facilities in the next 10 years, small scale
processing facilities, like hammer mills, could reduce the costs
of food processing and thereby increase the incomes of producers.
The same holds true for small scale sunflower extraction units,
that can provide edible oil on a village level.
In the rural areas livestock is produced largely for own con
sumption in the same region. Cattle are especially important as a
source of cash income to the people, there being an urban demand
for beef. The productivity of the traditional herds should be in
creased so that they can contribute to an improved standards of
living, especially in the Western Province. Furthermore, the FSS
notices that the only way to increase the income for a large num
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ber of small-scale commercial farmers is to use animal drought
power; cows as well as oxen could be used in this respect.
In areas where few cattle are kept, people should be encouraged to
expand their village herds of goats, sheep and pigs, while poultry
is a very important source of cheap protein for the rural popula
tion.
As fresh milk is too expensive for the majority of consumers, the
Report advises continuation of imports of powdered milk.
Consumption of fish is an extremely important protein source
for the low income urban groups, who can't afford to buy meat. In
addition, many people depend on fishing for a living (see chapter
5). Every aspect of the fishing sector needs attention. Before ef
forts to stimulate the fishing sector can be taken, a thourough
analysis of the potential of standing stocks in all major fishing
areas, indicating the variations of the catch and the danger of
overfishing, is an absolute precondition.
Although real income per head of the population decreased dra
matically over a number of years (see appendix 10) the Food Strat
egy team noticed that an increase of consumer food prises was un
acceptable for the urban wage earner more on psychological grounds
than because he couldn't afford to do so.
The Report, therefore, favours a reduction of subsidies on maize
meal to the wage earner to bring the consumerprice more in line
with the economic retail price (see chapter 8.2.5). This doesn't
hold true for urban low income groups. A 75% increase in the price
of maize will reduce spendable income by about 10%, and their
maize meal consumption by about 6 percent. Part of this loss can
be met by cheaper sorghum/millets and cassava, but urban demand
will probably outrun supply.
Many urban people already produce considerable amounts of veg
etables on homegardens and maize on vacant land. It is necessary
to research this form of food production: Promotion of urban agri
culture is perhaps the only way to ensure a steady food supply for
the lower income groups. A number of measures regarding security
of tenancy and urban land planning could be helpfull in mitigating
the effects of higher staple food prices.
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We've now seen what the Food Strategy plans and the way it was
forced upon Zambia from the outside. Doubts certainly remain as to
whether the Food Strategy is supported and can be carried out by
the responsible authorities in Zambia itself.
We want to put on record that the Food Strategy has a process
like character. The emphasis on food crops is to be positively
valued; the alternative emphasis on cash crops would have en
trenched Zambia's dependence on foreign markets. It is to be hoped
that increased food crop production will reduce dependence on for
eign trade, and so decrease the dependence on South Africa. The
choice in favour of small scale commercial and subsistence ori
ented farmers is also to be applauded as this group of people suf
fer the effects of a low standard of living and an insufficient
diet.
The choice of crops adapted to the local situation rather than
to urban tastes is a very positive aspect of the FSS. The Zambian
government reacted positively and introduced for the first time in
its history fixed prices for cassava (K 7 per 50 kg) and millet
(K 29 per 90 kg)50).
While the FS appears to be well planned, some aspects can be
criticized. The possible effects of the planned changes on the
food and living patterns of the population has been insufficiently
researched. It is doubtful ßr£ the urban population is willing to
return to traditional foodstuffs. The rural population, on the
other hand, will be hard put to grow surplus crops; the Strategy
plans for them to produce an extra 20 - 30% with a minimum avail
ability of inputs. More agricultural work will mean an extra work,
load, especially for women, because:
1. Processing cassava into meal is a very time consuming task reguiring far more labour than hulling and crushing of maize;
2. Ripening millets have to be protected continuously from birds
(traditionally a task for children).
On the other hand cassava allows for a more even year round divi
sion of labour than is possible with maize. Considerable labour
can be saved since a cassava field doesn't need a ploughing as a
maize field does.
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The FFS pays little attention to worne/i51 ^. Small farmers, i.e.
the males, are chosen as the target group, whereas the women do
most of the work. In addition the FFS emphasized the production
and sale of staple crops, more or less neglecting the cultivation
and supply of other vegetable products (leaf vegetables, tomatoes
and onions) and the gathering of wild foodstuffs. These activities
are also women's work.
The link between women and both urban agriculture and agricul
tural extension are not further explicitly treated in the Final
Report. The only instance where women are mentioned explicitly is
under the heading of 'female headed households', as if workload of
these women differs greatly from that of other-women.
As mentioned before, raising agricultural production has the
highest priority, because of the economic necessity. Other food
products such as vegetables, eggs and milk get much less emphasis.
Vegetables could be available in sufficient amounts. Although at
fairly high prices in the cities. As yet the plan does not recog
nize the necessity to stimulate the supply of chickens, eggs,
fresh vegetables, etc. to the urban population. Considering the
low energy intake the priority given to staple crops is self-evi
dent, but this might endanger the intake of protein and vitamins.
Furthermore the FSS observes that if is relatively cheaper to im
port milkpowder than to supply domestic fresh milk. One wonders if
there is a connection with the large dairy surpluses of the EC.
The FSS recommends working with the existing marketing institu
tions, and trying to change these Jristitutions from within. As
this institutions at this moment are dominated by the bureaucratic
bourgeoisie which is not interested in alternative crops, this
limits the possibilities for the distribution of non staple crops.
The present distribution system is not attuned to these crops and
leaves no room for private traders who could possibly market other
crops beside the staples.
We noticed already that the success or failure of the Food
Strategy will depend largely on the Primary Societies and other
grass roots organizations as well as on extension and research.
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Considering the experiences of the last 20 years and the growing
dislike of government officials one should not be surprised if it
proves difficult to establish the grass roots organizations firmly
inside the service system. Research and extension must become
strongly dependent on the ARPT programme.
8.3.2

Adagtive_Research_PLanning_Team_Progranime

The process approach of the ARTPs follows naturally from the
Food Strategy. This is a totally new form of adaptive research,
that has to correspond to the specific problems of small scale
commercial and subsistence oriented farmers. Contrary to the
ARTPs, who are already acquiring a position inside research and
extension institutions, the Food Strategy still has to be offi
cially adopted by the government. Considering its central aspects
the adoption and implementation of this strategy would facilitate
the activities of the ARPTs (see appendix 9).
Research and extension has long been based on large and mediumscale commercial farmers, mostly living along the LOR. The re
search was originally conducted by scientists working in specific
disciplines, e.g. breeding, agronomy, plant protection etc. Re
cently these researchers have been organized into multidisciplinary Commodity Research Teams (CRTs) for cereals, tubers, oilseeds,
etc. In the course of several evaluations of the Research Branch
52)
there are 4 mam problems recognized ':
1. Ineffective research programme formulation;
2. single crop or activity approach;
3. neglect of economic and social factors and
4. insufficient on-farm trials.

*

Having recognized these weaknesses, the MAWD responded to a re
quest by CIMMYT's East African Economics Programme (headed by M.
Collinson) to demonstrate a set of procedures to identify Recom
mendation Domains (RDs), in which farmers are grouped according to
their resource constraints and development opportunities and to
demonstrate a set of diagnostic survey techniques to describe and
understand farming systems. The farming system approach has been
adopted because of its inclusive analysis of all the characteris
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tics -physical, technical, motivational, cultural, etc.- which to
gether comprise the livelihood of the cultivator. But how to in
corporate diagnostic farm survey work and on-farm trials into the
structure of the Research Branch?
In comparison with the CRTs, which have a national focus, the
farming system research has an area focus. In addition, it is re
cognized that adaptive on-farm research require different organi
zation and management than applied research on research stations,
and would be better handled by a new team than by the CRTs. The
ARPTs were established to carry out this research.
The overall objective is to produce recommendations relevant to
the needs of the majority of Zambia's farmers, especially the sub
sistence oriented and small scale commercial prodücërs.
53)
The process can be split into 4 stages
1. Zoning the Recommendation Domains: The RDs are areas within
which cultivators experience broadly similar constraints and
within which the same research and resultant innovations are
likely to be appropriate;
2. In-dept analysis: once a RD is established, it is proposed that
in-debt analysis be carried out by ARPTs, who act as a two-way
link between cultivators, CRTs and research stations (see ap
pendix 9);
3. On-farm trials to test possible technological solutions: if
there is no recommendation to make then the regional research
centres must place more emphasis on the constraints of a farm
ing system. On-farm trials have the advantage that the cultiva
tors are directly involved in testing and evaluation.
4. Recommendations: Recommendations are still in discussion. Defi
nitions of the multiplication network the commercial network
and the cooperatives are still being discussed.
The work of the ARPTs will also be to assist the new cadre of
Provincial Agricultural Planning Officers to adapt national pro
grammes to local conditions and to recommend additional programmes
better suited to the regional needs and the capacities of cultivators54)
'.
ARPTs will also retrain the extension field staff to assist in the
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implementation of the ARPTs. The provision of handbooks, covering
social and technical issues and also the methodology of the farm
ing system must make the field staff more conscious of the severe
problems of cultivators.
This new approach has another advantage of bringing together
technical and social scientists to describe and analyze local
farming systems, identify constraints, suggest ways and means of
overcoming these constraints, and be involved in the testing and
verification of alternative systems to remove the constraints.
An enormous amount of finance and infrastructural support will
be needed to effectively implement these policies55^. Based on
what we know of the influence of international capital and the in
creasing class relations in Zambia, it is to be expected that
there will be a shortage of capital and a lack of coordination of
ruling class and bureaucratic bourgeoisie.
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CHAPTER 9
9.1

INTERNATIONAL DEPENDENCE

The influence of South Africa

Before we are going to analyse the influence of South Africa
on Zambia, we must state that figures of trade between the two
countries are highly unreliabel. Persons, familiar with the situa
tion in Zambia, believe the trade and 'help' to be more voluminous
than official statistics report.
As pointed out in chapters 7.1 and 1.1, the Zambian economy
was dominated by England and foreign firms from the beginning of
the 20th century. In 1964 21% of Zambia's import came from South
Africa (K 32 million); this figure dropped to 8% in 1973 (K 41
million)1'.
After prime minister Smith of Rhodesia closed the border in 1973
the imports fell to K 31 million in 1978 (6% of the total). Other
countries including Japan, West Germany, Italy and the USA, ap2)
peared as new trade partners '.
After the opening of the border in 1978, imports from South Africa
rose K 140 million in 1980 (17% of the total); the 1981 figure
gave the same results.
These figures don't come as a surprise. Zambia and South Africa
are both capitalist countries. South Africa is cheaper than West
ern Europe or Japan for SADCC-members, owing to the reduced trans
port-costs. In late 1975 the South African press reported that
Zambia had become an important market for South African commodi
ties. Severe shortages of soap, detergents and cooking oil in 1976
were finally broken by an airlift from South Africa.
This example of aid is only one of many direct or indirect con
tacts between the two countries. Ann and Neva Seidman (p. 235)
noted:
'South Africa interests were deeply involved in the expanding
Zambian manufacturing sector after 1964. An Anglo-American af
filiate was the largest firm engaged in the production and sale
of beer in the flourishing beverages and tobacco sector. Other
Anglo affiliates were engaged in the production of supplies
and equipment for the mines, using parts and materials imported
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from South Africa. The list of leading Zambian manufacturers in
several sectors reads like a WAo's who from South Africa. Some
U.S.-based multinationals already established in South Africa,
established last-stage assembly plants in Zambia, too. They
did not produce much, however; rather they laststage assembled
and/or processed materials and parts imported from their plants
in South Africa or in the United States1.
When we try to analyze the trade of food between South Africa and
Zambia, we are hindered by the lack of official statistics.
South Africa exported in 1970 263 million Rand of food to other
African countries. In 1981 this export amounted to 1035 million
Rand. Almost one third of that total consisted of maize. The ex
ports from African states to South Africa rose from 1970 to 1981
4)
from 131 million Rand to 318 million Rand '.
The important trade position of South Africa in Zambia (2nd
after U.K.) gives the government in Pretoria a pretext to deal
with the Zambian affaire. We can expect the following developments
in the near future:
1. The trade between both countries will expand; although exports
from South Africa to Zambia will increase faster than those to
South Africa.
2. Zambia will become economically more and more dependent of
South Africa.
9.2

Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC)5^

In 1979 the 8 states, which border on South Africa, including
Swaziland, Botswana, Lesotho, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi, Angola
and Mozambique formed the SADCC. Tanzania did not join the confer
ence at that time. In 1980 the 9 states drew a list of the sectors
which needed attention first. These included industry, agricul
ture, communication and transport. The total costs of all plans
amounted to $ 2.5 billion.
Zambia was given the task to plan a 'development fund'. Zambia
has the contacts with various financial institutions and Kaunda
is an internationally accepted figure. The money for the projects
has to come mainly from western donors (USA, UK, West Germany,
Holland, Scandinavian countries and World Bank).
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The SADCC-members hope that the investments from the western
powers will, in the future, counterbalance their investments in
South Africa. The most striking fact is, of course, the role of
the donors, who have interests in South Africa at the time when
they are invited to participate in SADCC-projects.
We have to analyse this dilemma as follows: Western powers
(multinationals) are interested in expanding their influence and
in gaining profits. At the same time these capitalists will endan
ger their existing interests only when the SADCC offers more fa
vourable conditions. In view of the composition of the conference
this last will not happen, since Angola and Mozambique will not
cooperate in that direction. This means that the 9 countries will
have to rely mainly on their own, unfortunately, very limited
strength. Their infrastructure was developed to transport the main
crops and minerals to Europe and to the USA, rather than to devel
op the ex-colonies. The SADCC wants to break with that past and
strives to develop the economy of the 9 states cooperatively.
At this moment South Africa is the primary partner of the ma
jority of the SADCC members. Only Angola and Tanzania oppose the
African influence. For the other 7, historical backgrounds deter
mined their relations with South Africa. Their economical depen
dence is continued by the present military actions of South Afri
ca. South Africa attacks strategic pipelines, oil refineries,
bridges, railroads, etc. in the 9 countries in an attempt to keep
the SADCC members dependent on South African capitalists.
The immediate future offers little hope for change. South Afri
ca is by far the cheapest supplier of food fertilizers and means
of transport. During the seventies the SADCC countries bought com
modities, spare parts, oil, etc. in Europa, Japan and the USA.
Experts estimate that Zambia spent K 350 million extra in shipping
costs for goods which could have been bought in South Africa. Due
to the recession in the western capitalist countries, the 9 SADCC
members will be required to lower their costs as well. This will
increase South Africa's influence in the vital sectors of these
countries' economies. Only in a general crisis, such as World War
11, can African states begin to escape from the domination of the
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developed capitalistic countries. Until such a period, the SADCC
projects will favour the donor financiers more than the SADCC re
cipients.
Zambia is no exception to this situation. It is a capitalist
country and is developing according to the laws of the capital
istic system. Local businessmen are interested in expanding their
markets. The SADCC is a response to western needs for new markets
(via interregional projects) and the western powers are supported
by the rich local classes in the African states.
9.3

International Organizations

Zambia is a peripheral capitalistic country, subject as we ex
plained in chapter 7.2, to a continuous process of underdevelop
ment. An economic 'take-off' cannot occur as long as the country
is dominated by the international capital.
Zambia is export oriented (copper is 90% of total exports) and
produces and/or imports luxury items for the small upper class.
The mass consumption are goods imported from the developed capi
talistic countries. Competition with these cheaply offered goods
from multinational companies limits the chances for Zambian indus
trialists to set up an independent economy. This process is kept
going by:
1. Western multinationals, which have or constantly try to get
monopolies in their operational fields. In Zambia the multina
tionals control i.e. copper, transport, railroads and H.Y.V.'s;
2. Unlimited possibilities of capital transfer, especially since
the introduction of the Industrial Development Bill of August
1977;
3. An industry, which is based on the technology of developed cap
italistic countries;
4. The unfavourable geographical position of Zambia, which hinders
the development of exports;
5. The industrial development only takes place with sufficient
sales guaranties. International and national capitalists only
invest when this condition exists. Import substitution doesn't
take place because it isn't profitable.
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Technologically and financially, Zambia is dependent on Western
capital. As the influence of multinational companies and foreign
bank grows, Zambia loses control over its economy.
In addition to these problems, the government of Zambia has no
control over the commercial banks in the country.
'The foreign-owned commercial banks were originally to be included
in the Government's proposals to acquire shares of ownership, but
this measure was never implemented. Instead, they were merely re
quired to incorporate locally, and to keep their reserves for
their, Zambian business in the country. To date they remain wholly
foreign-owned with the exception of two very small banks: the Zam
bian Commercial Bank, in which the Government owns 60 percent of
the shares, and a wholly state-owned bank, the National Commercial
Bank of Zambia, created by the Government along the lines of sim
ilar banks established in almost every former British colony, to
extend at least some small amounts of credit to those areas for
merly entirely neglected by the foreign banks. Their relative un
importance is suggested only five branches in the main line-ofrail towns. In contrast, Barclays, Standard and National Grindlays, owned 51 branches, mostly located in towns along the lineof-rail'6'.
Zambia's new industries were financed to a considerable extent
by foreign capital. The nationalization of the coppermines was
financed by Western European Banks (mainly in the U.K. and in West
7)
Germany ').
'The issue of compensation has been much debated. In the case of
the mines, whose original investment had long since been recover
ed in the form of profits, the Government agreed to pay for book
value which had been augmented by loans and reinvestments of part
of the profits over the years. This meant that the Government
guaranteed to pay about $ 40 million annually, including interest
to the parent companies of Anglo-American and RST until 1978; and
to continue paying half that ($ 21 million) until 1982.
In the Zambian case lack of skilled Zambian manpower and the need
to maintain overseas markets with the companies which had contacts,
undoubtedly influenced the Government's decision to pay compensa
tion.
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In Chile, in contrast, after Allende's Government was elected,
the Comptroller General had decided that, after deducting from
the book value of the mines the excess profits shipped out of
Chile from 1955 to 1970, the two U.S. companies. Kennecott and
Anaconda, actually owed Chile $ 310 million, respectively; hence
the Chilean Government refused to pay any compensation at all.
After the coup which outsted the Allende Government, the new mili
tary Government, while retaining the very popular national owner
ship of the big mines, did agree to pay compensation to the com
panies. This apparently, satisfied both the companies and the in
ternational lending agencies, who then proceeded to lend funds to
the military dictatorship, which they had previously denied to
8\
the elected Allende Government '.
9)
Increased Dependence on Western Capital '
Under acute stress, the government turned more openly toward
the west, not only for aid in the solution to southern African
problems, but also to undergird its domestic economy. Faced with
government deficit of K 237 m for 1975, the Zambian government
had, of necessity, greatly to increase its financial dependence,
one of the few dimensions of overall in the period 1966 to 1970,
foreign loans amounted to only K 125 m external financing for the
year 1975 alone was K 100.8 m. And within the first eight months
of 1976, the local press reported K 300 m in additional foreign
assistance. By far the most important single item of the 1976
borrowing was the Special Drawing Rights facility granted by the
IMG, amounting to K 93 m for that year. The World Bank made a fur
ther K 59 m available for development projects. In 1975 it was
reported that Zambia had secretly received loan facilities from
South Africa, including, specifically. South African payment of
Zambia's 1876 oil bill. Zambia strongly denied that it had re
ceived any South African funds or had made any agreement with the
South Africans to its own economic advantage. But though perhaps
not directly from South Africa, Zambia did obtain financial assis
tance in paying for its petroleum in 1976, the value of oil needs
for the first six months of the year being covered by loan facili
ties from the Bank of America. In fact, the US had become one of
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the Zambian government's major creditors over the past several
years. In 1975, it was second only to China, which had made the
massive loan to build the Tanzania-Zambia Railroad. Further, the
US (along with Britain) had, over the last several years, been
perhaps the most important source of loan capital to Zambia's
mining companies, a K 28 m loan being made in 1976; such a contri
bution is not altogether surprising, however, given the extensive
US corporate investment in Zambian copper.
In 1970 Zambia's debt amounted to 5.5% the value of the annual
exports. In 1978 this was 20.8% and in 1982 195%1;L).
In figures the debt were in 1963 K 97 million and in 1978 K 1000
million. The financial situation is best characterized by the fol
lowing article.
ZAMBIA'S ECONOMY
On the edqe^ ^
The Zambian government is meeting its western government credi
tors in the Paris Club on May 13th to discuss rescheduling of 500
m of debt. Zambia has suffered from a 60% decline in the real val
ue of copper, overwhelmingly ist most important export. Its for
eign debt stands at over $ 2.54 billion, almost equal to the coun
try's gross national product. Last month it received the first
instalment of a one-year standby credit of SDR 211.5 m ($ 229 m)
from the International Monetary Fund. Another IMF loan of SDR 97 m
is on the way to compensate for last year's drop in export earn
ings.
Like other African countries, Zambia is having to pay a high
domestic price for IMF help. Last week President Kenneth Kaunda
raised the price of maize meal, Zambians' staple food, by 30% and
the price of fertilizer by 60%. Other consumer prices were already
rising by around 25% a year, and wages are supposed to rise by
only 10% this year. Since last December President Kaunda has, at
the IMF's behest, revoked most price controls, devalued the kwacha
by 20% and approved a tight budget.
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The international capitalist robbery increasingly harms the
Zambian economy. Zambia can only survive by borrowing increasingly
larger sums. An example:
TABLE 39:

INTERNATIONAL GRANTS/LOANS RECEIVED OVER 6 MONTHS, OC
TOBER 1979 - MARCH 198010)

month

K'm

source

destination

3
7

OPEC
Denmark

33.3

Mitsui

Zambia Railways
Several parastatals for
the purchase of capital
equipment and spares
Nchanga Consolidated Cop
per Mines
(NCCM) Cobalt production
projects

amount
October

Mitsubishi
8
November

21.5

Arab Bark for
Economic Dept.
Canada

1.5(grant) UK
8.25
EEC
December

45

January

28

February

7.2(grant)
41
Standard
Chartered Bank
18
UK
2.8

March

8

Construction of Ndola/
Kitwe dual carriageway
Agricultural and fishery
development
Purchase of maize
National Agricultural
Marketing Board (NAMBOARD)

International
NCCM Cobalt Projects
Finance Corpo
ration & Common
wealth Dept.
Corporation
Iraq
"For Third National De
velopment Plan"

European
Investment Bank
International
Development
Bank of Denmark
USA

Line of Payment for im
ports from the UK
Agricultural Development
Projects
Rehabilitation of the
Chilanga Cement Company
Zamhort, Cold Storage
Board, Chilanga Cement
"Several specified agri
cultural projects"

Source: "Standard Chartered Review" monthly
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The Zambian hope to persuade their Paris Club creditors to re
schedule $ 200 m of medium- and long-term debt unpaid in 1982,
plus $ 300 m due in 1983. Zambia also wants to reschedule part of
its commercial credit quaranteed by government agencies like Britian's Export Credits Guarantee Department. If agreement is reached,
it will be the first time Zambia has rescheduled its governmentto-government debt. Its ratio of debt service to export earnings
would fall from a prospective 50%-plus this year to around 35%.
Paris Club members will insist that Zambia reaches a similar
deal with its other official creditors - especially China (which
lent heavily for the Tazara Railway) and Russia (which gave credit
for arms sales). Both are believed to be sympathetic to a resched
uling request.
The Paris meeting will be followed almost immediately by a ren
dezvous in London of Zambia's private creditors, including commer
cial banks. The Zambian government is expecting a rehabilitation
loan of $ 70 m from the World Bank shortly, and will try to nego
tiate another structural adjustment loan of around $ 100 m from
the bank.
All this financial rejigging was urgently needed. By October
last year, Zambia's foreign exchange reserves were enough to cover
just three weeks of imports. By the end of 1982, shortages of im
ported materials and spare parts meant that state-owned industries
were operating at only 45% of capacity.
President Kaunda's austerity measures have annoyed the two most
muscular groups in Zambia - the farmers and the trade unions.
Farmers are fuming about the fertilizer price increase, both big
ger and sooner than expected, since growing maize is only mildly
profitable at the best of times.
Higher prices of maize meal - the second rise in nine months may help to mollify the farmers, but they have angered consumers.
Especially those in the Copperbelt, the cluster of mining towns
near Zambia's northern border which produce 95% of Zambia's hardcurrency earnings. The miners are already jibbing at the 10% limit
put on their wage increase this year.
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Zambia has been hanging on for an upturn in demand for copper
and cobalt. That is now happening. Zambia's copper production of
584.000 tonnes in 1982 was up slightly on 1981. Further increases
in both production and exports are likely in 1983, though probably
not by enough to hit the target of 627.000 tonnes that the govern
ment has set for 1983. Years of underinvesting in capital equip
ment, plus two purges of skilled expatriates in 12 months, have
left the mines in no state for a big rise in output.
Trade-union leaders have kept their heads down since calling
the strike which paralysed the mines in 1981 and put a number of
union men behind bars. But conditions in the copperbelt are grow
ing tense. Violent crime and smuggling (of things like emeralds
and petrol) are increasing. The ruling United National Indepen
dence Party (UNIP) is unpopular. Party officials complain of ha
rassment in copperbelt plants.
The unions are unlikely to jeopardise their own jobs by going
on strike again this year. But they may try to persuade the gov
ernment to trim some of its austerity measures. The IMF has alrea
dy abandoned one loan agreement (in 1982) because Zambia did not
meet its conditions.
The financial debt-situation leads, of necessity, to the for
eign industrial control. ENI built the pipeline to Dar-es Salaam
(Tanzania), Japan financed the national Zambian Railways, Italy
reorganized the transportsector and the airline-company. Several
other examples can be given. In 1973 75% of the capital in INDECO
•J 3 \
came from foreign sources; in 1977 that percentage amounted 80% '
The trade-balance from 1964 until 1980 are shown in appendix 11"''4^
Zambia's trade deficit has increased steadily, placing in an in
creasingly disadvantaged position.
Progressive social scientists point to development-aid as a
solution to this problem. However, as stated earlier, that money
merely results in better bargaining positions for the multination
als. For example, Zambia must spend at least 70% of the aid amount
from Holland in our country. The same rate, or higher, applies to
aid from other countries15^.
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The world economy shows more and more signs of a crisis, and every
donor will set extra conditions or give less money. The gifts are
export-promotions. The pressure of the donors (IMF, FAO, EC, USA
and World Bank) will grow, and steps to encourage private invest
ment will come. The Zambian population has to bleed for it.
The IMF will lend $ 822 million to Zambia in 1983. The follow
ing conditions for this loan have been made:
1. Cut down government expenses:
2. Devaluation of the kwacha by 20%;
3. To abolish the subsidies on food;
4. Merger of the copper concerns;
5. Price and income policy changes;
6. Establish a credit-ceiling for lenders by banks.
It is clear that foreign institutions and foreign countries
determine the financial and the economic situation of Zambia.
In the 'Zambia Nieuwsbrief' nr. 14 dr. A. Wood (University of
Lusaka) reviews the development-aid to Zambia. Until 1976 the U.K.
was the most important donor. In the last few years Denmark,
Sweden and Holland have given more money to agrarian projects. In
1970 40% of the development-aid went to education, in 1980 only
16%. The agrarian sector rose from 13 to 33% during the same pe
riod. The transport sector got in 50% of the capital aid and the
agrarian sector 7%. In 1980 the later sector received 23%. In 1977
77% of the capital investments came from Zambian sources. In 1981
73% of the capital budget came from foreign sources. From the de
velopment aid Sweden takes the first place (1981: 30% of all aid
received, the EC is second (17%) and Holland 5th (8%). The EC
principally finances 'self-contained' projects, which the Zambian
government isn't obliged to co-finance. Most projects are oriented
to large-scale farming of wheat and to irrigation projects (neces
sary for HYV). Over the last five years (1977-1981) the following
donors have concentrated their aid as follows^6
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TABLE 40: PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL AID FROM A DONOR COUNTRY SPENT
IN A SPECIFIC PROVINCE
Country

Percentage of aid

Finland
England
West Germany
Holland
Norway
Sweden

Province
Western
Northern
Northwestern
Western
Western
Northern

100%
100%
100%
97%

83%
57%

The same review can be given for the rural development projects
in Zambia.
TABLE 41: PERCENTAGE OF THE COSTS FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
GIVEN BY EACH COUNTRY:
development project
Soil science research

% of total costs
100

Settlement schemes
Production of specific crops
Milk cattle breeding
Milk cattle breeding
Cooperations

91
78
70
30

88

donor country
Norway
Norway
EC
EC
Holland
Sweden

Zambia is totally dependent on the export of copper. In the other
sectors of its economy foreign financial institutions tighten
their grip on the natural resources of Zambia. The robbery goes
on.
After the meeting of the club of Paris Zambia got a 10 years
extension of time for payment, the conditions for this extension
were:
- wages may rise only 10 percent
- investments must mainly take place in the agricultural sector.
As western donors dictate the interior situation of Zambia, the
food sector especially becomes dependent on western multination-
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als. Their profits decide if the Zambian people can eat. The Zambian Daily Mail of 1-4-1983 gives the results of this policy:
According to Unicef the infant mortality in Zambia is the high
est of all countries in East and in Central Africa.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS

The development of Zambia's economy and the impact on this de
velopment for the production of food crops can be analysed using
the peripheral capitalist situation as a central theme. The con
cept of peripheral capitalist production is mainly characterised
by two aspects: on the one hand we see that capitalist production
in Zambia cannot develop into a self-generating capitalism because
it has a minor position in the world capitalistic system. We no
tice a development to a state capitalism supporting multinational
capital. On the other hand we see that a large part of the peasant
population is not involved in capitalist production in contrast
to the commercial farming sector.
The general impression of the present food supply and selfsufficiency is one of overwhelming shortage. This shortage is concen
trate in the staple food crops: maize, sorghum, millets, cassave,
rice and wheat. This shortage of staple crops leads to an energy
intake under the estimated minima among the low-income groups,
especially subsistence oriented households and rural wage earners.
This calorie-poor diet negatively influences the health and workcapacity, and in turn the incomes of many families. The supply of
protein-containing food crops is on the average sufficient, but
is not equally spread over the different income groups. Again,
the low-income groups suffer from severe shortages. In the rural
areas an overemphasis on one or two staple crops causes nutrition
al shortages, the more so because there are few alternative activ
ities to supply the diet with the lacking nutrients. The national
production of maize does not cover the total demand and maize im
ports are needed. Maize is grown on a small scale level; yields
per ha are very low. The increase the yields small farmers should
be able to acquire the necessary inputs, such as fertilizer, in
secticides, herbicides, etc. Therefore credit facilities should
be increased and directed to small farmers.
The overemphasis of the agricultural policy on maize has had a
negative influence on the production of other staple crops. Only
minimal amounts of sorghum, millets and cassave (which are mostly
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grown by small scale commercial farmers and subsistence oriented
farmers) are bought by NAMBOARD and these have no, or only a very
low, officially determined price. These are locally adapted food
crops and they could contribute a substantial supply of energy.
Up to now the production of these crops has not been profitable
and is therefore not stimulated. The advantages of other staple
crops over maize (a decrease in transport- and storage losses of
millets and sorghum, possibilities of intercropping of cassave
with leguminosae a.o.) have been neglected up to now.
At the moment wheat is gaining popularity. The natural re
sources (soils and rainfall) do not allow widespread production
of wheat in Zambia. As wheat production requires considerable
amount of inputs and management, it can only be grown on large
scale commercial farms. This is strongly supported by the govern
ment, which wants to silence the large urban population and fullfill the demand for bread. Wheat is also imported in large amounts
Large scale commercial farmers have been able to use a large
part of the money available for the agricultural sector for pro
ductive investments. The agricultural policy supports the commer
cial farming sector, as the only profit-making sector in agricul
tural production. The subsistence oriented households are not
supported.
This economic development forms the base of a class distinction
between several social groups in Zambian society. The process of
class formation has involved the emergence and growth of both a
group parastatal managers and of private entrepreneurs. The parastatal sector may be viewed as a recruiting base for the indige
nous owning class.
The failure of efforts to develop the peripheral rural areas
(Cooperative Movement, Primary Societies, etc.) is obvious, taking
the peripheral capitalist structure of Zambia's economy into ac
count. The capitalist production sector is not interested in sup
porting the development of a competitive sector.
A second source of a growing owning class has been the upper
levels of the civil service and the Party (UNIP). The influence
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of indigenous capital was partly increased by the weakness of other
class forces in Zambia. Organised labour had a radical voice in
the mining sector at independence, but has retreated to a bread
and butter policy. Shortly after independence many of the UNIP
militant leaders were offered profitable jobs in the government
and diplomatic service. Traditional leaders are loosing their power
and new coalitions guided by economic interests are forming. This
emerging bourgeoisie has great influence in the political process.
Its strength, access to the State, leads simultaneously to its
major weakness, which is a dependence on the State and State-en
dowed benefits. At present, private Zambian capital articulates
opposition to the government, but it cannot survive against foreign
capital without state protection.
The peasantry has been politically weak, lacking organization
and leadership. Differences between urban and rural resources have
resulted in a mass migration to the urban areas and the pattern
of regional competition, established and entrenched within UNIP,
has fragmented the rural population. Different types of farmers
have different accesses to resources, and this has led to growing
class-based distinctions. The overriding constraint on agricultur
al production, especially for subsistence oriented farmers, is
the shortage of labour. Hiring labour and off-farm work can be
judged as mechanisme by which peasant differentiation and class
formation can arise. The households headed by women (25-30% of
all households) suffer economically most from the changing pat
terns of social relations.
Zambia has a dependent position in the international field.
Zambia has been a copper-supplying nation, paying little attention
to its agricultural production sector. With the introduction of
high yielding varieties (HYV) of maize, wheat (and in future other
crops) Zambia's dependency on food imports will resemble the sit
uation in the copper-mining sector, which is controlled by foreign
capital. Seeds, pesticides, insecticides, fertilizers, etc. are
delivered by foreign companies. These multinational enterprised
possess the patents, they have the technology and equipment to do
research. Their results are directed to the commercial farming
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sector, which has the required inputs and management to produce
these HYV's. The small farmers are dependent on the goodwill of
international organizations and the marketing structure of the
government for their inputs. The petty trading sector faces large
difficulties with the bureaucratic institutions like NAMBOARD and
Cooperative Unions. The uniform price-system for agricultural
products obstructs the development of petty trade.
The strong ties linking the Zambian economy to the Western cap
italist world are further illustrated by enormous sums of money
which they are willing to lend Zambia, to try to prevent an eco
nomic collapse. Stabilizing factors are supported, e.g. President
Kenneth Kaunda is seen as the most stabilizing factor. The IMF is
a powerful instrument which impedes efforts to attain equity. For
example, agrarian subsidies (mainly consumers-subsidies to lower
food prices) make up a large part of the government expenditure
and were cut several times under pressure of IMF lending condi
tions.
The role of South Africa can be seen from a similar point of
view. South Africa supplies food (and other commodities), it has
secure transport-lines for Western goods and it has to perform
the role of military agent to guard the interests of the Western
and South African multinationals. South Africa's role will become
more important, since the country can deliver food to Zambia at
lower prices than other developed western capitalist countries as
a result of the lower transport costs. The economic interests of
Zambia and of South Africa are dicisive. Zambia's attitude towards
liberation movements will remain contradictory.

APPENDIX 1
Exchange rate of Zambian Kwacha in US dollars and Dutch guilders1^

1964
1965
1966

amount of US $
per Kwacha
1.40
1.40
1.40

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40

5.04
5.07
5.07
5.06
4.89
4.49

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

1.54
1.55
1.55
1.40
1.27
1.23

4.31
4.18
3.93
3.71
3.11
2.66

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983 January
February
March

1.26
1.27
1.15
1.07
0.85
0.85
0.84

2.53
2.52
2.86
2.87
2.22
2.27
2.25

0.84
0.84

2.31
2.33

April
May

amount of Dutch ƒ
per Kwacha
5.05
5.04
5.06

(1) The exchange rate is chosen for the average of the period.
Source: International Financial Statistics of the International
Monetary Fund; Washington, several reports.

APPENDIX 2
Calorie and protein requirements and breakdown by sex and age of rural and urban population:
(in percent of total population)

ENERGY

PROTÊiftf

Reguirements
Age group

by sex+ age

adjustment

Rural Urban

%

weight+age

Structire

Safe level

Structure

Kcal

Require

by sex+ age

adjustment

ment

Rural Urban

weight and

g/day

g/day
Age groups

%

%

%

age
Children

Children

<1
1-

1090

1090

4.4

5.1

<1

22.9

22.9

4.4

5.1

1360

1360

10.3

12.0

1-3

15.9

15.9

10.3

12.0

4-6

1830

1830

10.4

10.5

4-6

20.4

20.4

10.4

10.9

7-9

2190

2190

9.3

8.7

7-9

24.7

24.7

9.3

8.7

Male adolescents,
adults

Male adoles
cents adults

10-12

2600

2600

4.1

3.5

10-12

29.9

4.1

3.5

13-15

0.97

2454

3.2

3.0

13-15

0.99

31.0

3.2

3.0

16-19

1.02

2581

3.0

3.8

16-19

1.02

32.0

3.0

3.8

20-39

1.00

2530

10.3

17.1

1.00

31.4

20.4

24.1

40-49

0.95

2403

4.1

4.5

50-59

0.90

2277

3.4

1.9

60-69

0.80

2024

1.8

0.4

70

0.70

1771

0.7

0.1

10-12

2350

2350

3.7

3.8

10-12

26.9

3.7

3.6

13-15

1.13

2260

2.9

2.8

13-15

1.10

28.6

2.9

2.8

16-19

1.05

27.3

3.4

4.1

1.00

26.0

24.9

18.4

29.9

20+

Female adoles
cents adults

Female ado
lescents adults

16-19

1.05

2100

3.4

4.1

20-39

1.00

2000

15.2

15.1

40-49

0.95

1900

4.7

2.1

50-59

0.90

1800

2.5

0.8

60-69

0.80

1600

1.5

0.3

70+

0.70

1400

0.6

0.1

28.9

20+

reference protein: 25.9 g

Calorie requirements )
per person per day

) rural 2030 urban 2060 Protein requirements

(weighted average)

)

Average body weight:

local protein

: 35.0 g

per person per day
men 55 kg

(weighted average)

: women 50 kg
Source: Steenbergen, W. van. Nutrition, annex prepared for FSS, Lusaka, Republic of Zambia,
MAWD (Planning Unit), 1981.

Yield (kg/ha)
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727
462
438
3403
9000

3264
903

7143
3182
923

1463

1500

1000

7143
3182
933
949

7143
3123
933
1087

616

535

533

602

626

600

51
11098
20246

65
12000

67
12000
21176
80000

72
11163
20000

77
11163

82
11163
20000
83333

'69-'71
764
1400
451
792
619
649
3288
8823

Sugarcane

102160
300

21176
76778
739

189

800

Sunfl. seed
Coffee, green
Tea
Tobacco
Seed cotton

O
DC

778
462
429
3401
8667

'81
818
4727
1276
870
462
500
3339
9000

Crop/year
Cereals
Wheat
Rice
Maize
Millets
Sorghum
Root & Tubers
Potatoes
Sweet pot.
Cassava
Pulses
Soyabeans
Groundnuts
(in shell)
Vegetables
Tomatoes
Onions, dry

'77
886
3923
881
933
637
638
3411
9000
6923
3208
909

7041
3084
895
-

'78
746
4034
1105
800
444
500
3463
8661
6923

-

-

1000
850

1010
903
«. »

Source: FAO-Yearbooks '79-'80-'81

420
925
-

763
476

'79
722
3134
597

689
4034
541

88752
536
968

20000
91972
648
969

1111
821
621

1158
780
756

645
956
1200
710
555

APPENDIX 4
THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
President
Secretary General

Prime Minister

Chairman of Elections, Publicity
and Strategy Committee
Vice-Chairman

Chairman of Appointments
and Disciplinary Committee
Vice Chairman

Chairman of Political and Legal
Committee
Vice Chairman

Chairman of Defence and
Security Committee

Chairman of Social and Cultural
Committee
Vice Chairman
Chairman of the Youth and Sports
Committee

Chairman of Economic and
Finance Committee
Chairman of Rural Develop
ment Committee
MCC for Copperbelt Province

MCC for Northern Province

MCC for Lusaka Province

MCC for North-Western Province

MCC for Eastern Province

MCC for Central Province

MCC for Southern Province

MCC for Luapula Province

Women's League Secretary

MCC for Western Province

Administrative Secretary

Youth League Secretary

Source: UNICEF: children and women in Zambia,
1979
a situation analysis,

APPENDIX 5
THE CABINET
The President
The Secretary Gener
al of the Party
The Minister of Health

The Minister of Labour
and Social Services

The Minister of Works
and Supply

The Prime Minister

The Minister of Agri
culture and Water
Development

The Minister of Mines

The Minister of
Defence

The Minister of
Lands and Natural
Resources

The Minister of Power, The Minister of
Transport and Commu
Education and
nications
Culture

The Minister of Tourism

The Minister of
The Minister of Com
merce and Industry

The Minister of Home

Foreign Affairs

The Minister of
Youth and Sport

Affairs
The Minister of In
The Minister of Fi
nance and Technical
Co-operation

formation and Broad
casting Services

The Minister of
National Guidance

The Minister of Legal
Affairs and AttorneyGeneral
Source: UNICEF: children and women in Zambia, a situation analysis,
1979
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APPENDIX 10
Per Capita levels of GDP and GDY in 1980 prices, 1970-1980

Population (x 1,000)
GDP per capita (Kwacha)
GDY per capita (Kwacha)

1970

1973

1976

1979

1980

1981

4,183
661
930

4,585
656
857

5,026
650
580

5,509
526
506

5,680
526
526

5,856
501
457

Source: Monthly Digest of Statistics, CSO, various issues

Indices of the barter and income terms of trade of the rural sector
1972-1981.
Price index Volume index
agricultural agricultural
production
production
per capita
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

100
87.8
93,2
92.5
115.2
134.4
146.7
174.4
195.5
218.7

Source: See above

100
117.4
121.5
125.3
131.7
131.3
132.4
115.3
118.1
128.2

Income
Price index Barter
terms of terms of
non-food
trade
trade
products
urban market
100
106.4
115.5
125.6
145.7
182.2
223.4
254.9
274.7
303.3

100
82.5
80.7
73.6
79.1
73.8
65.6
68.4
71.2
72.1

100
96.9
98.0
92.3
104.1
96.9
86.9
78.9
84.1
92.4
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